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You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. 
Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
ONE HuNDRED FIFTEENTH CoMMENCEMENT 
9:30A.M. 
FRIDAY, MAY 13, 2011 
LITTLEJOHN CoLISEUM 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
PosTING OF CoLoRs 
Clemson Tiger Platoon Color Guard 
INVOCATION 
Ryan David Pastor, Student Representative (A.M. ceremony) 
Sarah Elizabeth Allen, Student Representative (P.M. ceremony) 
INTRODUCTION OF TRUSTEES 
President James F Barker 
RECOGNITION OF THE DEANS OF THE COLLEGES 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R Helms 
CoNFERRING oF HoNORARY DEGREE 
President James F Barker 
REFLECTIONS 
The Honorable Lindsey Olin Graham, U.S. Senator (A.M. ceremony) 
Leslie Michelle Hash (P.M. ceremony) 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND DELIVERY OF DIPLOMAS 
President James F Barker 
RECOGNITION AND PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Ms. Susan Cumbie, Organist/Soloist 
Clemson University Ensemble, Viva Voce 
Dr. John N Gowdy, University Marshal 
CEREMONIAL Music 
Prelude 
Ms. Susan Cumbie, Soloist 
Adoration by Felix Borowski 
Viva Voce, Ms. Lori Gourdin, Conductor 
Sicut Cervus - G P da Palestrina 
Regina Coeli - G P da Palestrina 
Processional 
Various Marches and Processionals 
Ms. Susan Cumbie, Organist 
National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music attributed to John Stafford Smith 
Ms. Susan Cumbie, Soloist 
Musical Interludes 
Sumer Is Icumenin -Anonymous 
Jesus Christ the Apple Tree - Elizabeth Poston 
Echo Song- Orlando Di Lasso 
With a Lily in Her Hands - Eric Whitacre 
Viva Voce 
Closing 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Words by A C Corcoran, Class of' 19 
Music by Robert E Farmer, Class of' 49 
and Hugh H McGarity 
Arranged by David A Conley, Class of '92 
Viva Voce 
Recessional 
Psalm XIX - Benedetto Marcello 
Ms. Susan Cumbie, Organist 
Viva Voce 

















BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
David H Wilkins, Chairman ............................. Greenville 
William C Smith, Jr., Vice Chairman ............... Columbia 
Bill L Amick ......................................... Batesburg-Leesville 
J J Britton ................................................................ Sumter 
Leon J Hendrix, Jr ...................................... Kiawah Island 
Ronald D Lee ............................................................ Aiken 
Louis B Lynn ...................................................... Columbia 
Patricia H McAbee ............................................. Greenville 
John N McCarter, Jr ..................... ...... .... ... .... .... Columbia 
E Smyth McKissick lll ....................................... Greenville 
Thomas B McTeer, Jr. ........................................ Columbia 
Robert L Peeler .................................................. Lexington 
Joseph D Swann ................................................. Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P Batson, Jr .............................................. Greenville 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr ........................................ Charleston 
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr ................................... Columbia 
Harold D Kingsmore ........................................... Clemson 
Leslie G McCraw ............................................... Greenville 
D Leslie Tindal .................................................. Pinewood 
Allen P Wood ...................................................... Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Angie Leidinger 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F Barker .................................................... President 
Doris R Helms ...................................... Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
A Neill Cameron, Jr ....... Vice President for Advancement 
Brett A Dalton .............................. Chief Financial Officer 
Gail DiSabatino ........... Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W Kelly ............ Vice President for Public Service and 
Agriculture and Economic Development 
Terry Don Phillips ................................ Director of Athletics 
Gerald Sonnenfeld .................. . Vice President for Research 
Erin E Swann .............................. .Interim General Counsel 
Leon E Wiles .................................... Chief Diversity Officer 
HoNORARY DEGREE 
Lindsey Olin Graham 
Doctorate of Humanities 
Elected U.S. Senator from South Carolina on Nov. 5, 2002, Senator 
Lindsey Graham embarked on his life's work of serving and protecting 
the public good two decades earlier. 
A native of nearby Central and a graduate of the University of South 
Carolina (BA 1977, JD 1981), Senator Graham devoted six and a half 
years to active duty service as an attorney in the U.S. Air Force. From 
1984 to 1988, he served overseas at the Rhein Mein Air Force Base in 
Germany. Upon leaving active duty in 1989, he joined the S.C. Air 
National Guard where he served until his election to the U.S. House 
of Representatives in 1994. 
During the Gulf War, he was called to active duty and served stateside as Staff Judge Advocate 
at McEntire Air National Guard Base preparing troops for deployment, for which he earned a 
commendation medal. Since 1995, he has served in the U.S. Air Force Reserves and is one of only 
three U.S. senators currently serving in the Guard or Reserves. He holds the rank of colonel and is 
assigned as a senior instructor at the Air Force JAG School. 
In 1988, Senator Graham went into private law practice and was elected to the S.C. House of 
Representatives in 1992. In 1994, he became the first Republican to represent South Carolina's 
Third Congressional District in Washington, D.C., since 1877. 
Senator Graham's devoted service as senior senator from South Carolina and his leadership on 
five vital U.S. Senate committees-Appropriations, Armed Services, Aging, Budget and Judiciary-are 
critically important for the citizens of our state and our nation. Further, he has consistently shown 
extraordinary character and leadership by building broad-based coalitions to allow our government 
to function effectively and avoid costly partisan stalemates. 
He is known as a leader who fights to balance the federal budget, provide tax relief to all taxpayers, 
keep our military adequately funded and prepared, return control of education to parents and 
teachers, and ensure the government keeps it promises to America's greatest generation. 
Senator Graham is a strong national advocate for Clemson University's economic development 
initiatives, particularly those related to leading our state and our nation to energy independence 
and a green economy. At a Clemson-hosted summit on renewable energy in 2009, he said, "What 
Clemson has been able to achieve in this area of ... the new economy for the United States is incredibly 
impressive." He also partners with the University through programs of the Strom Thurmond Institute, 
bringing attention to pressing national and international issues. 
Over the course of his distinguished public service career, Senator Graham has received numerous 
honors and awards, including honorary doctorates from the University of South Carolina, the 
Medical University of South Carolina and 10 other South Carolina institutions. 
Clemson University holds Senator Graham's remarkable life of service to his country and to the 
people of South Carolina in the highest regard. In recognition of his eminent achievements and 
contributions, it is a great privilege to present the honorary degree, Doctorate of Humanities, to 
Senator Lindsey Olin Graham. 
THE AcADEMIC PRoCESSION 
The academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees and most honored guests of the University. 
Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, 
described under University Regalia. The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors 
that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are listed below. 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval origin. Those 
who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding 
institutions. Academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from institutions in the United States are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar boards with 
tassels. Doctors of philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer than bachelors' 
gowns. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow, while those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. 
Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three 
velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet in the 
discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, degree level is 
signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' the smallest, masters' larger and doctors' quite large and of a different 
shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is 
dark blue, which designates the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the 
awarding institution. The colors are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical or military regalia as set forth by their professions. 
The president of Clemson University wears a purple gown with four velvet bars piped in gold and the university seal 
embroidered on the panels. Each trustee wears a similar gown with three velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an 
embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from 
the awarding school. They are preceded by the university marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal 
wears no hood and bears the university mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional 
but are dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
COLLEGE 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 






















Purple and Orange 





















CANDIDATES FOR THE DocToR's DEGREE 
J Bruce Rafert, Dean, Graduate School 
CoLLEGE oF AGRICULTURE, FoRESTRY AND LIFE SciENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Marcia Wilson Hesser ...................................................................................................... Rock Hill, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Survey of Heterologous Expression Systems for the Production of Bovine Follicle 
Stimulating Hormone and Luteinizing Hormone 
Advisor: Dr. J Morris 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Heidi C Dodson .................................................................................................................. Pickens, SC 
B.S., North Greenville College 
Dissertation: Regulation of Trypanosoma Brucei Hexokinase 1 and 2 On Multiple Levels: 
Transcript Abundance, Protein Expression, and Enzyme Activity 
Advisor: Dr. J Morris 
Shaolei Teng .................................................................................................................... Jiangsu, China 
B.S., Soochow University; M.S., Gyeongsang National University 
Dissertation: Predictive Bioinformatics Methods for Analyzing Genes and Proteins 
Advisor: Dr. L Wang 
Biological Sciences 
Angela Renee Vogel Rivera ...................................................................................... Virginia Beach, VA 
B.S., M.S., Old Dominion University 
Dissertation: Comparative Forelimb Muscle Function In Turtles: Tests of Environmental Variation 
and Neuromotor Conservation 
Advisor: Dr. R Blob 
Food Technology 
Paljinder Singh Manhiani .......................... .. ... .. .... ... ..... .. ................... .. .................... North Augusta, SC 
B.S., M.S., Guru Nanak Dev University 
Dissertation: Carnosine Content and Antioxidant Activity from Poultry Co-Products, 
Protein Meal, and Stressed Poultry Tissues 
Advisor: Dr. P Dawson 
Forest Resources 
James Douglas Benson .......................................................................................................... Seneca, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Characterization of Piedmont Prairie Sites in North and South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. J Lanham 
Aaron David Stottlemyer ............................................................................................... .. .... Dubois, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Different Site Preparation Treatments on Fuel Loading, Soil Fertility, 
Mycorrhizas, and Vegetation in Beetle-Killed Southern Pine Stands 
Advisor: Dr. G Wang 
Microbiology 
Joseph Carroll Brown ......................................... .. .................................................................. Greer, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Activities of Muscadine Grape and Polyphenolic Constituents against 
Helicobacter pylori 
Advisor: Dr. X Jiang 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Robert David Tompkins .. ......................... .. ............ .. ...... ... ...... .... ....................... ............. Gastonia, NC 
B.S., Guilford College; North Carolina State Univers ity 
Dissertation: An Ecological, Genetic, and Reproductive Study of Big Bluestem 
(Andropogon Gerardii) Populations in the Carolinas 
Advisor: Dr. W Stringer 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Rhetorics, Communication and Information Design 
Joshua Mitchell Abboud ....... .. .......... ....... ........ ... .......... .... ............... ... .. ....... ...... ...... ... .... .. Clemson, SC 
B.A., Brigham Young University; M.A., University of Arizona 
Dissertation: The Ethics of Obstruction 
Advisor: Dr. V Vitanza 
Sergio Correia Figueiredo ...................... ..... ....... ... ........................................ ................. .... Riverside, NJ 
B.A., Rowan College; M.A., Marshall University 
Dissertation: UnComposing (Visual) Rhetoric's: A (Strange) Comic(s) View of Writing in the Age 
of New Media 
Advisor: Dr. C Haynes 
Alicia Nicole Hatter ...................................... .... .............. .................. ....... ..... ... ............ .. .. Snellville, GA 
B.A., College of Charleston; M.A., Georgia State University 
Dissertation: You Belong Here: An "Interpellative" Approach to Usability 
Advisor: Dr. T Howard 
Josephine Nambuya Walwema ...................................................................................... Mbale, Uganda 
B.A., M.Ed., Makerere University; M.A., University of New Mexico 
Dissertation: Tactile Interfaces: Epistemic Techne in Information Design 
Advisor: Dr. S Katz 
CoLLEGE oF BusiNEss AND BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Economics 
Inna Cintina ........................................................................................................................ Riga, Latvia 
B.S., M.E., University of Latvia; M.S., University College Dublin 
Dissertation: Essays on the Link berween Alcohol Consumption and Youth Fertility 
Advisor: Dr. P Wilson 
2 
Economics (continued) 
Projesh Prasad Ghosh ............................................................................................................ Suri, India 
B.A., M.A., Jadavpur University 
Dissertation: Essays on Welfare Policy Induced Migration in Post-Welfare Reform Regime 
Advisor: Dr. T Mroz 
Ovidiu Flavius Lasca ...................................................................................................... Arad, Romania 
B.S., Babes-Bolyai University 
Dissertation: A Model of Location Choice for Young College Graduates 
Advisor: Dr. T Mroz 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Brandy Allison Brown ....................................................................................................... Houston, TX 
B.A., Houston Baptist University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Teams and Stress: A Meta and Process Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. F Switzer 
Jessica Linda Doll .................................................................................................... Essex Junction, VT 
B.S., Appalachian State University 
Dissertation: Individual and Situational Moderators of the Decision to Engage in a 
Workplace Romance 
Advisor: Dr. P Rosopa 
Gary William Giumetti .................................................................................................. Gibbstown, NJ 
B.A., Villanova University 
Dissertation: Applicant Self-Selection during the Hiring Process: Developing and Testing a 
Model of Applicant Withdrawal 
Advisor: Dr. P Raymark 
Management 
Michael Richard Dinger ..................................................................................................... Laurens, SC 
B.S., Presbyterian College 
Dissertation: Understanding the Role of Embedded ness in Shaping IT Worker Behavior 
Advisor: Dr. J Thatcher 
Mohammed I Raja ............................................................................................................ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of Poona; M.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Dissertation: Lean Manufacturing- An Integrated Socio-Technical Systems Approach to 
Work Design Practices 
Advisor: Dr. L Fredendall 
Joseph Christopher Zimmer .......................................................................................... San Mateo, CA 
B.S., M.S., Middle Tennessee State University 
Dissertation: Information Seeking Behavior: The Effects of Relationalism on the Selection of 
Information Sources 
Advisor: Dr. V Grover 
3 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Automotive Engineering 
Robert Morris Clippard ..... .................... ... ...................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Dual Electric Motor Vehicular Suspension and Drive Mechanism Design, Develop-
ment, and Control 
Advisor: Dr. J Ziegert 
Thomas Martens ......................................................................................................... Ocholt, Germany 
B.E., Fachochschule Wilhem University 
Dissertation: Micro Function Enhanced Sinter Binding of Metal Injection Molded (MIM) Parts to 
a Solid Substante 
Advisor: Dr. L Mears 
Chan Yet Wong .............................................. ............. .............. ...................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., Tulane University 
Dissertation: System Integration for a Novel Positioning System via Model-Based Control 
Advisor: Dr. L Mears 
Bioengineering 
Vince Z Beachley ........................................................................................... ............ .Severna Park, MD 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Dissertation: Nanofiber Based Tissue Engineering Strategies Utilizing Novel Fabrication Technologies 
Advisor: Dr. X Wen 
Galen Edan Collier ......................................... .... ............................................................. Asheville, NC 
B.S., North Georgia College , 
Dissertation: Methods Development and Force Field Evaluation for Molecular Simulations of 
Interactions between Structured Peptides and Functionalized Material Surfaces 
Advisor: Dr. R Latour 
Rohan Satishkumar .......................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.T., Anna University 
Dissertation: Application of Enzyme-Based Antibacterial Coatings on Catheters to Prevent Device 
Associated Infections 
Advisor: Dr. A Vertegel 
Gary Lee Thompson III ................................................................................................ Walterboro, SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Electromechanics in Biological Systems Studied by Scanning Probe Microscopy 
Advisor: Dr. A Vertegel 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly ad ministered by the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences 
and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Hen1 Joshi ......................................................................................................................... Raipur, India 
B.E., Visveswaraiah Technical University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Biodiesel Production using Chemical and Enzymatic Catalysts and Improvement of 
Cold Flow Properties using Additives 
Advisor: Dr. T Walker 
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Chemical Engineering 
Esteban Eduardo Urena-Benavides .... ... .... .......... .. ... .. ... ...... ........ .. ........... ... .... .. .... San Jose, Costa Rica 
B.S., University of Costa Rica 
Dissertation: Cellulose Nanocrystals Properties and Applications to Renewable Nanocomposites 
Advisor: Dr. C Kitchens 
Chemistry 
Katie Jean Hilbert ............................................................................................................. Kutztown, PA 
B.S., Cedar Crest College 
Dissertation: "Utilization of Capillary Channeled-Polymer (C-Cp) Fiber Stationary Phases for the 
Separation of Water Soluble Polymers 
Advisor: Dr. R Marcus 
Martin M Kimani .............................................................................................................. Thika, Kenya 
B.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: Synthesis, Characterization, and Reactivity of Biologically Relevant Copper Selone 
and Thione Complexes 
Advisor: Dr. J Brumaghim 
Charles Derrick Quarles, Jr ............................................................................... ... ... .............. Evans, GA 
B.S., Augusta State University 
Dissertation: Particle Beam Glow Discharge Spectroscopy as a Tool for Speciation and 
Metallomics Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. R Marcus 
Mary Alice Salazar .. ... ......... .............. ..................................................... ...................... San Antonio, TX 
B.S., University of Texas; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Analysis of the Temporal Transcriptional Response of Escherichia Coli to 
Cytoplasmic Inclusion Bodies 
Advisor: Dr. S Harcum 
Matthew Scott Williams ................... ............................................................................ Lincolnton, NC 
B.S., Western Carolina University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Extended Solids Containing Nano-Sized Transition 
Metal Oxide Lattices 
Advisor: Dr. S Hwu 
Manoj K Singh .................................... ... .................................................................... Gorakhpur, India 
B.Sc., Gorakhpur University; M.Sc., Indian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Molecular Mechanics Studies of Enzyme Evolutionary Mechanisms 
Advisor: Dr. B Dominy 
Civil Engineering 
Tahereh Heidari .................................................................................................................. Tehran, Iran 
B.S., University of Science and Technology 
Dissertation: Characterizing Liquefaction Potential of Pleistocene Soil Deposits in the Charleston 
Area, South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. R Andrus 
Hadakopan Krishnapillai ........................ ....... ........................... .................... .. .. Trincomalee, Sri Lanka 
B.S., University of Peradeniya 
Dissertation: A Finite Element Model for Coupled Deformation-Flow Analysis of Unsaturated Soil-
Structure Systems and its Validation 
Advisor: Dr. N Ravichandran 
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Civil Engineering (continued) 
Bagyalakshmi Shanmugam ................................................................... ............................ Vellore, India 
B.E., University of Madras; M.S., Bharathiar University 
Dissertation: Probabilistic Assessment of Roof Uplift Capacities in Low-Rise Residential 
Construction 
Advisor: Or. B Nielson 
Computer Science 
Dheeraj Chahal. .................................................................................................................. Delhi, India 
B.S., Himachval Pradesh University; M.S., Chaudhary Charan Singh University; 
M.S., Kurukshetra University 
Dissertation: Automated, Parallel Optimization Algorithms for Stochastic Functions 
Advisor: Or. S Goasguen 
Electrical Engineering 
Xinbo He ........................................................................................................................ Laiyang, China 
B. E., M.S., Xian Jiaotong University; M.S., National University of Singapore; 
M.S., University of Missouri 
Dissertation: Estimating and Mitigating Radiated Emissions from PCB Heatsinks 
Advisor: Or. T Hubing 
Hocheol Kwak .................................................................................................................. Wonju, Korea 
B.E., M.S., Inha University 
Dissertation: Investigation of Techniques for Reducing Unintentional Electromagnetic Emissions 
from Electronic Circuits and Systems 
Advisor: Or. T Hubing 
Chunrong Song ................................................................................................................ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., China University of Geosciences; M.S., Southern Illinois University 
Dissertation: Radio Frequency Micro/ Nanofluidic Devices for Dielectric Property 
Characterizations 
Advisor: Or. P Wang 
Haiyan Yang ...................................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Huazhong University 
Dissertation: Further Investigation on Magnetically Induced Subsequent Fault and Study on 
Electromagnetic Scattering of Objects Buried Below a Radom Rough Surface 
Advisor: Or. X Xu 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Arika Bridhikitti ..................................................................................................... Songkhla, Thailand 
B. E., Prince of Songkla University; M.Ed., Asian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Applications of Moderate-Resolution Remote Sensing Technologies for Surface Air 
Pollution Monitoring in Se Asia 
Advisor: Or. T Overcamp 
Tess Brothersen ..................................................................................................................... Logan, UT 
B.S., Utah State University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Dissertation: Identification and Characterization of Polychlorinated Biphenyl Dechlorinating 
Microorganisms from Lake Hartwell, South Carolina 
Advisor: Or. C Lee 
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Environmental Engineering and Science (continued) 
James Francis Chamberlain .................................................................................................. Austin, TX 
B.S., Texas A&M University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Economic and Environmentallmpacts of Bioenergy Cropping Systems in the 
Southern United States 
Advisor: Or. S Miller 
Fei Chen ......................................................................................................................... Hunan, China 
B. E., Sichuan University; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Contaminant Mass Transfer in Fractured Geologic Media during Boiling 
Advisor: Dr. R Falta 
Industrial Engineering 
Jaclyn Baron ......................................................................................................................... Weston, FL 
B.S., University of Central Florida; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Pilot Weather Decision Making and the Influence of Passenger Pressure 
Advisor: Dr. S Shappell 
Ping-Nan Chiang ....................................................................................................... Taichung, Taiwan 
B.S., Feng Chia University; M.S., Tamkang University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Decision Support System for Assessing Conveyance Options and Modeling 
Passenger Flow in Airport Terminals 
Advisor: Or. K Taaffe 
Paul L Goethals, Jr ........................................................................................................ Winter Park, FL 
B.A., Indiana University; M.S., Florida State University 
Dissertation: Modeling and Optimization of Stochastic Process Parameters in Complex 
Engineering Systems 
Advisor: Or. R Cho 
Mathematical Sciences 
Stephen Michael Henry ................................................................................................... Nashville, TN 
B.S., Trevecca Nazarene College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Tight Polyhedral Representations of Discrete Sets using Projections, Simplices, and 
Base-2 Expansions 
Advisor: Or. W Adams 
Wittawat Kositwattanarer ........................................................................................ Bangkok, Thailand 
B.A., University of Virginia 
Dissertation: Pseudocodewords of Parity-Check Codes 
Advisor: Dr. G Matthews 
Chinthaka Nilanga Kuruwita .............................................................................................. Central, SC 
B.S., University of Colombo; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Nonparametric Estimation and Hypothesis Testing In Varying Coefficient and 
Quantile Regression Models 
Advisors: Or. K Kulasekera and Dr. C Gallagher 
Lori Denise Layne ........................................................................................................... Kingsport, TN 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Biologically Relevant Classes of Boolean Functions 
Advisor: Dr. E Oimitrova 
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Mathematical Sciences (continued) 
Mahmoud Rezaei ............................................................................................................... .. Shiraz, Iran 
B.S., M.S., Sharif University of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation:. Estimation in Queues 
Advisor: Dr. P Kiessler 
Frank Volny IV ............................................................................................................. Macedonia, OH 
B.S., University of Akron; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: New Algorithms for Computing Groebner Bases 
Advisor: Dr. S Gao 
Mechanical Engineering 
Brian Paul d'Entremont ........................................................................................................ Aiken, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigation ofT woaphase Behavior in Capillary Evaporators with Liquid Core 
Visualization 
Advisor: Dr. J Ochterbeck 
Ping He ................ ... ..... .. ..................................................................................... .. ........... Anhui, China 
B.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Fluid Dynamics of Cell Printing 
Advisor: Dr. R Qiao 
Matthew James Jensen ............................ ... ... .. ......................................................................... Mesa, AZ 
B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute ofTechnology 
Dissertation: A Methodology for the Analysis of In-Vehicle Operating Data and Design of Intelli-
gent Vehicle Systems for Improved Automotive Safety 
Advisor: Dr. J Wagner 
Carlos Alberto Montes-Solano .............................................................................. San Jose, Costa Rica 
B.S., University of Costa Rica; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: High Resolution Vision-Based Servomechanism using a Dynamic Target with 
Application to CNC Machines 
Advisor: Dr. J Ziegert 
Yousef Kayed Qaroush .................................................................................................. Amman, Jordan 
B.S., M.S., Jordan University of Science and Technology 
Dissertation: Implementation of Delayed Feedback Controllers on Continuous Systems and 
Analysis of their Response Under Primary Resonance Excitation 
Advisor: Dr. M Daqaq 
Junjie Zhu ......................................................................................................................... C lemson, SC 
B.E., Huazhong University 
Dissertation: Particle Dielectrophoresis in Curved Microchannels 
Advisor: Dr. X Xuan 
Physics 
Brian Christopher Donehew ............................................................................................... Central, SC 
B.A., Texas A&M University; B.A., B.S., University of Texas; M.S., Southwest Texas 
Dissertation: Measurement of Accretion Rates in Herbig Ae/ Be Stars 
Advisor: Dr. S Brittain 
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Physics (continued) 
Florin Dacian Lung ................................................................................................... Oradea, Romania 
B.A., M.Ed., University of Oradea; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Transport Phenomena in Semiconductor Superlattices 
Advisor: Dr. C Marinescu 
Polymer and Fiber Science 
Elizabeth K Skomra ............................................................................................................. Livonia, MI 
B.S., University of Michigan; M.S., Eastern Michigan University 
Dissertation: Production and Characterization of Novel Air Filtration Media 
Advisor: Dr. P Brown: 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
George Randall Baston ..................... : ................................................................................ Gaffney, GA 
B.S., Tusculum College; M.lnd.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Perception of Readiness to Participate in Distance Learning of the Florida Behavioral 
Health Workforce 
Advisor: Dr. W Paige 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Jane Elizabeth Casey ................................................................................•................... West Union, SC 
B.S., University of Texas; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Formative Experiment to Increase English Language Learners' Awareness and Use 
of Metacognitive Strategies through Reciprocal Teaching: Pushing toward an End to Silence in 
the Classroom 
Advisor: Dr. D Reinking 
Joni Rae Jordan .................................................................................................................. Andrews, SC 
B.S., Francis Marion University; M.S., M.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: A Mixed-Method Study Exploring the Extent to which Teacher Practices Explain 
High School Chemistry Students' Metorecognition 
Advisors: Dr. B Bailey and Dr. M Cooper 
Carol Henderson Wade ....................................................................................................... Pickens, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Secondary Preparation for Single Variable College Calculus: Successful Pedagogies 
used to Revise the Four Component Instructional Design Model 
Advisor: Dr. D Switzer 
Educational Leadership 
Daniel Thomas Bennett .................................................................................................. Montreat, NC 
B.A., Biola University; M.A., Wheaton College 
Dissertation: A Dynamic Network Analysis of the Culture of a Small College 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
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Educational Leadership (continued) 
Jon Fredric Christiansen ................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Dynamic Network Analysis of Vision in Complex Organizations 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
Carolyn Priddy DuPre ...................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., James Madison University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: How Undergraduate Women View Leadership and their Own Leadership Potential: 
A Phenomenology 
Advisor: Dr. J Satterfield 
Pearly Mae Milton ........................................................................................................ McCormick, SC 
B.S., Lander University; M.Ed., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Leadership and School Culture: A Study of Perceptions Concerning Effective 
Leadership 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
Yoruba Taheerah Mutakabbir ......................................................................................... Charlotte, NC 
B.A., Hampton University; M.S., Georgia State University 
Dissertation: A Case Study Examining the Recruitment of Other Race Students to a Public Histori-
cally Black University 
Advisor: Dr. L Flowers 
Barbara J Nesbitt .................................................................................................................... Easley, SC 
B.S., Liberty University 
Dissertation: Expanding a Validated Model: Effects and Antecedents of Student Engagement 
Advisor: Dr. J Lindle 
Kendra Danika Stewart ............................................................................................... Simpsonville, SC 
B.A., Wake Forest University; M.Ed., Harvard University 
Dissertation: Understanding Black Student Perceptions of Targeted Student Support Services on a 
Predominantly White College Campus 
Advisor: Dr. P Havice 
Krista Lynn Timney .................................................................................................... Lonaconing, MD 
B.A., James Madison University; M.A., Pennsylvania State University; 
M.Ed., Frostburg State University 
Dissertation: The Leadership Experience of Female Chief Admissions Officers: 
A Phenomenological Research Study 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Cinzia Linda Cross ......................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
M.A., Bowling Green University; M.S., University Degli Studi Di Roma 
Dissertation: A Formative Experiment for the Development of Intercultural Competence in Stu-
dents Engaged in Undergraduate Travel and Tourism Studies 
Advisor: Dr. K Backman 
Patrick Joseph Holladay ................................................................................................. Bishopville, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., Eastern Kentucky University 
Dissertation: An Integrated Approach to Assessing Resilience and Sustainability of Community 
Based Tourism Development in the Commonwealth of Dominica 
Advisor: Dr. R Powell 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND MASTER'S DEGREE 
J Bruce Rafert, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, fORESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Katie Beth Arms .... ................. ..... ........ ....... ......... .. Greer, SC 
Nina Fisher ..... .. .... ..................................... ............. Ocala, FL 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Aaron Leeds Latham .. .. ......... ........................... Hartsville, SC 
Kenneth Hunter Leary ... .............................. ... Anderson, SC 
Lauren Susan Pile .................... ..... ... .............. Springfield, VA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Shannon May Headley ................................... Columbia, SC 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Addison Richard Ellis ......................... ...... ............. Catlin , IL 
Matthew James Fischer ..... ... ......................... ... Clemson, SC 
Yun Guan ....... ........................ .......... ................ Clemson, SC 
Jonathon Franklin Trousdell ...... ........... ....... Charleston, SC 
Entomology 
Zachary L Burington ........................................ Waupaca, WI 
Kevin Richard Hinson ................................... Matthews, NC 
Sarah Day Stellwagen ....... ................................ .. Six Mile, SC 
Forest Resources 
Samuel Norton C hambers ....... ..... ... ............ Highlands, NC 
Joshua David Werts .......... ....... ................. ....... ... Chapin, SC 
Microbiology 
Cortney M Miller. ........ ................................ ....... Lilburn, GA 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Celestine C he Akuma ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Sean Michael Halloran ............................. New Ipswich, NH 
John Riley Mcintyre ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Francis Osia Odula ......................................... Malaba, Kenya 
Samuel Terrance Wyatt ........................ .................. Starr, SC 
Yuhui Xie ............... .............. ..... ......... ............. Beijing, C hina 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Jessica Marie Gorzo ............................. West Friendship, MD 
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COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Heather Rae Bachman ....................... .................. Aurora, IN 
Eva Freia Behringer .......................... ........... Stade, Germany 
Maxwell C Bendert ............... ............. .... .... Binghamton, NY 
Thornton Garth Brown ............ ...... Lookout Mountain, GA 
Shannon David Calloway ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Allison Alexis Chang ................ .... ..... ... ....... Homewood, AL 
William Taylor Childress ....... ........... ... ....... . Greenwood, SC 
Lauren Michelle Culp ................................ . Spartanburg, SC 
Ryan Michael Culy ................. .. .................. ...... Westfield, IN 
Alexander Milam DeFee ........ ............................. Vienna, VA 
Adie M Hailat ................ ................................... lrbid, Jordan 
Laura Elizabeth Walker Hamm ... ................ ... Columbia, SC 
Colleen Marie Herr ................................ ....... .. Seminole, FL 
Kristen Leanca Hill .. .......... ............ ................. Anderson, SC 
William Blake Hoffman .... ................. .. ...... .... Greenville, SC 
Carolyn Elizabeth Jackson ................................ .. Macon, GA 
Jess ica Marie Steiner Jaeger. ..... ..................... Oak Ridge, TN 
Jonathan William Jones ............................ .. East Aurora, NY 
Sylvia E Kim ........................................ ............... Duluth, GA 
Patrick Holt Lee ..... ................. ........ .......... ...... Columbia, SC 
Kyle Andrew Miller. ...................................... ......... Stow, OH 
Kaitlyn Mooney ..................... ....................... ... Woburn, MA 
Mitchell Paul Newbold ......... ................................ Herri n, IL 
Whitney Bryan Newman ..................... ............... Sumter, SC 
Carson Thomas Nolan ....... ........................ Georgetown, SC 
Jeffrey Alan Pauling ... ........................ White Bear Lake, MN 
Jill Hazel Rodgers ................................. ..... ... ... Columbia, SC 
M'lilian Scott ..... ...... ..................................... .. Columbia, SC 
Kathryn Farley Sedor ............... .......... .......... Englewood, OH 
Derrick] Simpson ................ ............... ............ Piedmont, SC 
Audrey C hristine Sloan ............... ........ ........... Corsicana, TX 
Lori Lea Sons .................................... ........ ........... Seneca, SC 
Aaron Patrick Swiger ................ ................... ....... . Pickens, SC 
Stephen Lewis Troutman .......................... ..... G reenville, SC 
Lindsey Adele Wagener .................... ............. Englewood, FL 
W Tyler Monroe Whitehead ..................... Bloomington, IN 
Patrick Richard Willke .................................. Flemington, NJ 
Lindsay R Woods ............................... .................. Taylors, SC 
Barak Adam Yaryan ....................................... Shelbyville, IN 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Henry Alan Bailey, Jr ................................... ... Columbia, SC 
Eric Michael Bram ................................ O range Village, O H 
Anna Cates Brown ............... ................... ........ Charlotte, NC 
John Marshall Brown ................................ Hillsborough, NC 
Jacquelyn Ann Coats .... ........................ ........ Burlington, VT 
Jean Crow Crowther ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Jared B Draper ....................... .................... Johnson C ity, TX 
Benjamin R Fields ... .. ....................................... Hartselle, AL 
Kaylen Ashley Francis ................................. Waynesville, NC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
(continued) 
Stephen McCarty Julka .................................... Madison, WI 
Jason Eldon Knudsen ................................ Buffalo Grove, IL 
Kelly Edward Larkins ................................... High Point, NC 
David Scott Laszlo ............................................. DeMotte, IN 
Dustin Neil Pate ............................................... Clemson, SC 
Erik Scott Pechuekonis ..................... Colorado Springs, CO 
Alison Bremer Rowland ........................... McClellanville, SC 
Aaron Albert Taylor ....................................... Sykesville, MD 
Ashlee Brionne Temple .............................. Delray Beach, FL 
Nathan Taylor Woods ................................ Elizabethton, TN 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND 
MANAGEMENT 
Jade Bellack ........................................................... Easley, SC 
Saiprasad Shekhar Sawant ............................. Mumbai, India 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Jonathan Richard Hanna ............................ .' .......... Greer, SC 
Kenneth Gerard Koschnitzki ................... South Holland, IL 
Owen McLaughlin ............................................ Fairfield, CT 
Nathan Huff Miller 11.. ............................. .' .. Bridgewater, VA 
Leigh Lloyd Morgan ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Samuel Scott Ogletree ...................................... Marietta, GA 
JohnS Piascik ......................................... Salisbury Mills, NY 
Joseph Ryan Yonce ........................................... Hanahan, SC 
I 
MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
(Master of Real Estate Development is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Business and Behavioral Science.) 
James Alvin Barmore, Jr. .............................. Greenwood, SC 
Andrew Bullard Baysdeh ................................... Beaufort, SC 
Joseph Raymond Broerman ......................... Cincinnati, OH 
Mack Haywood Cross ........................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Trevor Layne Cross .......................................... Nashville, TN 
Christian Holliday Douglas ........................... Greenville, SC 
Daniel J Driscoll .............................................. StLouis, MO 
Stephen Musacchia Faber. .......................... Chapel Hill, NC 
John David Guttman ................................. Round Rock, TX 
James Durant Marcello Hewlette ................. Charleston, SC 
Anne Carter Hughes ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Austin Ferris Knapp ............................................... Greer, SC 
Benjamin Richard Liebetrau ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Joseph Tyler Lusk ............................................ Anderson, SC 
Patrick Foster McQuinn ....................................... Aiken, SC 
Christopher McClimans Moses .................... Little Rock, AR 
Kyle Daniel Studabaker ................................ Greenville, OH 
Dale Edward Vanslambrook, Jr. ................ Goose Creek, SC 
Megan Elizabeth Vershave ................................ Houston, TX 
Jeremy Andrew Wolfe .................................... Vicksburg, MS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Christina Suzanne Cook ..................................... Taylors, SC 
Ashley Austin Dannelly .................................. Greenville, SC 
Brett Kyle Johnson ....................................... Orangeburg, SC 
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English (continued) 
Rachel Rae McAllister Parker .......................... Lake City, SC 
Ashley Nicole Rivers ........................................... Cheraw, SC 
Melissa Kathleen Turner .................................. Florence, SC 
David Gaillard Williams .................................. Kingstree, SC 
Derek R Williams ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Lauren Woolbright ............................................. Central, SC 
History 
Justin Robert Do honey ................................... Greenville, IN 
Ashley Lauren Goldberg ...................................... Seneca, SC 
Matthew Wells Henderson .......................... Greenwood, SC 
Phillip G Mullinnix ............................................ Buffalo, SC 
Alex Joseph Plasencia ............................................ Miami, FL 
Samantha Schmidt ......................................... Bluemont, VA 
Adam Joseph Zucconi ................................ Harrisonburg, VA 
Professional Communication 
Sarah qoodman Brown ................................. Greenville, SC 
Jessica Blair Duke .............................................. Camden, SC 
Carly Hope Finseth .......................................... Portland, OR 
Sarah Caroline Garmon ....................................... Aiken, SC 
Julia Elizabeth Ledbetter. ................................ Columbia, SC 
Caroline Thomasson Moore ........................... Hartwell, GA 
Emily H Price ................................................. Greenville, SC 
Katherine Cavell Ross ........................................... Dallas, TX 
Jingwen Zhang .................................................. Xi' An, China 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Laura Elizabeth Walker Hamm ...................... Columbia, SC 
Historic Preservation 
(Historic Preservation is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of Charleston.) 
Lauren Elizabeth Cannady .......................... Edwardsville, IL 
Robert Shelton Converse .................................. Raleigh, NC 
Lora Ann Cunningham ........................... Cherry Creek, NY 
Laura Beth Ingle ............................................. Knoxville, TN 
Alissa Clare Keller ...................................... Hopkinsville, KY 
Kristina Marie Lanphear. .............................. Charleston, SC 
Christine Alexandra Mathieson ............................... Rye, NY 
Rebecca Marie Moffatt .................. New Brunswick, Canada 
Ryan Thomas Pierce ....................................... Asheville, NC 
Grace Naomi Washam ....................................... Clinton, SC 
CoLLEGE oF BusiNEss AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Parin N Amin .................................................. Martinez, GA 
Joseph Patrick Bailey .............................................. Greer, SC 
Rockwell Allen Baker. .................................... Greenville, SC 
Charles Marion Ballard Ill ............................. Rock Hill, SC 
Jessica Lee Blair. ..................................................... Greer, SC 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
(continued) 
Aimee Caitlin Caswell ........................................ Atlanta, GA 
Eric K Bondy .......................................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Sean Philip Brown ............................................ Florence, SC MASTER OF ARTS 
Richard Thomas Burt ..................................... Memphis, TN 
Sarah Katellen Calvert ............................. Fleming Island, FL Economics 
Julien Camiade ................. ..... ................... Castelnau, France 
Robert Lee Carrico ........................................ Kingsport, TN 
Yu-Chun Chen ................................................ Taipei, Taiwan 
Aditya Sai Nag Choragudi ......................... Hyderabad, India 
Brianna Marie Clark ....................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Siyi Dai. .......................................................... Tianjin, China 
Sijie Dong ..................................................... Sichuan, China 
Angela Elliott Frazier ...................... North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Blake Allen Fulton ............................................ Andrews, SC 
Robert Allen Glover ............................................. Easley, SC 
John Mark Holmes .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Thomas Alan Carnot.. .......................... Hendersonville, NC 
Li Ding ........................................................... Tianjin, China 
David Fox ........................................................... Wallkill, NY 
Seth Casey Huffman ..... ...... ..... .... .................... Terryville, CT ' 
Meng Liu .. .... ... .................................................... Central, SC 
Shanshan Ni ....................................................... Central, SC 
Kevin Michael Payne .... ........ ............. .... ...... .. .... Florence, SC 
Irian Adiyatma Rum ............................. Bandung, Indonesia 
J Nathan Vomocil ........................................... Maryville, TN 
Lance Barry Wiggains .......................................... Seneca, SC 
Joanna Frances Isbill ................................ Lawrenceville, GA MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Christopher Norman Jackson ........................... Canton, OH 
Joel Frederick Jenkins .................................... Greenville, SC Applied Psychology 
Nicolai Carl Jones ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Wan-Lin Kuo .................................................. Taiwan, China 
Evguenia Passiouk Layton .............................. Greenville, SC 
Sarah Anne DuBose ....................................... Hampton, VA 
Lindsay O'Hara Long ..................................... Savannah, GA 
Sungbum Lee .................................................... Seoul, Korea 
Kyle Alexander Lehr .................................... Cincinnati, OH Applied Sociology 
John Paul Libby .............................................. Greenville, SC 
Hui Lin .................... ............................... Guangzhou, China 
Yang Lin ....................................................... Qingdao, China 
Douglas J Macmillan ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Eric C Mannix ............................................... Allen Park, MI 
Christopher Alan Ball ...................................... Augusta, GA 
Renel Hudierez Dalumpines ................. Palawan, Philippines 
Jeanette Alyece Medina ................................... Columbia, SC 
Christine Clark Moore .................................. Aberdeen, NC 
David Gregory Martin ....................................... . Sumter, SC 
Sujay Math ....................................................... Clemson, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Donna L McCubbin ............................................ Seneca, SC Nicole Giordano Meares .... ..... ...... ....... ........ ...... .. Easley, SC 
Allison W McGarity ........................................... Duncan, SC Ashley Tennille Robinson .. ...... .... ....... ............ ... Marion, NC 
Jeffrey Scott Medley ................................................. York, SC Caroline Ellen Sellars ......................................... Mullins, SC 
Terry David Meyer ................................................. Greer, SC 
Jason K Moon ............................................. Georgetown, SC 
Leslie Conley Moore ...................................... Greenville, SC CoLLEGE oF ENGINEERING AND SciENCE 
Shivkumar Annarao Morkhande ..... Shirur Anantpal, India 
Ethan Marc Mungai. ........................... ............ Pittsburgh, PA 
Keiichi Ohmachi. ........................................... .. . Tokyo, Japan 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Divyesh Bhupendrakumar Oza ......................... . Surat, India 
John E Pearson ..................................... ... .......... .... Easley, SC 
Digital Production Arts 
David Randall Pruitt ........... ... ...... ........ ..... .. Spartanburg, SC Ryan Cushman .................................................. Dunbar, WI 
Joshua Israel Sack .................................. .. ..... . Greenville, SC Martin David Furness ... ..... .... Manchester, United Kingdom 
Gaurav Sethi ....................... ... ..... .. .................... Augusta, GA Micah Carter Richardson Guy .................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Achal Kumar Singhal.. ..................................... Clemson, SC Daniel Howard Morella .. ................................ Anderson, SC 
Ryan Thomas Smith ....................................... Charlotte, NC 
Ryan Bishop Tiller .................................... Fountain Inn, SC MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Philip Wayne Townsend ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Preeti R Vasaikar ............................................ Mumbai, India Automotive Engineering 
Kuan Jen Wang ................. ........................... Yun-Lin, Taiwan 
Byron Todd Waters ......................................... Cleveland, SC 
Philip Robert Weston .................................... Greenville, SC 
Kyle Alexander Lehr ..... .... ...... ..................... Cincinnati, OH 
Travis Watson ............................................... Orangeburg, SC 
George Robert Whitfield III .................. ................. Paris, TN 
Scott Brian Wilbanks ........................................... Easley, SC 
Bioengineering 
Lacey Miranda Wilson ......................................... Seneca, SC Laura Christine Bowman ................................. Houston, TX 
Jason Wyse .. ....................... ......... ................... Greenville, SC Laura Christine Datko .................................... . Fort Mill, SC 
Ruizhi Zhou ................................................ Shanghai, China Randolph Edward Hutchison ........................ Greenville, SC 
Joanna Frances Isbill ................................. Lawrenceville, GA 
Michael Lemus ..................................................... Lyman, SC 
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Bioengineering (continued) 
William Bradley McAllister ........................ Spartanburg, SC 
Kara Anne Rusaw ............................................... Chapin, SC 
Vidya Seshadri ............................................... Chennai, India 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences and the 
College of Engineering and Science 
Melissa McKinney Morella ............................. Anderson, SC 
Y Nhu Phan-Thien ........................................... Clemson, SC 
Elizabeth Allston Tempel... ............................... Beaufort, SC 
Chemistry 
Alma 0 Gonzales ............................................. Clemson, SC 
Thora Rebecca Maltais ................................ Thomaston, ME 
Civil Engineering 
Deepali Subhash Bagul... .................................. Dhule, India 
Wesley Stephen Boyd ............................................... York, SC 
Katie Elizabeth Rosser Brown ............................. Chapin, SC 
Kristin Ann Cox ................................................. Marion, SC 
Joshua Lewis Hegenderfer .......................... Centerburg, OH 
Mathew Carter Hornack .................................... Stanley, NC 
Peyton Jared Knowlton .................................. LaGrange, GA 
Sumant Suresh Kulkarni ................................. Clemson, SC 
William David Martin III ............................... Anderson, SC 
Sujay Math ....................................................... Clemson, SC 
Jesse Rushton McClam IV .................................. Chapin, SC 
Thomas Corbett Miller ................................ Greenwood, SC 
Nicholas Jay Monaco .............................. North Augusta, SC 
Tina Nikou ......................................................... Tehran, Iran 
Christopher Paul Rubens ..................................... Ithaca, NY 
Abraham Carlos Samuel.. ................................... Sumter, SC 
Robert G Stevenson, Jr. ............................... Greenwood, SC 
Robert D Stiles ...................................................... Pierre, SO 
Tandia Taylor ........................................... StJames, Trinidad 
Lee Lockwood Tupper .................................... Columbia, SC 
Kendra Lu Van Buren ................................... Cupertino, CA 
Ronald Norwood Watson .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Li Yang ............................................................. Clen1son, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Christopher Daniel Abbott ...................... Missouri City, TX 
David John Bonnie ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sadettin Cagri Cekic. ....................................... .lzmir, Turkey 
Harsh Vardhan Owivedi ............................ New Delhi, India 
Tushar Janefalkar .............................................. Thane, India 
Nicholas Lombard Mills ................................. Columbia, SC 
Sumedh Naik ................................................. Mumbai, India 
Gauri Shekhar Phatak ................................... Mumbai, India 
Computer Science 
N imish Agarwal ............................................ Lucknow, India 
Mahesh Ananthanarayana .......................... Bangalore, India 
Chandini David ............................................. Mumbai, India 
Pratik Shridhar Desai .................................... Mumbai, India 
Avinesh Dupat ............................................... Chennai, India 
Computer Science (continued) 
Srinayani Guntaka ........................................... Clemson, SC 
Vinay Santosh Hanumanthavajjala .................. Clemson, SC 
Advait Pradeep Jaywant .................................... Nashik, India 
Ramya Kailas ............................................... Bangalore, India 
Udayan Aniruddh Kapaley ................................ Delhi, India 
Sujeetha Luxmanan .............................. Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Oipti Mahendran ............................................. Clemson, SC 
Parrag Mehta .................................................. Mumbai, India 
Himanshu Anandnath Mishra ...................... Mumbai, India 
Chunhua Pan ................................................... Xi'An, China 
Ramkumar Ramanathan ............................... Mumbai, India 
Sneha Ranganathan ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Fnu Sahasranshu ................................. Bhubaneswar, Orissa 
Sharathchandra Sarangpur ........................ Hyderabad, India 
Harpreet Singh ................................................. Punjab, India 
Karan Pratap Singh ......................................... Kanpur, India 
Lance Joshua Thomas Stout.. .......................... Advance, NC 
Vijay Krishnan Subramanian ........................ Chennai, India 
Abhijith Tirumala Kumara .............................. Clemson, SC 
Marshall Prince Washburn, Jr .................... Spartanburg, SC 
Yan Xu .............................................................. Clemson, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Shyam Sundar Aswadha Narayan ................. Chennai, India 
Satyajeet Bhalchandra Bhide .............................. Pune, India 
Harshad Eknath Gado ........................................ Pune, India 
Nivedhitha Giri. ............................................... Clemson, SC 
Jesse W Grant ............................................... Charleston, SC 
Kedar Rajendra Gujar. .................................... Sola pur, India 
Sanjeev Kumar Kameshwaran ...................... Chennai, India 
Yinxiao Li ......................................................... Xi'An, China 
Nicholas J Mahoney ...................................... Cheyenne, WY 
Nan Maung ................................................ Toronto, Canada 
Matthew Edward Pepper. .................................. Houston, TX 
Achal Kumar Singhal ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Jerkameon Kendel Smalls ............................. Hollywood, SC 
Kalaivani Sundararajan ................................. Chennai, India 
Luyang Wang ................................................... Clemson, SC 
Weixin Wu ........................................................... Seneca, SC 
Xiaoyong Ye ........................................................ Xuyi, China 
Jing Zhou .......................................................... Clen1son, SC 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Shanna Lynn Estes .......................................... Anderson, SC 
Derick Geral Kopp .......................................... Pendleton, SC 
Tara Elizabeth Matheny ........................................ Aiken, SC 
Amanda Milam Padgett Stevenson ................. Anderson, SC 
Gavin Memminger Wiggins ............................ Clemson, SC 
Rong Yu ...................................................... Xu Zhou, China 
Hydrogeology 
David Franklin Bennett ........................................ Aiken, SC 
John Charles Kroon ....................................... Jamestown, NY 
Industrial Engineering 
Andreas Alexander Boeker .................. Griesheim, Germany 
Abhishek Narayana lyer ................................. Mumbai, India 
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Industrial Engineering (continued) 
Pradheep Kaliappagounder Arumugam ..... Coimbatore, India 
Daeweon Kim ..................................................... Central, SC 
Wennian Li ...................................................... Clemson, SC 
Shreyas Mohan Naik ...................................... Mumbai, India 
Sanjaykumar Ranganayakulu ........................ Chennai, India 
Parth Rohit Shah ............................................. Baroda, India 
Rohit Shivamallu ........................................ Bangalore, India 
Aniket San jay Vyavahare ................................... Thane, India 
Bin Weng .................................................... Liaoyang, China 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Charles Robert Edwards .................................... Conway, SC 
Esvar Chandran Subramanian ..................... Chennai, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Sarah Elizabeth Anderson ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Ashley Virginia Batson .............................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Travis Flemming ............................................. Burlington, NJ 
Jeannie Lynne Tanner Friedel ............................ DeLand, FL 
Rachel Elizabeth Grotheer ................................ Deerfield, IL 
Maura Elizabeth Hendsey ......................... East Windsor, CT 
Andrew Dean Hill.. ........................................... Houston, TX 
Linnea Ann Lee .................................................... Acton, CA 
Shanghong Li ................................................. Wuhan, China 
Lehman Adwell Moseley IV. ............................. Roebuck, SC 
Timothy Brannon Muller ............................. Doylestown, PA 
Yang Ni ........................................................ Shanghai, China 
Abhishek Pandey ......................................... Jharkhand, India 
Charles Andrew Pilman .............................. Birmingham, AL 
Kate Elizabeth Ritchey .................................. White Oak, PA 
Maria Elizabeth Stopak ............................... Strongsville, OH 
Jonathan Edward Wilson ................. Brooklyn Heights, OH 
Honghai Xu .................................................... Duyun, China 
Mechanical Engineering 
Niranjan Bangalorethyagaraja ..................... Bangalore, India 
Nikeeta Sharad Bhise .............................. Maharashtra, India 
Roger Donovan Bode ...................................... Hanahan, SC 
John Andrew Chiulli ......................................... Raleigh, NC 
Aditya Sai Nag Choragudi ......................... Hyderabad, India 
Akash Sanjay Desai ............................................. Pune, India 
Brenden T Everson ................................................. Irmo, SC 
Lei Fan ......................................................... Shenmu, China 
Shao-Chun Hsu .................................................. Central, SC 
Ravi Teja Katragadda .............................. Kothagudem, India 
Arjun Kailassh Magalingam Adithyan .......... Chennai, India 
James Louis Mathieson ................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Ash win Dwarakaesh Murali ..................... Coimbatore, India 
Raghuvansh Ramaswamy .............................. Chennai, India 
Boyce Judson Richardson, Jr .......................... Greenville, SC 
]esse Conrad Schultz ........................................ Clemson, SC 
Venkata Ragavan Sennakesavababu ................. Hosur, India 
David Daniel Sitarski ........................................... Taylors, SC 
Sriram Sridharan ·············'·······························Clemson, SC 
Rohit Telukunta ......................................... Hyderabad, India 
Gavin Memminger Wiggins ............................ Clemson, SC 
Sebastian Bowei Zhang .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Yitao Zhu .................................................. Chongqing, China 
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Physics 
Zhe Zhang ........................................................ Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION 
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Angela Wendella Cox .......................................... Belton, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Level Education 
Brittany Lynn Adams ............................................. Greer, SC 
Francis Miller Anderson ................................ Greenville, SC 
Andrew Miles Benson ...................................... Clemson, SC 
Shawn Michael Blakely .................................. Greenville, SC 
Todd Ericson Brooks ............................................ Easley, SC 
Norman Dale Burdette .................................... Clemson, SC 
David Carlisle Case ................................................ Easley, SC 
William Arnold Clarke, Jr. .................................... Greer, SC 
Ashley Blair Creasman ........................................... Greer, SC 
Kathryn Marie Dare ................................. Downingtown, PA 
Laura Mary DiBlasio ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Amy Sparano Dye ................................................. Easley, SC 
Sarah Brownlee Giddings ................................... Pickens, SC 
Cheri Ann Goering ........................................ Piedmont, SC 
Chancey Marie Greco .................................... Greenville, SC 
Brittany Elise Bechtel Harbin ................................ Greer, SC 
Sean Thomas Hogan ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Katherine Foster Hughes ................................ Anderson, SC 
Laura Michelle Mann ........................................... Butler, PA 
Julie Emde Marlowe ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Clifton Shane McMahan .................................... Central, SC 
Sara Fox Medlen ........................................ Summerville, SC 
Harry Franklin Morgan lli .................................. Liberty, SC 
Megan Kate Moynihan .................................. Newburgh, NY 
Kelsey Michael Rice ............................................. Belton, SC 
Megan Epting Setzler ....................................... Newberry, SC 
Adrienne Grier Taylor. ................................... Frederick, MD 
Ann Stafford Taylor ..................................... Honea Path, SC 
Ashley Marie Thomasson ............................... Greenville, SC 
Jamario Donelle Twitty .................................. Greenville, SC 
Amanda Leigh Underwood .............................. Barnwell, SC 
Janet J Wager ................................................ Bakersfield, CA 
Jason Edward Williams ................................... Pendleton, SC 
Katie Gressette Wilson ................................... Pendleton, SC 
Secondary Education 
Kate Lea Barber ............................................ . Greenville, SC 
Noah Hanstein Welsh ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Jamie A Whitlock .......................................... Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION AND 
TOURSIM MANAGEMENT 
Qian Li ............................................................ Rock Hill, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION Counselor Education (continued) 
Administration and Supervision Leslie Lavon Williams .................................. Kansas City, KS 
Miller Robert Yoho .......................................... Gastonia, NC 
Yolanda Rochelle Aiken ..................................... Laurens, SC 
Joey B Bagwell .............................................. Greenwood, SC 
McCall Zupon ................................................ Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Rice Fogle ....................................... Gray Court, SC Reading 
Allye Montgomery Godwin ......................... Greenwood, SC 
Jannah Ami Hayes Hardy .................................. Laurens, SC 
Brenda Rena Jackson ................................... Honea Path, SC 
Elizabeth D Hall ...................................................... York, SC 
Melissa Marie Wilcox ......................................... Central, SC 
Jeffrey Karl Jenkins .................................. Winter Haven, FL 
Suzanne Cox Martin .................................... Greenwood, SC Special Education 
Caitlin Mary O'Neill ..................................... Newburgh, NY 
Angela Sarvis ....................................................... Chapin, SC 
Donna Burriss Smith ......................................... Laurens, SC 
Tina Michelle Lewis ............................................ Chapin, SC 
Ashlee Michelle Preston ....................................... Sumter, SC 
Christine Virginia Thomas ............................... Mauldin, SC MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Counselor Education Nursing 
Jason Johnston Allen ............................................ Easley, SC 
Sarah Dixon Ashley ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Mary Susannah Baldwin ................................ Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Nicole Berry .............................................. Olney, IL 
Lauren Rachelle Bianchi ........................................ Greer, SC 
Jhodi-Ann Michelle Bowie ........................ Kingston, Jamaica 
Allyson Bigby Brown ............................................. Easley, SC 
Michael David Brown ....................................... Erlanger, KY 
Sabrina Louise Brown .................................... Havelock, NC 
Holly Rebecca Burgess .......................... Hendersonville, NC 
Tara Leigh Compton ............................................ Taylors, SC 
Crystal Maria Davis ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Lisa Oliver Day ................................................... Pickens, SC 
Brian Davis Ford .......................................... Burlington, NC 
Tira Catrinia Gilliam .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Jessica Lynn Harster .......................... Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Jay Michael Hinner ........................................... Madison, WI 
Lauren Elizabeth Kennedy ................................... Crozet, VA 
Mary Kovarik ..................................................... Oakton, VA 
Kevin Michael Kozee ......................................... Marietta, GA 
Nicole Lynn Lach ............................................ Lakewood, NJ 
Shanon M Langlie .............................. Thief River Falls, MN 
Melissa Perry Livingston .................................. Edenton, NC 
Kristen Mary Martin .......................................... Jamison, PA 
Stephanie Search Blanton ............................ Charleston, SC 
Andrea Leigh Briscoe ...................................... Anderson, SC 
Melonie N Fleshman ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Ruth Ann Geide ............................................. Piedmont, SC 
Carol Priscilla Golden .............................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Precious Dynes-Ann Goode ....................... Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Clay Hoffman .......................................... Pelzer, SC 
Allison B Honea .............................................. Pendleton, SC 
Stephanie Jacobson .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Annamalar P Jeyasehar .................................... Clemson, SC 
Audrey Williams Jones ............................................... Lee, FL 
Nelynda Rodriguez Lee .................................. Greenville, SC 
Tracy Brock Lowe ............................................. Abbeville, SC 
Amanda Kornegay Marullo ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
Blair Sanders McAlister ....................................... Liberty, SC 
Sena Selvela Seats Morris ................................. Walhalla, SC 
Carlie Grey Mullen ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Stephanie Marie Rigby-Tomasko ................... Bethlehem, PA 
Kari Vaughan Savage .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Ida Senthil.. ...................................................... Clemson, SC 
Leigh Collier Stinnett .......................................... Liberty, SC 
Jason Richard Thrift.. ................................. Williamston, SC 
Leslie Anne Marie Wagner ............................... Ottumwa, lA 
Elizabeth Segars Mascaro ................................ Hartsville, SC 
Derek Steven Miller ........................................... Arnold, MD 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Steven Michael Miller .............................................. Clio, MI 
Virginia L Miller ................................................ Roswell, GA 
Anna Kathryn Moss ......................................... Cowpens, SC 
Jessica Lynn Goodrich ...................................... Danville, KY 
Carla Mora-Trejos ................................................ Seneca, SC 
Stephanie Renee Welter Murphy ....................... Central, SC Youth Development Leadership 
Melissa Anne Noble ................................ Virginia Beach, VA 
Kristen Marie Norris ............................................. Easley, SC Tanisha Renee English ................................. Chesapeake, VA 
Rachel Lee Olshine ......................................... Columbia, SC Adam Michael Gordon .................................... Clemson, SC 
Rebecca Cristina Malvar Pargas ....................... Clemson, SC La'Donte Darrell Harris ................................... Gadsden, AL 
Natalie Beth Parker ................................................. Brazil, IN Jus tin Spencer Stepp ............................................. Pelion, SC 
Ebony Renee Pruitt ........................................ Greenville, SC Saville D Williams ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Elizabeth Jane Serafine ..................................... Marietta, GA 
Amy Rose Sherman ............................................. Orange, VA 
Emily Hunter Smith ...................................... Pfafftown, NC GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Tia Nicole Sullivan ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Sandra Rae Summers .................................... Milwaukee, WI 
Ryan Joseph Walsh .......................................... Windsor, CA MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Gretchen Elizabeth Waugaman ........... New Wilmington, PA 
Jacklyn Kay Welsheimer .............................. Coopersville, MI 
Jacquelyn N Williams ....................................... Mauldin, SC 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
CoLLEGE oF AGRICULTURE, FoRESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
Thomas R Scott, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
*Corry Allan Brown .................................. Cumberland, MD 
*Jordan Troy Burbage ....................................... Barnwell, SC 
t**Holly Jane Burchfield ..................................... Seneca, SC 
t*Kyle Edward Childers ................................. Piedmont, SC 
Colleen Elise Childs ................................ Gaithersburg, MD 
**Rebecca Ann Covington .......................... Orangeburg, SC 
Clayton Allen Dewberry ............... ..... ............... Barnwell, SC 
David Andrew Escobar ................................. Alpharetta, GA 
*Matthew Thomas Essman ......................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Deirdre Nadine Grate .................................. Lexington, SC 
*Andrew Tyler Gunter ................................. Graniteville, SC 
***Wallace Taylor Harris ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Clay Ritchie Hatfield ....................................... Concord, NC 
*Taryn Rene Holliday ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
Hannah Ruth Howerton ............................... Greenville, SC 
Anna Elyse Keverline ....................................... Lake City, SC 
Brian King ............ .. .............................. ............ Clemson, SC 
t***Jocelyn Lysbet Kohn ........................ West Columbia, SC 
t**Sylvia Alison Lee ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Katherine Regina Lesniewski ............................ Clifton, VA 
*Elizabeth Nicole Marcengill ...................... Westminster, SC 
Timothy John Medlock ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Jennifer Allison Micklewright ................. Kingsport, TN 
Erin Kathleen Patten ........................................ Dawson, GA 
**Cory James Payne ......................................... .. ... Easley, SC 
**Lauren Marie Poleynard ................................... Seneca, SC 
tKevin Tyler Re ........................................... Saint James, NY 
*Charlie Raye Reeves .......................................... Pickens, SC 
**Jessica Leigh Shepherd ................................ Lexington, SC 
**Kimberly Michelle Sherman ........................... Kershaw, SC 
***Ben Allen Strickland .................................. Columbia, SC 
*Rebecca Sue Taylor .............................................. Tampa, FL 
*Stephen Bradley Tucker ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Dorothy Lynn Warren ......................................... Sunset, SC 
Katie Lynn Watson ............. ... ................ Sullivans Island, SC 
Samuel Baker Watts ....................................... Greenville, SC 
***Kindal Ann Wessel ................................... Greenville, SC 
Annslee Caroline Windell... .................................... York, SC 
t**Jeffrey Chase Yonce .......................... Moncks Corner, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Education 
**Justin Brett Ballew ....................................... Lexington, SC 
*Jolie Elizabeth Brown .................................... Anderson, SC 
Heather Renee Coleman ...................................... Dillon, SC 
Jacob Daniel Hathcox ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Amanda Jean Hiott ....................... .' ..... .......... .... Barnwell, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Justin Tyler Ables ........................................ Westminster, SC 
Joshua Dustin Boatwright .... .............. ............. Batesburg, SC 
Dustin Meredith Coleman .............................. Pamplico, SC 
Jeffrey Lee Davis, Jr ......................................... Batesburg, SC 
Benjamin Thackston Gervais ..................... Johns Island, SC 
Logan Morris Hewitt ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Eric Thomas Julian .............................................. Lugoff, SC 
Aaron Wesley McKeowen ................................ Cameron, SC 
James Graham Murphy ........ ............................ Concord, NC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Jordan Michele Adams ..................................... Walhalla, SC 
*Abbigail Victoria Alexander ................ West Columbia, SC 
*Katherine Lee Arthur. ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
John Austin Baker. ........................................... Awendaw, SC 
**Lauren Marie Barbour. ................................ Columbia, SC 
Ashley Booth .................................................... Clemson, SC 
Caitlyn Marie Bozza .......... ..... ............ ... ... Pawleys Island, SC 
Christy Lyn Brown ............................................. Clinton, SC 
Kaila Michelle Butler ...................................... Lexington, SC 
**Christopher Ray Capps ................................. Marietta, SC 
Kasie Erin Cassell .......................................... Greenville, SC 
**Olivia Kaitlin Cobb ...................................... Cowpens, SC 
Sara Kathryn Coleman ....... .... ........................... Doswell, VA 
*Jessica Rose Comolli .......................................... Moore, SC 
**Candace Olivia Cooler. ................................... Gilbert, SC 
Leah Elizabeth Cress ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Joseph Patrick Current ................ ..... ......... Summerville, SC 
Amber Michelle Dameron .................................... Easley, SC 
***Arielle Nicole Damm .................................. Fort Mill, SC 
**Chelsi Rae Deaner. ..................................... Gettysburg, PA 
Ashley Angell Eaker ............................................. Seneca, SC 
Christopher Bryant Engel... ............................. Westfield, NJ 
*Haley Joanna Evans ........................................ Pinopolis, SC 
***Julianne Elizabeth Felton ........................... Lexington, SC 
**Brittany Mychal Fox ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Marin Alex Gerulski .......................................... Atlanta, GA 
Jamie Allyn Grant ................................................. Easley, SC 
*Jennifer Noel Green ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
**Anna Louisa Griffin ........................................... Greer, SC 
*Jamie Marie Gullickson ........... ...................... Fort Mill, SC 
t**Leslie Michelle Hash .................................... Raleigh, NC 
*Jessica Ashley Jones .................................. Summerville, SC 
Walt John Keeshen IV .................................... Kennesaw, GA 
Kenneth Roscoe Kyle III ...................................... Inman, SC 
*Anna Victoria Locklair. ............................ Summerville, SC 
**Aidan Kate Lowe ........................................... Camden, SC 
Robert Attic us Mabry ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Christa Elizabeth-Jean Myers ....... ... ...... Little Mountain, SC 
Patricia Ann Nelsen ............................................... Greer, SC 
*Maria Elena Ramantanin .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Wesley Chad Robinson ..................................... Laurens, SC 
**Jennifer Lynne Russo ................................... Holbrook, NY 
*Mary Jane Satterfield ............................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Karla Christine Simpson .................................... Denver, NC 
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Animal and Veterinary Sciences (continued) Biological Sciences (continued) 
t* Angela Michelle Smith ............................. Gainesville, GA Megan Elizabeth Doyle ..................................... Fairfield, CA 
*Courtney Rebecca Smith ................................ Bamberg, SC *John Ashton DuRant.. ........................................ Gable, SC 
**Rena Chen Smith ......................................... Pinopolis, SC ***Ann Marie Dysart ........................................ Bluffton, SC 
**Jo Ellen Smoak ......................................... Honea Path, SC *Lauren Amelia Eubanks .................................... Chapin, SC 
John Paul Tully III ............................................. Bel Air, MD Megan Michelle Farinella ...................................... Greer, SC 
Brittany Grace Tuttle ............................................. Greer, SC April Camille Franklin ............................... Georgetown, SC 
Kate Foxworth Watson .................................... Kingstree, SC t***Joshua Phillip Freitag ..................................... Easley, SC 
Hope Emily Williams .................................... Charleston, SC ***Leigh Abigail Garrison ............................... Pendleton, SC 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Brady Puglisi Gleason ......................................... Clifton, VA 
**Anna Elyse Gurley .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Caitlin Rose Bennett ................................. Round Rock, TX 
Rachel Leanne Elliott .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michelle Ilana Gottfried ...................... Golden's Bridge, NY 
Christopher Wayne Mishoe ............................. Lake City, SC 
Catlin Hayward Rollings .......................... Heath Springs, SC 
Colton Heath Sanders ...................................... Barnwell, SC 
Daniel J Swenson ............................................ Randolph, NJ 
Matthew David Wannamaker ..................... St Matthews, SC 
Edward Morris Weathers .................................. Bowman, SC 
*Rebecca Diane Hammond .......................... Brentwood, TN 
**Brooke Nicole Howell ................................... Florence, SC 
t*Jeremy Wade Hutson ......................... Galivants Ferry, SC 
Jared Stephen Jaynes ...................................... Greenville, SC 
t*Emily Elizabeth Johnson .............................. Fort Mill, SC 
**Jenna Brooke Jones ...................................... Anderson, SC 
*Nikita Sudhir Kamdar ............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Ryan Patrick Kimbell ................................. McDonough, GA 
Kevin Charles Kulik ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
t**Heidi Lindler ................................................... Aiken, SC 
Biochemistry Benjamin Rush Lippert ....................................... Seneca, SC 
Lindsey Morgan MacDonald .......................... Lexington, SC 
Anna Lee Bradley .......................................... Alpharetta, GA 
Manman Chau ........................................ Hong Kong, China 
t**Nicholas K Dietrich ..................................... Waxhaw, NC 
**John William Hohenberger ....................... Charleston, SC 
Reem Jaafar .................................................... Greenville, SC 
t***William Joseph Johnson ..................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Josef Michael Knecht ................................ Kensington, MD 
t***Kristin Lynn Leskoske ...................................... lrmo, SC 
*Kristin Leigh Lim pose ................................... Richfield, 0 H 
**Kristen Michelle MacDonald ............................. Greer, SC 
John Charles Oberg, Jr ........................................ Seaville, NJ 
t***Nikesh Anilkumar Patel.. .................... Goose Creek, SC 
Lee Steven Roggenkamp ..................................... Powell, OH 
Kelly Lynn Shurlknight.. .................................. Bonneau, SC 
t***Katina Nicole Stavros ....................... Winter Haven, FL 
Michael Jeffrey Sullivan, Jr ...................................... lrmo, SC 
t**Heather Marie Troutman .......................... Greenville, SC 
*Lee Hoang Mai. .................................... Boiling Springs, SC 
t***Benjamin Allen Martin ............................ Oakwood, GA 
Melissa Ann Mascaro ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
***James Gladney McGee ................................. Florence, SC 
t***Monique Elizabeth McKiever ...................... Sumter, SC 
**Jack Parker Miller, Jr ................................... Greenville, SC 
***Tim Derek Mulliger ................................. Little River, SC 
t*Robert John Newhouse ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Lauren Marie Oates ........................................... Orlando, FL 
***Osita Chinemere Obi-Osuagwu ............... Greenville, SC 
*John Joseph Pantuosco, Jr ................ , ................ Somers, CT 
**Tanvi Yogeshkumar Patel.. ............................. Pageland, SC 
*Evelyn Frances Patrick ..................................... Bowman, SC 
Kerry Polmonari .............................................. Westford, MA 
t**Alekhya Rao ............................................... Anderson, SC 
Matthew Brent Riddle .......................................... Easley, SC 
Shana Sheque Roach ....................................... Ridgeway, SC 
Hollie Marie Schneck ......................................... Gilbert, SC 
Biological Sciences Jeffery James Scott, Jr ...................................... Hartsville, SC 
**Krista Hoagland Andersen ........................ Broad Run, VA 
t***Lauren Elizabeth Benner ....................... Charleston, SC 
**Kevin Michael Bertling ............................... Greenville, SC 
Chelsea Meredith Blackerby ................... Virginia Beach, VA 
Jessie Lynn Bowers ............................................ Walhalla, SC 
Jamia Denise Burdett ........................................ Lompoc, CA 
**John William Anthony BurL ..................... Columbia, SC 
Latoya Rashawne Butler ............................... Branchville, SC 
t**Henry Clarke Bynum III ........................... Columbia, SC 
***Emily Elizabeth Campolong ........................ Camden, SC 
**Christopher Bryant Carter ...................... Ware Shoals, SC 
t*Edward James Cayia .......................................... Pelion, SC 
t*Mia WenHsuan Chen ................................. Lexington, SC 
*Louis O'Neal Clamp III ........................................ lrmo, SC 
t***William Luther Shelton ................................. Dallas, TX 
Linda Dawn Smith ...................................... Westminster, SC 
Marlee Ann Stokes ......................................... Greenville, SC 
t***Blake Anthony Storey ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
***Clayton Brett Templeton .......................... Matthews, NC 
Caitlin Anna Timmins ............................... Lambertville, NJ 
Charles Oliver van der Ploeg ......................... Ridgefield, CT 
*** Annemarie Verdin ........................................ Laurens, SC 
**Kendall Whitfield Wannamaker, Jr ......... St Matthews, SC 
Jordan William Weaver ............................ Timmonsville, SC 
Matthew John Wilbanks ....................................... Easley, SC 
*Stephanie Marie Willett ................................. Culpeper, VA 
*John Michael Williams ................................ Greenville, SC 
*Abygail Ruth Wilson ..................................... Lexington, SC 
**Spencer Croxton Coombs ........................... Rock Hill, SC 
**Aaron Hill Dickinson .................................... Corning, NY 
Candice Necole Dillitte ............................... Orangeburg, SC 
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Environmental and Natural Resources Food Science (continued) 
Hannah Elizabeth Bagby ................................ Richmond, VA *Martha Kathleen Queen ................................. Clemson, SC 
Michael Arthur Barfield ..................................... Pickens, SC *Shannon Lee Read ........................................ Anderson, SC 
Stephen Jefferson Bryant .................................... Cheraw, SC t***Bethany Claire Richardson ................... Collierville, TN 
Jonathan Allen Burroughs .................................... Easley, SC **Stephanie Anne Scheppmann ................... Alpharetta, GA 
Matthew Benjamen Couch ............................ Greenville, SC **Sara Ashley Sparks ............................................. Aiken, SC 
Brett Russell Crawford .................................... Rock Hill, SC Ginger Ann Thomas .............................. Boiling Springs, SC 
**Jamie Anne Gillette ...................................... Fort Mill, SC Eric Leonard Toglia .............................. Berkeley Heights, NJ 
Joshua Bryan Hipps ................................... Simpsonville, SC *Julia Hardy Webb ....................................... Hattiesburg, MS 
t***Susan Antoinette Irizarry ..... , .................... Palm City, FL *Aria Marie Webber. ..................................... Columbia, MO 
Emily Kathleen Kitterman ................................. Duluth, GA Tristan Charmaine Williams ............. North Charleston, SC 
***Sean David Murnan ............................. Chattanooga, TN Adriana Desaussure Wingate ..................... Georgetown, SC 
Gary Lee Nihart, Jr ........................................ Greenville, SC *Brittany Leanne Yeargin ............................ Campobello, SC 
t**Elizabeth Ann O'Rourke ......................... Bridgewater, NJ Sandy Madden Zipfel ............................................. Aiken, SC 
**Kyle Andrew Rodgers ......................................... Greer, SC 
Patricia A Whitener .......................................... Clemson, SC Forest Resource Management 
Food Science Randall Zane Clardy ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
*Christopher Charles Handley ......................... Franklin, TN 
*Laura Elizabeth Allen ................................... Islamorada, FL *Andrew Patrick Hawkins ............................ Orangeburg, SC 
**Taryn Leigh Alverson ................................... Waldorf, MD C Joseph Hutton .................................. Daufuskie Island, SC 
Nyamekyer Sonja Badu ..................................... Florence, SC Nicholas A Kaplenski ........................................... Aiken, SC 
***Lindsey Ann Belk ................................... Spartanburg, SC Molly Rebecca Kneece ........................................ Gilbert, SC 
Margaret Blair ....................................................... Aiken, SC *Jamison Brett Wilkins ....................................... Gaffney, SC 
Matthew Alan Blake .................................... Cincinnati, OH 
Lauren O'Neill Boone ................................... Lynchburg, SC Genetics 
Sarah Ann Borowicz ...................................... Greenville, SC 
**Katharine Ann Bradley .................................... Cheraw, SC 
**Kristine Malloy Bradley ................................... Cheraw, SC 
**Susan Ellan Butler ....................................... Lexington, SC 
*Hannah Elise Clark ........................................... Chapin, SC 
*Stefanie Michele Cotton ................................... Sumter, SC 
**Allison Valree Creel... ......................................... Greer, SC 
Shannon Walpole Daughtry ...................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Amy Blaire Davis .................................................. Belton, SC 
Lashonda Donyale Douglas ........................... Edgemoor, SC 
Courtney Elizabeth Dunn ............................ Alpharetta, GA 
Amanda Suzan Duty ............................................ Seneca, SC 
Sara Margaret Edwards ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Sally Jeanne Foster .............................................. Aiken, SC 
Amelia Alice Gannon ........................... Shaker Heights, OH 
***Cari Oehlberg Gracey ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Trisha Hall ........................................................... Bristol, VA 
*Victoria Bailey Hayden .................................. Salisbury, NC 
**Amanda Brooke Henderson ........................... Chester, SC 
t***Emily Katherine Herr ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Erin Eleanor Hiller ..................................... Blacksburg, VA 
Elise Marie Hubbard ............................................ Seneca, SC 
**Melissa Michelle Ikerd ................................. Columbia, SC 
Kayla Stewart Burns ................................ North Augusta, SC 
t**Cassandra Louise Campelli .......................... Vernon, CT 
t**Kyle Gettler ................................................... Six Mile, SC 
t*** Ann Marie Guggisberg ................................. Warne, NC 
*Andrew Tyler Gunter ................................. Graniteville, SC 
Jordan Leigh Hopkins ..................................... Anderson, SC 
t**Jennifer Dawn Kraft ...................................... Jackson, NJ 
*Thomas Scott Lane ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
t* Ashley Jean Lawhon .......................... New Richmond, WI 
**Jessica Lynn Martin ............................. Virginia Beach, VA 
Kyle Aaron McCloskey ........................... Kennett Square, PA 
*Krutika Nitin Mediwala ................................. Clemson, SC 
**Megan Marie Mileti ...................................... Cashiers, NC 
t***Stephanie Raven Monesson ......................... Jackson, NJ 
Cansu Ozdemir. .......................................... Tekirdag, Turkey 
t***Laura Elisabeth Palmer ........................... Kingwood, TX 
Liam Andrew Phillips .......................................... Asbury, NJ 
*Kelly Marie Robinson ..................................... Fallston, MD 
***Sameka Shaniece Rouse ................................... Easley, SC 
t***Allyson Elizabeth Somers ...................... Boardman, OH 
t***Jane Allison Welch ........................... Peachtree City, GA 
*George Wetzel .................................................. Mauldin, SC 
Laura Elizabeth Johnson ............................ Summerville, SC 
*Grayson Parler Jordan ................................... StGeorge, SC Horticulture 
Andrew Robert Karst ............................. West Columbia, SC 
t***Nell Lightsey Laffitte ................................ Columbia, SC 
***Kristen Erin Long ......................................... Gaffney, SC 
*Larissa Anne Long .............................................. Tulsa, OK 
*Kathryn Alyce Lybrand ............................ Summerville, SC 
t***Danielle Kristine Lynn ....................... Cinnaminson, NJ 
t***Pamela Michele Lyons ............................... Waterloo, SC 
Carli Michelle Onksen ............................ Germantown, MD 
Charlotte Rachel Parker. ....................................... Easley, SC 
*Maggie Hannah Peters ............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
Jonathan Lindsey Holmes ................................ Johnston, SC 
Michael David Long ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Nancy Gail Hembree Moose ................................. Greer, SC 
Hannah M Moss .............................................. Cashiers, NC 
***Grady Wilhelm Reed .................................... Atlanta, GA 
*Jaclyn Christine Seles ............................ Williston Park, NY 
Jonathan Joseph Smith ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Stanton Reid Smith ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Dustin Michael Tarpine ................................... Bridgeton, NJ 
Christopher Kyle Worthy ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
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Microbiology 
Amanda Nicole Beckham .................................. Kershaw, SC 
Monique Alena Bonaccorsi ............................ Stratham, NH 
*Andrew David Buchan ..................................... Dublin, OH 
t***Sarah Elizabeth Cain .......................... Summerville, SC 
Chad Escott Holt ........................................... Greenville, SC 
*Cynthia Arwen Hurlbert ..................................... Easley, SC 
Michael Harrison James .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
t**Jennifer Dawn Kraft ...................................... Jackson, NJ 
Allen Crosby Livingston III .................................... Irmo, SC 
Grant William Lyke ......................................... Ridgeway, SC 
Ashley Marie MacCheyne ......................... Summerfield, NC 
t*Rhett Allan McKnight ................................. Manning, SC 
**Priscilla Christine Phan ....................... North Augusta, SC 
Ellen Grace Pinto .......................................... Greenville, SC 
*Amanda Rose Raines ................................. Orangeburg, SC 
t**William Miles Reeves IV ...................... Summerville, SC 
Christian Harper Richey ................................. Anderson, SC 
Katherine Adair Roach .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
t** Amanda Joan Schroeder ............................... Dublin, OH 
Kiandra Brielle Scott ..................................... Charleston, SC 
**William Charles Sherrill III ........................ Davidson, NC 
***Deidre Mechele Smith ............................... Earlysville, VA 
Tricia Marie Trutwin ....................................... Anderson, SC 
*Lindsay Erin Way .......................................... Holly Hill, SC 
***Courtney Michelle Webber ....................... Charlotte, NC 
Mark Alan Wyche .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Thomas A Yeargin ....................................... Greenwood, SC 
Christina Marie Yeast ...................................... St Peters, MO 
Packaging Science 
John Crawford Anderson III ...................... Spartanburg, SC 
Daniel James Blackburn ..... ............................... Webster, NY 
Steven Davis Bond ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Patrick Thomas Brennan ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
*Joshua Chase Galvarino ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
Christopher Floyd Gunter .............................. Columbia, SC 
Scot Matthew Hoffman .................................. Hartsville, SC 
James Patrick Lowery ........................................ Barnwell, SC 
**Katelyn Marie Mcinerney ................................... Greer, SC 
*Tyler Scott Merrick ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Richard Aaron Montgomery ....................... Warrenville, SC 
**Katlin Anne Reeder ................................ Summerville, SC 
Alex Jay Shindle ......................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Chase Evan Thompson .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Cory Wilson Tysl.. ......................................... ....... Belton, SC 
Jeffrey Thomas Weir ........................................ Clemson, SC 
Samuel Carson Wilder .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Charles Clifford Wylie II .................................. Clemson, SC 
Soils and Sustainable Crop Systems 
t**Bethany Noel Avera .......................................... Greer, SC 
Turfgrass 
Tyler Joseph Asbill ............................................ Leesville, SC 
Kristopher Maxcy Bowie ................................. Woodruff, SC 
Andrew David Bozard ............................................ Greer, SC 
Jeffrey Lyle Burgess .......................................... Batesburg, SC 
Nathaniel John Gambrell ............................... Anderson, SC 
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Turfgrass (continued) 
James Caldwell Hall IV ........................................ Clover, SC 
James Andrew Mazowieski ................... Mountain Home, ID 
Nathaniel Frederick Reams ............................ Yorktown, VA 
Shawn Mitchell Stone ........................................ Dayton, OH 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
***Emily Harvin Belser ................................ Summerton, SC 
**John Hutchins Collins ................................ Columbia, SC 
Brandon Edward Emert ................................... Advance, NC 
Andrew Perry Franklin ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Ryan Adam Hassler .............................................. Greer, SC 
Ryan Wayne Marsh .................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Erin Jessica May ......................................... Summerville, SC 
Jared McCarty Porter ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Adam Mathew Speake ................................... Ninety Six, SC 
Matthew Chase Stewart .................................. Woodruff, SC 
Justin Logan Trone ......................................... Columbia, SC 
Eric David Wilson .......................................... Columbia, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
Richard E Goodstein, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Mary Margaret Adams ....................................... Laurens, SC 
Jessica Erin Bowers .............................................. Taylors, SC 
*Brooke Danielle Buckley ..................................... Easley, SC 
*Kelli Marie Butler. ......................................... Lexington, SC 
*Kimberly Ann Christopher. ............................... Moore, SC 
*Sidney Eugene Church, Jr. .................................. Easley, SC 
David Michael Goerk ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Anthony A Lambruschi .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
***Amy Lyn Morris ............................................. Pickens, SC 
**Ellen Meryl Mundy ...................................... Columbia, SC 
*Angela Haum Newman .............. Ipswich, United Kingdom 
Bradley Lyn Poole ........................................... Columbia, SC 
Mattie Mckinnon Stokes .................................. Bluffton, SC 
**Karen Michele Stritzinger. .............................. Newark, DE 
**Ashley Leslyn Wood ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
* Andraya Elyse Zavakos ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
**Michael Vincent Barcelos .................... West Simsbury, CT 
*Elizabeth Leigh Barr .......................................... Chicago, IL 
Taylor Nathaniel Critcher .................................. Oxford, NC 
*Kyle Peter Goebel ............................................... Lenexa, KS 
*Michael Andrew Leckie ...................................... Bartow, FL 
*Geoffrey Alan LeClair. ............................ Johnson City, TN 
*Brooks Wynn Patrick ............................. Pawleys Island, SC 
*Patrice Nicole Powell ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Bethany Nicole Ray ......................................... Rockville, MD 
Mallory Nicole Richardson ............................. Columbia, SC 
Zachary Neal Wigington ................................. Charlotte, NC 
Lee Andrew Wilson, Jr. .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Jessie Joanna Wyatt ... ..................................... Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS Communication Studies (continued) 
Architecture **Sallie Anna Barton ......................................... Clinton, SC 
*Coleridge Prescot Aaron ................................... Chester, NJ 
*Maria Veronica Acosta ....................................... Seneca, SC 
Joel Gregg Babcock ............................................ Gaffney, SC 
*Tyler Graham Brandis ..................................... Florence, SC 
James Paul Canales ..................................... Kent Island, MD 
t**Sara Elizabeth Cheikelard ........................ Clearwater, FL 
Michael Wagner Cook .................................... Columbia, SC 
t***Judith Leigh Crews ...................................... Dayton, TN 
*Michael Thomas Deere ..................... Signal Mountain, TN 
*David James Domke ....................................... Newtown, PA 
Hillary Caitlyn Earl... ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Logan Michelle Harrell ................................... Woodruff, SC 
t**Kathryn Grace Harris ................................ Lexington, SC 
**Molly Elizabeth Herlong .............................. Charlotte, NC 
***Lauren Elizabeth Hetzel.. ........................... Clarkston, MI 
t*Jason Andrew Hudson ....................................... Greer, SC 
***Daniel Edward Hutcherson .............................. Greer, SC 
Elizabeth Ancrum Jones ................................... Camden, SC 
t**Charles Anderson Kane II ...................... Lake Wylie, SC 
*Russell Alexander Karn ...................................... Boyds, MD 
t*Evan W Leinbach ....................................... Brasstown, NC 
Albert Darby Macaulay ....................................... Newton, NJ 
**Christopher Major Marks .................................. Easley, SC 
Kayla Jane Martin ........................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Laura Adrienne Mauldin .................................... Pickens, SC 
Nicholas Paul Messer .................................. Spotsylvania, VA 
Kevin Jay Miller .......................................... Mount Airy, MD 
Paul Dean Oveson ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Andrew Scott Pardue .............................. Heath Springs, SC 
Stephen Nickolas Parker ............................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Nena Bracey Pate ............................................. Newnan, GA 
t**Kerri Lyn Patton ................................... Hammonton, NJ 
**Samuel John Pruitt .......................................... Cheraw, SC 
Jamie Lynne Ranck .................................... Summerville, SC 
*Rachel Caroline Randall ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Ashley Nicole Rauenzahn ........................... Ocean City, NJ 
*Kristen Danielle Robbins ...................................... lrmo, SC 
Andrew Evritt Robinson ................................... Hopkins, SC 
Richard David Schulz ...................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Lindsay Crews Shelton ........................... Goose Creek, SC 
Jonathan Ross Spear .......................................... Atlanta, GA 
*Catherine Forsythe Stelling ....................... Greenwood, SC 
*Allender Penn Stewart ................................ Lewisburg, WV 
t***Kelsey Ann Taylor ............................. Leonardtown, MD 
Jason Nathaniel Tenenbaum ................ Berkeley Heights, NJ 
**Alexander Robert Tomlinson ..................... Greenville, SC 
Joel Brandon Travis .................................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Jean Pierre Edward Wersinger ..................... Greenville, SC 
Anna Kate Whiteside ............................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Meredith Miriam Woods .............................. Charleston, SC 
Audrey Jillian Wyatt .................................... Spartanburg, SC 
t**Lindsay Lanier Yarborough ....................... Columbia, SC 
Cathleen Culp Beal ...................................... Lake Wylie, SC 
**Madeline Marie Blair. .................................... St Joseph, IL 
*Meredith Nicole Brazeal... ................................... Aiken, SC 
Patrick Jackson Cahill... .............................. Cabin John, MD 
Molly Louise Carpenter. .................................... Atlanta, GA 
**Rebecca Anne Carter ................................... Clermont, FL 
*Carolina Victoria Clay ................. Buenos Aires, Argentina 
t**Julie Ann Cook. ...................................... Boonsboro, MD 
Danielle Patricia Davisson ............................ Alpharetta, GA 
*Jaclyn Marie DeBacco ........................................ Sunset, SC 
*Laurie Ann Devore .......................................... Donalds, SC 
**Christine Onnen Diffenderffer ..................... Ruxton, MD 
Soleighta Alexis Fortune ............................... Bishopville, SC 
*Kylie Elizabeth Gay .......................................... Beaufort, SC 
Alison Paige Geist ...................................... Johns Creek, GA 
*Mary McKenzie Glenn ...................................... Sumter, SC 
**Kaycie Lee Goding ........................................ Woburn, MA 
Audrey Lynn Goldsmith ................................ Greenville, SC 
*Lindsay Dalton Green ................................. Bishopville, SC 
Rachel Elizabeth Gutmann .................................. Aiken, SC 
Laurianne Eileen Henry ................................. Anderson, SC 
*Sarah Camille Hipp .................................... Alexandria, VA / 
*Kristen Elise Kirk .......................................... .Snellville, GA 
Theodore Reynolds Kulmala ........................... Williston, SC 
Erin Christine Ledford ............................... Waynesville, NC 
***Kimberly Paige Leslie ............................. Brookeville, MD 
*Jordan Elizabeth Lyons ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
***Courtney Elizabeth Manning ....................... Canton, GA 
***Erin Elizabeth Martin ........................... Ellicott City, MD 
*Hugh Thomas McDonald ....................... East Setauket, NY 
Katherine Allie McRae ....................................... Mullins, SC 
**Virginia Hawley Offerle .............................. Greenville, SC 
**Jennifer Michelle Olney .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Amanda Leigh Parete .................................... Jacksonville, FL 
**Suzanne Caroline Pickens ....................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Hillary Fairchild Porter. .............................. Greenville, SC 
*Lauren Elizabeth Quinn ................................ Naperville, IL 
*Carlee Rosen .............................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Taylor Kylin Salstrand ................................... Raleigh, NC 
Coty Alexander Sensabaugh ........................... Kingsport, TN 
t***Cohen Rashaad Simpson ........................... Laurens, SC 
t***Elizabeth C Sisson ............................. Harrisonburg, VA 
Samantha Lauren Strauss .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Jasmine Joy Tate ................................................ Fairfield, AL 
Ashleigh Nicole Tucker ............................... Gray Court, SC 
Cadence Elizabeth Turpin ............................. Cumming, GA 
*Kelly Elizabeth Walker ................................... Lancaster, SC 
**Emily Katherine White .................................. Denville, NJ 
*Grace Catherine Wolff.. ........................... Chanhassen, MN 
*Melissa Anne Woodacre ...................................... Greer, SC 
Kirstyn Cyvonne Wright ...................... Stone Mountain, GA 
***Katrina Elizabeth Zeiler ................................... Moore, SC 
Communication Studies 
English 
Cameron Robert Aiken ........................................ Easley, SC 
Whitney Elaine Anderson ...................................... Loris, SC 
*Jennifer Lynn Atkins ........................................... Lyman, SC 
Mary Scott Bennett ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Drew Austin Blanchette .................................. Columbia, SC 
Gregory Fletcher Blanton ................................ Westfield, NJ 
Whitney Ogden Boles ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
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English (continued) History (continued) 
*Jacquelyn Suzanne Bray ............................ Indianapolis, IN Matthew Tyler Sanders .................................... Crestview, FL 
t*Heather Marie Brinson ............................... Rock Hill, SC Robert Leslie Schisgall ........................................ Syosset, NY 
*Katherine June Cannon ................................ Columbia, SC David Andrew Snyder. ..................................... Roanoke, VA 
Kristen Ann Catania ..................................... Smithtown, NY Lukas Britton Springgate ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Stephanie Alexandra Cox ....................................... Loris, SC Charles Kilpatrick Tanham .............................. Winnetka, IL 
Zachary Thomas Daniels .................................... Chicago, IL Mary Kathryn Trussell ..................................... Hanahan, SC 
*Ashley Catherine Dean .................................... Atlanta, GA Stephen Harrison Williams ........................ Spartanburg, SC 
Collin-James Ronald Engelberger. ............. Morris Plains, NJ *Cody A Willis ............................................ Simpsonville, SC 
*Sandra Lauren Hayden ........................ West Columbia, SC 
Virginia Elizabeth Hiebert.. ............................ Lexington, SC Language and International Trade 
*Cameron Chase Huntley .............................. Asheville, NC 
t***Cameron Spencer Jones ......................... Charleston, SC 
Kayla Alexandra Knight .................................... Bethune, SC 
t**Matthew Borden Mackenzie ..................... Kingsport, TN 
Steven Maclin, Jr ........................................... Charleston, SC 
t**Lindsay O'Neal Martin .............................. Lexington, SC 
William Alton Maxey ......................................... Conway, SC 
*Erin Jade Mullikin ............................................... Aiken, SC 
t*Zachary Tyas Musgrave ............................. Greensburg, PA 
t***Ashley Brooke Rube ..................................... Chapin, SC 
Daniel Benjamin Schutzman ......................... Greenville, SC 
Judith Roxanne Shelley ........................................... Fork, SC 
Brittany Michelle Tate ........................................ Clinton, SC 
*Michelle Kathleen Tuten ................................... Liberty, SC 
Dylan Ramos Ashe ........................................... Douglas, AK 
*Andrea Aline Belbusti ................................... Ridgeville, SC 
Marina Igorevna Besedina ................................... Seneca, SC 
Heather Marie Boling ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Rachael Ann Cihlar .......................................... Medina, OH 
David Pardue Eckhardt ................................... Columbia, SC 
Jesse Charles Glenn ........................................ Prosperity, SC 
**Margaret Mackneer Hobbs ..................... Chadds Ford, PA 
William Camden Wingate Jones .................... Charlotte, NC 
**Lisa Rose King ................................................ Raleigh, NC 
*Claire Marie Lundgren ........................... Saunderstown, RI 
Kimberly Jeanne Mann ................................. Drexel Hill, PA 
***Anne Murken .............................................. Hamburg, NJ 
***Michelle Jean Nance ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
History Cameron John Quattrone ....................................... Troy, MI 
Shayla Yatrice Rucker. ...................................... Nashville, TN 
t**Zachary James Auter. ........................... Johnson City, TN Kenneth Parker Schweer, Jr .............................. Marietta, GA 
Evan Ross Barefoot .................................... Simpsonville, SC Anne Jordan Seignious ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Kathryn Anne Bundy .................................. Columbia, SC t**Alysa Danielle Sommer ............................ Mansfield, OH 
***Timothy Sherman Burke ........................ Cincinnati, OH t***Jason Christopher Weeks ...................... Charleston, SC 
D Tyler Carnall ............................................. Cherry Hill, NJ t**Emily Michelle Wells .................................... Six Mile, SC 
***Benjamin Lee Couchey ................................... Inman, SC *Amanda Joyce Wenzell .......................................... Irmo, SC 
Rozalyn Nicole Crytzer ........................................ Blanco, TX Drayton Chamblee Weston ............................ Columbia, SC 
Arthur Edwin Doctor, Jr. ................... North Charleston, SC Katherine Brooks Whitted ............................ Greenville, SC 
Lauren Anquinette Earn .......................... Lawrenceville, GA Layton Alan Williamson .............................. Blythewood, SC 
Brian Patrick Fitzsimmons ..................................... Greer, SC t**Patrick Gerard Young ..................................... Gretna, LA 
t**Meredith Anne Gardial... .......................... Knoxville, TN 
*John Maxie Gause ........................................... Florence, SC Modern Languages 
**Mary Grace Holahan ................................... Anderson, SC 
Leslie Erin Horton ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Brittany Caroline Johnson ................................... Seneca, SC 
Mary Katherine Koziar ................................... Anderson, SC 
***Stephen Richard Layne ................................... Seneca, SC 
Robert Jeffrey Lund ................................... New Canaan, CT 
***Robert Hannibal Lyles ........................... Westminster, SC 
*Samuel David Martin ..................................... Clemson, SC 
*Katherine Anne McCaskill ............................. Bethune, SC 
Matthew Richard Miele .................................... Florence, SC 
Amsey Harrington Miller. ............................ Greenwood, SC 
Charles Rowland Burns, Jr ................................. Sumter, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Cabaniss ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
***Paul Jonathan Coats ................................... Newberry, SC 
*Alexandra Davis McClure ......................... Campobello, SC 
*Amanda Houston Mitchell ........................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Laura Elisabeth Palmer ........................... Kingwood, TX 
Justin Tyler Price ............................................... San Jose, CA 
Ashley Kayla Simmons .......................................... Easley, SC 
Ellen Marie Sutton ................................................ Greer, SC 
t***Joshua Stephen Von Fange ...................... Columbia, SC 
Alexander Childs Misenheimer ..................... Greenville, SC 
Jessica Eileen Mosley ........................................ Bridgeton, NJ Philosophy 
t***Joel Luthor Penning .................... .............. Lemmon, SO 
*Melanie Joy Pineros .............................................. Greer, SC 
Erica Whitney Priest ................................... Birmingham, AL 
Dara Ann Rappe ........................................... Toms River, NJ 
t*Tyler Michael Remsen .................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Samuel Cory Richardson ........................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jeremiah Ridley .................................................... Seneca, SC 
Anna Catherine Sams ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Amanuel Mammo Alemu ................................ Clemson, SC 
Angelica Christina Brown ..................... West Columbia, SC 
Dexter Wood Brown ....................................... Anderson, SC 
t***Tom Henry Kudlacz ................................... Meriden, CT 
**Ryan William Lifland ......................... ......... Lexington, SC 
**Richard Walton McAlister. .......................... Lexington, SC 
*Sarah Elizabeth Meadows ............................... Blackville, SC 
*Soroush Nasser Moghaddassi .................... Simpsonville, SC 
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Philosophy (continued) 
t***Thomas Bradford Saad ........................... Greenville, SC 
Jeffrey William Surver ..................................... Clemson, SC 
*Andrew Travis Wolfe ............................................ Bryan, TX 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Paul Raymond Berger Ill ............................... Sandusky, OH 
*Elizabeth Jada Dywan ................................... Ninety Six, SC 
***Sarah Caitlin Edison .......................... North Augusta, SC 
Robert Monroe Erwin IV ............................ Greenwood, SC 
t*Katherine Sarah Lala ............................... Wilmington, DE 
**Erin Marie Martin ......................................... Camden, SC 
**Teresa Catherine McClernon ............................. Greer, SC 
**Christopher Joel Onken ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
**Jonathan Soto ..................................................... Greer, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and French 
**Laura Aki Davis ........................................... Pendleton, SC 
*Tyler Anne Hauss .......................................... Lexington, KY 
t**Margaret Ellen Nelson ........................... Summerville, SC 
English and Japanese 
t**Kevin Thomas Niehaus .................................... Easley, SC 
History and Philosophy 
Aimee Nichole McConnell... ................................. Salem, SC 
History and Political Science 
*Leah Susan Egofske ................................... Crown Point, IN 
Political Science and Spanish 
t**Jennifer Diane McAmis .............................. Maryville, TN 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Luke Byron Brocco ...................................... Auburndale, FL 
Joshua Franklin Campbell... ........................... Piedmont, SC 
*Justin L Campbell ........................................... Mauldin, SC 
Andrew Timothy Carlson ............................... Asheville, NC 
Matthew Tanner Clouse .................................. Clemson, SC 
*Stephen Scott Cooper ............................. Fountain lnn, SC 
*Tucker Brice Craig ............................................. Shelby, NC 
*Joshua Leland Craw ...................................... Ridgeville, SC 
John Evans Davis II ............................................ Chester, SC 
*Michael Christopher DeShields ................... Greenville, SC 
Andrew Gordon Doolittle ........................... Greenwood, SC 
**Nilson Harold Echols ..................................... Oxford, OH 
Christopher William Edwards .................. Travelers Rest, SC 
*Kyler Michael Evans .................................... Columbia, MD 
Spencer H Faw ................................... ................. Sumter, SC 
Cory Dillon Free ....................................... Murrells Inlet, SC 
Andrew David Gable ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Thaddeus Paul Gauvey ................................. Greenwood, SC 
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Construction Science and Management (continued) 
Michael Benjamin Godwin ................................ Cheraw, SC 
William Jordan Gray ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Matthew David Harris .................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Bryan Jamil Hassen ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Marcus Tyler Jamison .............................................. York, SC 
**Alexandra Jaskot ..................................... Huntington, WV 
Matthew Thomas Jones ......................................... Greer, SC 
Andrew Jordan Kay ................................ Sullivans Island, SC 
**David Mark Leas .......................................... Bethesda, MD 
Robert Trent LeCroy .................................. West Union, SC 
David C Lipscomb ............................................... Moore, SC 
Taylor McCutcheon Morris ......................... Blythewood, SC 
Jason Andrew Obermiller. ...................................... Starr, SC 
**Ryan David Pastor. ....................................... Charlotte, NC 
Ryan Wil Poole ................................................... Cheraw, SC 
Alexander Joseph Runkle .......................... Summerville, SC 
Jeffrey Michael Schaus .......................................... Naples, FL 
Erick Ryan Sealfon ........................................ Columbia, MD 
John Lucas Semsar. ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nathan Gambrell Stone .................................. Piedmont, SC 
Andrew James Sturgis .................................... Greenville, SC 
Greg DeHaven Townsend ................................ Snellville, GA 
Harold Linwood Turner Ill ................................ Sumter, SC 
*Laura Kathrine Weber ........................................ Aiken, SC 
Daniel Thomas Werts ...................................... Newberry, SC 
*Lewis Connelly White III... ........................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Language and International Health 
(Language and International Health is jointly administered by 
the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities and 
the College of Health, Education and Human Development.) 
**Hanna Brooke Brummitt .................................. Easley, SC 
*Emily Katherine DeWitt ................................ Hartwell, GA 
Sebastian Hellebuyck ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Brenna Marie Kiffmeyer ................................... Waxhaw, NC 
t**Kendra Rene Neely ........................................ Chapin, SC 
***Heather Leigh Wilson .................................... Seneca, SC 
CoLLEGE oF BusiNESS AND 
BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
Claude C Lilly, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
*** Adrien Damien Braun .......................... Brussels, Belgium 
**Morgane Coomans ........................ Kraainem Be, Belgium 
**Noemie Marylene Defourny .... Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium 
***Maxime Martin Delahaut ......................... Redu, Belgium 
Marcel Michael DuMont ......................... Pawleys Island, SC 
**Jacob Aubrey Farlow ................................. Gibsonville, NC 
Alexander P Frederick .............................. Lagrangeville, NY 
*Sean Michael Friend ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Richard William Hammonds ............................. Milton, GA 
Joseph Lawson Johnson III.. ......................... Charleston, SC 
Michael William Kopsick ................................ Lake Bluff, IL 
Economics (continued) Political Science (continued) 
*Natalie Jean Linden ........................................ Houston, TX **Michael Jacob Stephens ......................... Chattanooga, TN 
t*Jennifer Christine McFarland ..................... Charlotte, NC t***Alexander Philip Urban ............................... Powell, OH 
Eric Norman McLendon ............................... Greenville, SC Andrew Taylor Walter. .................................... Columbia, SC 
***Anthony Michael Price ............................. Greenville, SC Thomas Samuel Watkins ............................. Blythewood, SC 
t**Daniel Brice Reynolds ............................... Lexington, SC Yim Yim Wong ........................ Tseung Kwan 0, Hong Kong 
*Sophie Ryckaert ........................................ Brussels, Belgium 
Christopher Carrington Berg Slate ............ Wilmington, DE Psychology 
t***Bryson Campbell Smith ......................... Greenville, SC 
***Ben Allen Strickland .................................. Columbia, SC 
*Christopher James Todd ............... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Hadrien Benoit Velge ........................... Bruxelles, Belgium 
Anthony Michael Whavers ............................... Durham, NC 
Thomas Joseph Bardin Ill .................................. Chapin, SC 
Elizabeth Culley Barragan .............................. Columbia, SC 
Eliza Conway Blackwell... ............................... Richmond, VA 
Sarah Elizabeth Brady ........................................... Easley, SC 
**Linda Buchholz .............................. Bornhoeved, Germany 
Political Science **Carson Elizabeth Carroll ............. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Julia Cecelia Ceva ............................................... Pauline, SC 
t**Christopher Edward Alderson ............ Cumberland, MD Jason Ryan Crews ............................................ Savannah, GA 
Colby Ryan Alexander ...................................... Candler, NC *Dylan Ross Davis ................................................ Seneca, SC 
**Karen Diana Anzalone ........................ New Hampton, NY *Sarah Elizabeth de Lozier ....................... Chevy Chase, MD 
Alexander Luis Barnes ................................. Blythewood, SC Leah Maree Diggs ................................................... Elgin, SC 
Sydney Alexis Barrett .................................. Spartanburg, SC Anna Athena Dimitri ................................... Charleston, SC 
**Brett Matthew Becker ........................................ Sparta, NJ Jonathan James Eiland ......................................... Belton, SC 
t*Joseph Letrell Bishop ............................... Hope Mills, NC *Philip DeWitt Estepp ..................... Donauworth, Germany 
*Jordan Nicole Blankenship .............................. Lilburn, GA Danielle Ayn Gallant ......................................... Atlanta, GA 
*Kate Lynn Bostrom ........................................... Stanley, NY ***Tianna Jalissa Gallishaw .............................. Andrews, SC 
*Lauren Ursula Clarkin ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC Tanisha Nadage Gatling .................................... Bamberg, SC 
t***Christopher Brendan Collins ............... Mt Pleasant, SC Jessica Ann Gaul... ..................................... Cobbs Creek, VA 
*Kristyn Ashe Cummings ...................................... Cope, SC Stephen Allen Gosnell... .................................... Duncan, SC 
**Christine Marie Dudas ...................... Hendersonville, NC t***Margaret Elise Graham ............................... Novelty, OH 
Julia Helen Foley ............................................... Portland, CT Joshua Caleb Grimsley .............................. Summerville, SC 
Kyle N Foltz .................................................... Langhorne, PA Stephanie Lamm Honick .......................... Murrells Inlet, SC 
*Samantha Krystyna Fortier ....................... Wilbraham, MA *Sarah Kay Hopkins ................................ Mountain Rest, SC 
Stephen Allen Gosnell ....................................... Duncan, SC Carmen Ell esse Jefferson ..................................... Union, SC 
Haley Mariam Hamam .......................................... Greer, SC Michael Benjamen Johnston ............................... Seneca, SC 
R J Hauman ................................................... Camarillo, CA Jeremy Michael Kimberly ..................................... Moore, SC 
**Mary Hitselberger ................................... Ellicott City, MD ***Kristin Nicole Maurer ..................................... Austin, TX 
Jonathan Paul Holliday ...................................... Six Mile, SC *Caitlin Michelle McMahon ................................. Greer, SC 
Charles Alexander Patterson House .......... Summerville, SC Allison Paige Miller .............................................. Dalzell, SC 
Chandler Lane Hudson ................................... Fort Mill, SC Melissa Mirchin ........................................... Lutherville, MD 
Ryan Allen Huggins .............................................. Dillon, SC ***Michael Glenn Muthleb, Jr .............. Bloomfield Hills, MI 
Kara Lee-Ann Jester ................................... College Park, GA Brandon Spangler Norvelle ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nathan Daniel Johnson .......................... Essex Junction, VT 
Jonathan Jordan' .................................................. Central, SC 
*Lan Chi Thi Pham ............................................. Taylors, SC 
*Holly Elizabeth Ralston ....................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Amanda Lee Kelly ................................................ Lugoff, SC *Alexander Paton Rivchun ............. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Pamela Marie Linn ............................... West Palm Beach, FL t**Grace Lee Robinson .................................. Bethesda, MD 
Pierce Talmadge Maclennan ........................... Anderson, SC Mallory Parks Rodgers .................................... Memphis, TN 
*Patrick Joseph Manion .............................. Kensington, MD Lauren Renee Sawyer .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Jonathan Lawrence McGinnis ........................ Rock Hill, SC Benjamin Glenn Search ..................................... Goshen, NY 
Kendra Alexandria Miller .......................... Goose Creek, SC Katelyn Danielle Skipper ..................................... Taylors, SC 
**Meredith M Miller ......................................... Lakeland, FL Anna Heyward Smith ................................... Charleston, SC 
t*Allison Ng ............................................ San Francisco, CA Kylie Ann Sprogis .................................................. Greer, SC 
Daniel Lee Northrup ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Lindsay Kathleen Sturre ................. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Derek Scott Owens ........................................... Bluffton, SC Lauren Meredith Valainis ................................. Clemson, SC 
*Chris Elliott Polson ............................................ Patrick, SC 
Christopher K Ran a .............................................. Easley, SC Sociology 
Katherine M Rich ......................................... Naugatuck, CT 
Ashley Lorraine Ricker ........................................ Lusby, MD 
**Allison Michelle Rock ................. , .............. Greenville, SC 
Natalie Elaine Schmidt ...................................... Henrico, VA 
Stefanie Ann Schroeder ................................. Carrollton, TX 
Lauren Denise Simmons .................................... Jackson, SC 
Jonah Timothy Baize ........................................ Evansville, IN 
Torris Latrell Brown .......................................... Rembert, SC 
Zachary Scott Campbell .............................. Philadelphia, PA 
**Carson Elizabeth Carroll ............. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Eliza Lynn Duncan ........................................ Lexington, MA 
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Sociology (continued) Accounting (continued) 
Dixie Gloriabell DuRant .............................. Wedgefield, SC *Sarah Elyse Head .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Jessica Lynn Edmond ........................................ Hopkins, SC Sarah MacFarland Hudson ............................ Baltimore, MD 
*Lauren Ashley Elrod ..................................... Greenville, SC *Kimberly Margaret Kantzes ....................... Wilmington, DE 
Chase Douglas Fuller. ................................... Alpharetta, GA Joseph Mitchell King .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Mary Marshall Grace ........................................ Florence, SC William Richard Krause ................................. Wauchula, FL 
Harvey Jerai Grant IV .......................................... Bowie, MD Eleanor K LeClair .......................................... Richmond, VA 
*Katie Elizabeth Hinson ................................. Rock Hill, SC *Brooklyn Marie Martin ..................................... Sumter, SC 
*Lindsay Claudette Howard ......................... Charleston, SC ***Kinley Marie McMillan ............................... Edgefield, SC 
Abigail Ann Iselborn ....................................... Portland, ME *Craig Miller .................................................... Edgefield, SC 
*Samantha Kline Johnston ............................. Columbia, SC *Richard Harper Mitchell ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Kamp ............................................ Greer, SC Arnold Kitaka Owino .................................... Kisumu, Kenya 
*Sarah Kathleen Kellner ....................................... Aiken, SC Joseph Ryan Quick ..................................... Bennettsville, SC 
*Emily Sue Kurtz ........................................... Charleston, SC t**Stephanie Julia Roberts ..................................... Clark, NJ 
**Janelle Elizabeth Lewis .......................... Framingham, MA Trista Ann Saunders ........................................ Simsbury, CT 
**Whitley Lynne Mann ................................. Greenville, SC Cortney Glynne Scott.. ........................................ Dallas, NC 
Brandon Lucosta Maye ........................................ Mobile, AL t***Blake Hollingsworth Sieber .................... Greenville, SC 
Caitlin Ann McPherson ............................... Middleburg, FL Alexander Michael Stefanic ........................... Richmond, VA 
Ken Jermaine Minton ..................................... Rock Hill, SC John Avriett Taylor, Jr ....................................... Florence, SC 
Julia Natale Oltmann ...................................... Arlington, VA t*Christopher Justin Walker .......................... Anderson, SC 
Amber Michelle Parnow .................................... Gaffney, SC ***Courtney Anne Wieters .......................... Clemmons, NC 
Mollie Ashton Penley .......................................... Central, SC Katherine Jamie Wieters ..................................... Chapin, SC 
Megan Brooke Rhoden .................................... Landrum, SC 
Elizabeth Riley Robb .......................................... Roswell, GA Economics 
*Ashley Marie Smith ............................................. Easley, SC 
David Vi sol Smith II.. .................................... Greenville, SC 
Meagan Lindsay Stone ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Brittany Collington Vereen ......................... Hemingway, SC 
Jordan Downing Webb ............................. Rocky Mount, VA 
*Sarah Elizabeth Whitley ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
*Andrew McLean Abbott ............................... Charlotte, NC 
Jacob Dylan Adelberg ...................................... Clemson, SC 
t**Benjamin Alden Boone ..................... Mechanicsville, VA 
Milton Cranston Bowling Ill... .................... Gainesville, GA 
Anna Marie Briscoe ........................................ Anderson, SC 
t***Gregory P Burns ........................................ Colonie, NY 
DOUBLE MAJOR Richard Alan Cornett ........................................ Marion, NC 
t***Kevin Raymond Crandall ....................... Huntsville, AL 
Economics and Political Science t*James Clinton Denneny IV. ........................ Knoxville, TN 
Patrick Joseph Emery ........................................ Bluffton, SC 
**James Edward Hawley ................................... Wayland, MA *Stephen Joseph Evangelista ........................... Jamestown, RI 
Philosophy and Psychology 
t**Geoffrey Nicholas Gottbrecht .................... Hanover, MA 
Stuart Talton Guthrie ......................................... Central, SC 
Corey Taylor Stewart ........................................... Pawling, NY 
Pedro Ildefonso IV .................................... Severna Park, MD 
***Heather Marie Johnson ......................... Westminster, SC 
Psychology and Sociology t**Sarah Kathryn Johnson .................................... Aiken, SC Jonathan Richard Labash ............................... Pittsburgh, PA 
*Morgan Elizabeth Cook ................................ Greenville, SC t***Wesley Benjamin Lambert .................. Simpsonville, SC 
*Robert Paul Lengel... ................................. Wilmington, DE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Mark Gregory Mackiw ................................... Greenville, SC 
**Lauren Alyse Metz ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Accounting Thomas Francis Muldowney lll ........................ Niceville, FL 
John Phillip Barber, Jr. ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Mark W Beal... .................................... ............ Columbia, SC 
*Ryan Kurt Bodine .............................................. Lusby, MD 
Rachel Elizabeth Brackett ............................... Charlotte, NC 
Jesse Vic Liong Ofendo Reyes .................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
William Charles Thomas Plonk .................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Joshua Aaron Rinke ........................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Cole Joseph Sellazzo .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Shelby Nichol Coleman ...................................... Central, SC Financial Management 
**Morgan Marie Curry ............................ Pumpkin town, SC 
Michael Joseph DaLesio ............................ Ellicott City, MD 
*Chaunessy Bray Dickerson ........................ Williamston, SC 
Mairid Cate DiNenna .............................. Germantown, MD 
Tyler Daniel Aardema .................................... Kennesaw, GA 
Daniel Richard Adams, Jr. ............................. East Lyme, CT 
Megan Leigh Addis ..................................... West Union, SC 
***Kate Allison Downes ...................................... Laurel, DE *John Donovan Albaugh ................................. Naperville, IL 
*Kyle Michael Fischer ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Amber Joy Gable ........................................ Simpsonville, SC 
***Andrew Winston Godwin ................................ Greer, SC 
Alix Keith Anderson .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Michael Todd Antinoro .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
**Gizem Askin .................... ........................ .Istanbul, Turkey 
Michael Joseph Hardy ........................................ Mauldin, SC Brian Thomas Bailey ....................................... Bethesda, MD 
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Nicholas Glenn Barone ............................ Glen Gardner, NJ Timothy Andrew Six ...................................... Frederick, MD 
Laura Jane Barry ............................................. Columbia, SC *Laura Elizabeth Sloan ..................................... Walhalla, SC 
Michael Beaver. .................................................. Marlton, NJ Jeffrey Robert Smith .......................................... Lebanon, NJ 
Natalya Andrea Belskaya ............................ Summerville, SC Matthew Steven Smith .................................... Charlotte, NC 
t***Jessica Lynn Bonham .......................... .Indian Trail, NC *James David Spearman, Jr ........................ Summerville, SC 
Susan Evans Burroughs ..................................... Conway, SC **David Garet Strange ........................................ Sumter, SC 
Robert Christopher Caggiano ......................... Montclair, NJ Colin Matthew Streets ....................................... Aurora, CO 
*Andrew Bernard Cajka III ........................... Greenville, SC *Christopher Dale Usher ............................... Hartsville, SC 
Kevin Michael Campbell .................................. Hickory, NC James B Van Dam ............................................. Haworth, NJ 
John Joseph Cappello ...................................... Waldorf, MD *David Whitney Van Hoy ........................... Birmingham, AL 
Wesley Ray Chisholm ................................. Huntington, NY Kristen Elizabeth Wallace ............................. Charleston, SC 
Audrey M Christmas ...................................... Greenville, SC Meaghan Courtney Wayson .......................... Fort Myers, FL 
t*Ashley Nicole Clark ................................. Grovetown, GA John Seabrook Whaley III ............................ Charleston, SC 
t*** Austin James Clary III ................... The Woodlands, TX Charles Benjamin White III ............................. Florence, SC 
Andrew William Clementi ............................. Charlotte, NC *Sarah Brooke Wrenn ................................. Isle of Palms, SC 
*Patrick Callahan Conlon ........... Montgomery Village, MD t***Jacob Allen Wright .................................... Wellford, SC 
Anthony Joseph Coxey ................................... Asheville, NC t**Patrick Gerard Young ..................................... Gretna, LA 
**Adam Matthew Dankovich ........................ Greenville, SC t***Jessica Lynne Zankman ........................... Greenville, SC 
Kristin Mi'keyya Davis ................................... Greenville, SC *Stephen Christopher Zielinski ...................... Greenville, SC 
Whitney Marie Ferguson ................................. Leicester, NC 
William Levis Foster, Jr ................................... Rock Hill, SC Graphic Communications 
Daniel McGill Connor Freeman .................... Columbia, SC 
**Oliver Bibb Harris ....................................... Wellesley, MA 
Nathan Scott Hartmann ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
***Andrew Jeffrey Wallis Holmes .................. Greenville, SC 
James Corey Jennings ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Patrick Gerald Kavanagh ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
Joseph Mitchell King .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
*Aaron Robert Kohl .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
*Rebekah Ashley Krouse ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Thomas Ross Langley ..................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Thomas Todd Lankford, Jr ............................. Charlotte, NC 
***Hope Renee Lewis .................................. Cincinnati, OH 
Kirk Anthony Licata ...................................... Annandale, NJ 
Justin P Litzenberger. ........................................... Seneca, SC 
t**Brendan Arthur Lopes ................................... Easton, PA 
t**Joshua Robert Lopes ...................................... Easton, PA 
Patrick Curtis Manning ................................... Nashville, TN 
Mark Andrew Margolis .................................... Villanova, PA 
***Chandler Ross Martin ..................................... Aiken, SC 
**Charles Ryan Martin ......................................... Aiken, SC 
t**Jacob Steven Mason ......................................... Aiken, SC 
*Leslie Anne Matthews ............................... Chesterfield, SC 
Paul Allan McDonald, Jr ................................ Greenville, SC 
*Krystal Lynnette Nesmith ........................... Charleston, SC 
Andrew Corbett Olson ..................................... Augusta, GA 
*Eric Robert Pangraze .................................... Richmond, VA 
t*Lauren Elizabeth Patterson ......... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Robert Pietrucha ............................................. Sarasota, FL 
Jeffrey David Randolph ................................. Greenville, SC 
**John Daniel Raymond .................................. Clemson, SC 
**Matthew James Reichel ..................................... Aiken, SC 
*Melissa Shira Reman ....................................... Hillsdale, NJ 
Cameron Lee Remigio ........................................ Syosset, NY 
t**Stephanie Julia Roberts ..................................... Clark, NJ 
*Ryan Patrick Scanlan ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
Matthew Brindel Schavey ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Kevin Christian Schweiker ............................... Oak Hill, VA 
*John Paul Simkovich .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Katherine Morgan Anderson ........................ Anderson, SC 
Kathryn Ann Banks ...................................... Alpharetta, GA 
Michelle Kelly Browning ............................... Alexandria, VA 
**Amy Elizabeth Burka .................................. Greenville, SC 
*Claire Hildegard Busby ................................. Columbia, SC 
Elizabeth Ryan Cook ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Caroline Jane Anne Cusick ..................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Rebecca Jean Dillow ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Jasmine Danielle Dykes ............................. West Chester, PA 
(Degree awarded posthumously) 
Erin Nicole Fairbanks ......................................... Mullins, SC 
***Meghan Michelle Foley .................................. Darien, CT 
*Elizabeth Dawn Gancos ..................................... Seneca, SC 
Bradley Mark Dawson Gasque ....................... Anderson, SC 
Anna Elizabeth Goforth ........................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Haviland .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kara Ann Hawkins .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Christina Anne Hensch ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Melissa Courtney Hensch ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Lakich ........................................ Walhalla, SC 
Trystina Church Lowe .................................... Pendleton, SC 
*Caroline Eileen Manning ..................... Fairfax Station, VA 
Molly Suzanne Mattson ........................ Winston-Salem, NC 
Kathleen Amanda Mourning ................................. Loris, SC 
*Anna Marie Mungo ........................................ Lancaster, SC 
*Sarah Anne Murphy ................................. Goose Creek, SC 
Shwana Shaunte Peoples ........................................ Blair, SC 
Sidni Sara Ramos ............................................. Clemson, SC 
*Maria Claire Rebula ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Paul William Shaak ........................................... Atlanta, GA 
Laura Catherine Sinclair ................................. Clemson, SC 
Rochelle Marie Singleton .................................. Ravenel, SC 
Zenobia De'Borra Staley ...................................... Dalzell, SC 
David Alan Stokes ........................................... Lexington, SC 
**Emily Kate Thackston ........................................ Greer, SC 
Alexander Chad White ............................ Pawleys Island, SC 
Jennifer Erin Winkowski ...................................... Sparta, NJ 
t** Angelia Elizabeth Yates .................................. Pickens, SC 
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James Mackenzie Jackson ................................... Atlanta, GA Silas Leroy Jefferson ............................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Brennen Lee Owens ............................................ Union, SC Addison Lee Johnson .................................... Pfafftown, NC 
Stephen Patrick Shivar. ....................................... Central, SC 
Haven Rebecca Turner ................................... Ninety Six, SC 
John Sandifer Johnson ................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Bradford William Jones .................................. Knoxville, TN 
**Adam William Kallal... ................................... Atlanta, GA 
Management ** Aliki K Karoutsos ................................. Gaithersburg, MD 
Gregory Steven Allen ........................................ Marietta, GA 
Katherine Nicole Allen .................................... Edgefield, SC 
Mitchell Price Alston ........................................ Tega Cay, SC 
Zavier Demetri Anderson .............................. Greenville, SC 
**Kayla Danielle Bagwell ........................... Summerville, SC 
Jonathan Matthew Bailey ......................................... Wall, NJ 
William Mitchell Bargelt II... ........................... Clemson, SC 
Crystal Anne Bassett ................................ Davidsonville, MD 
**Ja'Travious Montrail Bates ............................... Enoree, SC 
*David Ryan Bennett .................................... Charleston, SC 
Andrew Marshall Black .................................... Suwanee, GA 
Matthew Lee Blackmon ...................................... Pickens, SC 
Loren Ashley Blassingame .......................... Williamston, SC 
Christopher David Bowman ........................ Orangeburg, SC 
Matthew Colin Brannon ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Kerristen Ellese Brooks .............................. Summerville, SC 
*Joseph Dylan Burroughs ................................ Nashville, TN 
Thomas Arden Butters II.. ............................... Durham, NC 
Noelle Kristin Cabato ........................................ Duluth, GA 
Sarah Calle ..................................................... Greenville, SC 
Lindsay Cameron ................................................ Chester, SC 
Austin Mark Campbell ................................... Anderson, SC 
**Jessica Rose Carr. .................................... Middletown, MD 
Rodrigues Arnaz Clark ...................................... Clinton, SC 
Christen Marie Clinkscales ........................... Greenville, SC 
Adam Wayne Coats ........................................ Anderson, SC 
*Chelsea Lynn Cole-Jones ................................... Taylors, SC 
Andrew Addison Collins ............................... Greenville, SC 
Joseph Andrew Collins ................................... Rockville, MD 
Thomas Rogers Coxe .................................... Darlington, SC 
Jennifer Anne Cramer ..................................... Hanover, MA 
Christopher Lawrence D'Amico ...................... Fort Mill, SC 
*Patrick David Eckart ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Charles Lindsey Eisenbies ............................. Hingham, MA 
James Cody Etheredge ...................................... Cullman, AL 
Hunter Wakefield Fickey ............................. Gainesville, GA 
Lauren Gabrielle Flynn ............................... Williamston, SC 
John Lawrence Fogle Ill ............................... Orangeburg, SC 
Benjamin Ammann Ford ............................ Orangeburg, SC 
Perry Freeman ................................................. Anderson, SC 
Aaron Garcia ......................................................... Aiken, SC 
Joseph Joshua Garrison ................................. LaGrange, GA 
Jeffrey Thomas Goetze ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Patrick Lane Goss ........................................... Columbia, SC 
Ryan Philip Gregory ........................................ Herndon, VA 
Charlton Ross Griffith ................................. Charleston, SC 
Joshua Carlo Thomas Hagwood ....................... Sanford, NC 
William Brian Hallman .................................... Bluffton, SC 
Kristopher Matthew Ham .............................. Greenville, SC 
***Audrey Hamilton .................................. Bloomington, IN 
**Christopher Lewis Harmon ....................... Greenville, SC 
Gregory Stephen Heun ................................. Mandeville, LA 
Michael D Houston, Jr. ..................................... Pageland, SC 
Robert Andrew Kelly ............................................... York, SC 
*Rose Ellen Kinane ...................................... Winter Park, FL 
*Gilliam W King ........................................... Bishopville, SC 
Christopher Steven Kittel.. .................................... Greer, SC 
Michelle Stearns Krause .............................. Indian Land, SC 
Evan Clarke Kyzer ............................................... Chapin, SC 
Garrett Alexander Langley ........................ Travelers Rest, SC 
Carter Cowan Lathan ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Demetrius O'Neal Lee .................................. Charleston, SC 
Miller Atwood Lewis .............................. Rutherfordton, NC 
William Joseph Lotzmann III.. ............................ Lusby, MD 
Cassandra Rose Lucente ...................................... Taylors, SC 
DeMario Rashaad Mack ....................................... Lamar, SC 
David Alexander Mallory ...................................... Greer, SC 
Abigail Kathleen McCollum ................................. Easley, SC 
Logan Forest McCurry ........................................... Greer, SC 
Samuel Robert McElrath ............................ Horse Shoe, NC 
Eric Douglas Meadows ............................................ Elgin, SC 
Austin Charles Meehan ..................................... Landing, NJ 
Andrew David Merline .................................. Greenville, SC 
*Carter Jacob Mitchell ................................... Greenville, SC 
Daniel Todd Mitchum .................................... Columbia, SC 
Troy D Morris ................................................ Frostburg, MD 
Brendan Tyler Mullen ............................................ Irmo, SC 
Stephanie Michele Nobles ................................ Bluffton, SC 
Alteno Jeroid Oglesby ......................................... Central, SC 
Zachary Ryan Olbon ................................... Westminster, SC 
Michael John O'Leary ......................... North Attleboro, MA 
Bradley Thomas Paradise ................................. Wayzata, MN 
Joshua Neal Partridge ...................................... Townville, SC 
Jenna Katharyne Payne ......................................... Easley, SC 
Gregory Michael Perfetti ............................... Haymarket, VA 
Allison Renee Phillips ..................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Derick Pitaksit ................................................. Columbia, SC 
Johnathan Troy Prochaska .............................. Columbia, SC 
**Colleen Marie Raymonda .............................. Bel Air, MD 
Michael B Reilly ................................................. Blauvelt, NY 
t***Keri Rich ................................................. Hoschton, GA 
Christopher Trent Richardson ...................... Villa Rica, GA 
John Robert Richardson .................................. Clemson, SC 
Tyler Charles Rigler ............................... Kennett Square, PA 
Leslie Denise Robbins ....................................... Laurens, SC 
Katie Lynn Robertson ................................... Charleston, SC 
Caitlin Lane Sams .................................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Schiefer .................................. Alpharetta, GA 
Chaunta Elyse Scott ............................................... Pelzer, SC 
Natasha Renita Scott ....................................... Townville, SC 
*Catherine Anne Seaborn .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Kendall Jordan Session ....................................... Sumter, SC 
Jamie Nicole Sexton ........................................... Six Mile, SC 
Zachary Robert Shane ................... Cumberland Center, ME 
Brendan James Short ...................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Courtney Alexander Siffre ......................... Kansas City, MO 
Alexander Ben Sparks ..................................... Greenville, SC 
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Hugh Phillip Stephens ........................................... Greer, SC 
James Evon Still Ill ................................ Rutherfordton, NC 
Ryan Douglas Templeton ................... North Charleston, SC 
David Paul Tew ...................................................... Greer, SC 
Robert McDaniel Tice .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Miles Durham Tinsley .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Michael Donovan Tobin ................................. Rutland, VT 
Bryson Keller Toole ........................................ Columbia, SC 
Christopher Noel T umbleston ............................. Easley, SC 
David Vespa ...................................................... Holmdel, NJ 
*Brett Austin Wadford .................................... Columbia, SC 
Philip Scott Walerko, Jr ..................................... Bedford, VA 
Jacob Landon Walker ...................... North Wilkesboro, NC 
William Daniel Webber .................................. Anderson, SC 
Hunter Scott Wilds ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Scott Arthur Wolber, Jr. ...................................... Sterling, IL 
Brian J Wrick .................................................... Bedford, NH 
Jesse Ernest Wright IV .......................................... Salem, SC 
Jasmine Desiree Wyman .................................. Yemassee, SC 
DeAngelo Cornell Young .......................... Goose Creek, SC 
*Brandee Nicole Ellis .................................... Greenwood, SC 
Aaron Robert Emard ...................................... Columbia, SC 
*Mary Hannah Esposito ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
**Lauren Alyssa Finney .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
David Nicholas Flory ................................. Johns Creek, GA 
Lindsey S Foreman .................................... Hunt Valley, MD 
Gwen Ucci Fraker .............................................. Brevard, NC 
Cayce Sue French ....................................... Williamston, NC 
*Jennifer Nicole Garner ............................ Germantown, TN 
t***Kelly Lee Hartman ....................................... Weston, FL 
John Michael Hawkins .................................. Greenville, SC 
Megan Leigh Henson ............................................. Greer, SC 
*Julianne Lee Holmes ..................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Scott Thomas Huetter ............................ West Chester, OH 
*Caroline Elisabeth Hughes ......................... Walterboro, SC 
Barbara Britton Hunter ................................. Greenville, SC 
**Amanda Castro Hurt.. ................................... Bluffton, SC 
Augusta Erin Hyder ......................................... Landrum, SC 
***Sarah Elizabeth Ingle ........................................ Greer, SC 
Thomas Fitzhugh Joyner .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Marketing 
***Ryan Alexander Kantor .............................. Suwanee, GA 
*Evan Andrew Karst ...................... .. ............... Louisville, KY 
Colin Lee Anderson .............................................. Greer, SC 
Frank Maxwell Andrews, Jr .............................. Nashville, TN 
**Jessey Lynn Appel .............................................. Dover, DE 
Morgan Shea Barnett .................................. Charleston, WV 
Nicholas Glenn Barone ............................ Glen Gardner, NJ 
*Emily J Becraft .............................................. Greenville, SC 
Mary Ashley Bell ............................................ Greenville, SC 
***Courtney Leigh Benedict.. ......................... Oceanport, NJ 
Matthew William Bishop ....................... Cape Elizabeth, ME 
Adam Weber Broering ................................... Greenville, SC 
Kacey Lea Brosnan ....................................... West Nyack, NY 
Sarah Anne Brownson .................................... Columbia, SC 
Christine Michelle Brunner ......................... Columbia, MD 
**Linda Buchholz .............................. Bornhoeved, Germany 
Kacie Michelle Burdette ......................... North Augusta, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Campbell ......................... Mullica Hill, NJ 
**El' b h A C tza et nne an up .............................. Charleston, SC 
*Bradley Vincent Carson ............................... Greenville, SC 
t**Maryn Rachel Case .................................. Statesboro, GA 
Joshua Tyler Churchill ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Beth Alexander Clayton ................................ Greenville, SC 
Andrew Addison Collins ............................... Greenville, SC 
Emma Lee Cook ........................................ Goose Creek, SC 
Sadie Elizabeth Cooke ..................................... Gastonia, NC 
William Hewitt Cox Ill ................................... Kingstree, SC 
Lauren Michelle Dalpee ................................. Highland, MD 
*Brian Edward Dei Dolori .................................. Granby, CT 
*Jeffrey Thomas Dei Dolori ................................ Granby, CT 
Christopher Robert Trevor de la Croix-Vaubois ..... Dallas, TX 
**Sallie Michelle peLoach .............................. Columbia, SC 
**Brittany Elizabeth DeLoache ....................... Columbia, SC 
***Gregory Emmanuel Dessources .................. Wayland, MA 
***Th v· D. omas mcent Lanora ........................ Long Valley, NJ 
*Kaylee Lynne Dinardo ......................................... Derry, NH 
N' h l G'b D'P' LC o as L son L tetra .................................... Easley, SC 
Priscilla Brooke Eaves ................................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Mary Katherine Keith ................................. Greenville, SC 
Kendall Blake Kelley ...................................... Greenville, SC 
*Meghan Sarra Sandford Kirwan ................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Kelly Rose Kolarsick.. ............................... Florham Park, NJ 
*Michelle Helen Kopec ...................................... Roswell, GA 
**Kay C LeNeave ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Robert J Lewis ....................................................... Easley, SC 
*Grace Katherine Lipscomb .................................. Aiken, SC 
Sanders Rhea MacDonald .............. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Joel Evan Malmquist ........................................ Naperville, IL 
Jared Steven Martin ............................................. Moore, SC 
Daniel Scott McGarr .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Sarah Joan Mercer ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Robert Mahon Morgan, Jr ............................. Greenville, SC 
Rebecca Anne Kelly Morris .................... North Augusta, SC 
*All' M · M Lson ane ass ............................................ Seneca, SC 
t***Andrew Michael Mount ................................. Plano, TX 
**William Ryan Nichols ...................................... Saluda, SC 
Kevin Michael Norris ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Virginia Elizabeth Oliver ........................ North Augusta, SC 
**Morgan Kim O'Neill ........................... Boynton Beach, FL 
t**Ryan Christopher O'Neill ......... Chesapeake Beach, MD 
Tyler James Orourke ................................. Cumberland ME 
*Jared Thomas Parker ...................................... Nashville', TN 
Bailey Elizabeth Peters .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Dawson Lee Powers .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Justin Thomas Price ............................................ Gilbert, SC 
Sarah Jane Rae ................................................ Anderson, SC 
*K th . El · R · a enne a me amey .................................... Seneca, SC 
**Jordan Allison Ramsey ........................... Huntersville, NC 
Courtney Lee Reeves ................................ Travelers Rest, SC 
*Chelsey Marie Calzadilla Repokis ..................... Central, SC 
Jay Kirkland Revson ........................................ Columbia, SC 
Drew Eliot Ringley ............................................... Bristol, VA 
**Al' h N· l R b LS a tco e o erson ............................... Charlotte, NC 
Stephanie Kate Rondeau ................................ Hartsville, SC 
Colleen Marie Rooney ................................ Crownsville, MD 
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*Brette Ashlyn Rowley ........................................ Duluth, GA **Kristin Lee Allen ................................................ Salem, SC 
Stephanie Joanne Sanders .............................. Charlotte, NC Chase Rust Atkinson .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
*Carter Paul Schaaf.. .................................. Simpsonville, SC *David Gregory Ballou ................................... Columbia, SC 
Haley Avlona Seaborn ............................... Simpsonville, SC Chad Thomas Barfoot ...................................... Mauldin, SC 
Trenton Campsen Seckinger ...................... Isle of Palms, SC . *Brock Max Bass .................................................... Salley, SC 
*John Paul Simkovich .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC *Julie Michelle Birckbichler ....................... Simpsonville, SC 
John Milton Smeak III... .................................. Gastonia, NC Megan Theodora Boyles ..................................... Central, SC 
Aaron Wade Smith ........................................ Ninety Six, SC *Morgan Elizabeth Bradham .............................. Sumter, SC 
Allen Joseph Smith .................................... Simpsonville, SC **Stephanie Kristen Burns ................................. Brevard, NC 
Courtney Hampton Sneed .............................. Concord, NC Georgia DuPree Carlton ................................. Columbia, SC 
t***Rachel Carolyn Storey ........................... Alexandria, VA Lauren Simone Carroll ..................................... Beaufort, SC 
Caroline Joye Stuckey ..................................... Columbia, SC Charron Lynne Conley ................................... Columbia, SC 
Ashley Nicole Sutherland ............................ Gray Court, SC t***Jessica Gale Dean ................................ Summerville, SC 
*Colin Taylor Sutherland ............................. Lake Wylie, SC *Terri Maria Bernice Fleming .................................... Iva, SC 
Michelle Annette Synan ................................ Plymouth, MA t** Adam Lawton Fogle .......................................... Cope, SC 
*Beverly Danielle Taylor ........... : ................ Simpsonville, SC **Stephanie Latoya Freeman .......................... Anderson, SC 
Jon Adam Team .............................................. Anderson, SC *Justine Marie Garofalo ................................ Glenwood, MD 
*Sara Kathryn Terry ............................................ Sumter, SC *Erin Elizabeth Gerard .................................... Clemson, SC 
*Laura Ann Thomas .................................... Cincinnati, OH Samantha Rae Grier ........................................... McColl, SC 
Ian Michael Thompson .................................. Medfield, MA Brittany Ann Hale ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Laura Ann Tscholl ........................................... Canton, OH *Katherine Elizabeth Harrill .......................... Greenville, SC 
Courtney Alexandra Turcotte ........................... Beaufort, SC Kierra Chavonne Harvey ............................ Georgetown, SC 
Bolden Lee Walters ......................................... Charlotte, NC *Kathryn Anne Hodges ..................................... Musella, GA 
*Ansley Ruth Wentzky .................................... Anderson, SC *Samantha Jo Jefferson ............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Wessinger .............................. Gray Court, SC ***Ellen Bishop Jones ................................ .Isle of Palms, SC 
t**Emma Eva Elin Westlund ...................... Orangeburg, SC **Katherine Elizabeth Kendrick ................. Spartanburg, SC 
Amanda Lane Whaley .................................... Maryville, TN *David Anthony Lynn .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Malenee Sasimone Wheat ................................ Houston, TX **Sallie Gilmore Marchant ............................. Columbia, SC 
*Corey Logan Williamson ................................. Piketon, OH Shelvia Vion Maynard ................................. Orangeburg, SC 
Stephanie Marie Withey ............................ Simpsonville, SC **Sarah Campbell McCall ............................. Greenville, SC 
Megan Scott Woollen .......................................... Moore, SC Margaret Patricia McDonough ...................... Nokesville, VA 
Angela Marie Young ........................................... Gilbert, SC Lane Roy McLaughlin ............................................ Greer, SC 
Rachel Rose Zemlyak ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC t***Stephanie Raven Monesson ......................... Jackson, NJ 
**Stefan Otto Zollinger ........................................ Moore, SC *Kirsten Ann Nielsen ................................. Chapel Hill, NC 
**John Zripko III ........................................... Flemington, NJ t***Hannah duBreuil Peach ........................... Salisbury, NC 
Political Science 
JaStacia Jontae Pinckney ........................................ Cross, SC 
Crystal Rose Pinkley ................................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Tammy Tameka Adams ................................... Columbia, SC 
t***Scott Robert Boardman ............................... Chester, NJ 
Colby Benson Collins .................................. Middlebury, CT 
Harris Wright Cornell ........................................ Radnor, PA 
Paul Harrison Farmer, Jr ................................. Anderson, SC 
JoAnna Elizabeth Garner ................................... Central, SC 
*Rachael Anne Hardin ................................. Mandeville, LA 
**Alonzo Jonathon Holloway .................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Daniel Harrison Hotchkiss .......................... Columbia, SC 
**Rachelle Renee Korinko .............. .. .................... Aiken, SC 
Jonathan Edward Lowe ............................ West Chester, OH 
*Sarah Elizabeth Meadows ............................... Blackville, SC 
*Christopher Anderson Olvey ............................. Tempe, AZ 
Natalie Jane Shemwell ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Bryson Campbell Smith ......................... Greenville, SC 
*Christopher James Todd ............... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Scott Patton West ................................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Timothy Matthew Pitzer ........................ East Providence, RI 
Christina Faith Plexico .......................... West Columbia, SC 
t***Julia Laura Posey ...................................... Anderson, SC 
Kathryn Leah Powell ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Melissa Ann Racobaldo ..................................... Marlton, NJ 
Allison Marie Robinson ........................... Silver Spring, MD 
Courtney E Ross ................................................... Aiken, SC 
Chelsea Suzanne Miles Scott.. ..................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Morgan Elisabeth Simmons ............. Peachtree City, GA 
Bryelle Marie Smith ........................................... Raleigh, NC 
*Kaylee Brooke Soileau ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Emily June Stein ............................ Lookout Mountain, TN 
Frank Sanders Stern ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Kay lee Brooke Sutton ....................................... Florence, SC 
**Alexa Lynn Taylor .................................... Mount Dora, FL 
Erica Lindsey Vicars ....................................... Greenville, SC 
*Lindsey Paige Wilzbach ................................ Charleston, SC 
Sydney Katherine Wyatt.. ................................ Piedmont, SC 
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Sociology 
Timothy Ralph Barfield ...................................... Pickens, SC 
Darcel Amber-Alicia Bell ............................. Greenwood, SC 
Tasha Leigh Cape ...................................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Chelsea Ann Earle ............................................... Taylors, SC 
Kent Douglas Gottschall... ............................... Mohnton, PA 
Austin Parham Hammond .................................... Greer, SC 
Timothy Jordan Knox ............................................. Elgin, SC 
Cornethia Danielle Pressley .............................. Florence, SC 
**Jessica Mallory Sanders ............................. Commerce, GA 
**Haley Elizabeth Schaufeld ...................... Washington, DC 
Jeremy Daniel Walters .................................. Hardeeville, SC 
Less lie Victoria Weeks .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Aaron Jordan Wilson ...................................... Merk City, SC 
Adam Michael Yates ............................................. Tempe, AZ 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
Esin Gulari, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
t**Jessica Nicole Aldred ......................... North Augusta, SC 
t*Heather Marie Brinson ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Kelly Marie Stafford ............................... West Columbia, SC 
Angelica Akia Williams .......................................... Latta, SC 
Computer Science 
t*Ashley Nicole Anderson .................................... Stuart, FL 
Karl Edward Brewer ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
**Gina Bonilla Guerrero ........................................ Irmo, SC 
Geology 
*Chaquetta Denise Greene ................................ Florence, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Michael J Dupnick ..................................... San Antonio, TX 
t**Mary-Lisa Goodrum .................................... Fairview, NC 
Steven Lee Goodson ........................................ Rock Hill, SC 
t***Megan Elizabeth Steele ........................ Simpsonville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Caroline Porter Addington ............................ Greenville, SC 
t*Nitin Nagraj Balakrishnan ........................... Clemson, SC 
t*Shea Alyssa Bielby ............................................ Taylors, SC 
t*Derick Ray Burgin .......................................... Gaffney, SC 
t**Hiliary Morgan Cash ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
t***Matthew David Cupelli .................... Morgantown, WV 
Cory West Davis .................................................. Seneca, SC 
t**Marcella Elizabeth Elpers ......................... Kingsport, TN 
Joshua Yao Guo ......................................... Summerville, SC 
Joseph Clay Hopkins ...................................... Columbia, SC 
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Bioengineering (continued) 
Erika K Jelen ............................................. Severna Park, MD 
t***Sarette Noelle Jenderny ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Bradley Ryan Johns ......................................... Mobile, AL 
t**Heather Michelle L'Ecuyer ........................ Columbia, SC 
*John Aaron Lilley .............................................. Duluth, GA 
Carl Alexander Lindburg ...................................... Aiken, SC 
*Marshall Joseph Mahoney ................................... Aiken, SC 
t***Jordan Anthony Maivelett ............................. Aiken, SC 
Timothy Joseph Marini ................................ Blythewood, SC 
t**Lauren Elizabeth Marshall... ..................... Huntsville, AL 
t***Scott Preston Mattison ................................ Clinton, SC 
t**Britton Miles McCaskill ................................ Chapin, SC 
*Fuad Nedal Mefleh ................................... Westminster, SC 
Lauren Haley Miller. ...................................... Derwood, MD 
**Rachel Leigh Ostendorff .............................. Fort Mill, SC 
Alexander Brian Owczarczak ....................... Blythewood, SC 
**Ryan Martindale Poole ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
t*John Wellington Powell III ...................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Thomas Zachary Reed, Jr. ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Courtney Christine Reeve ............................... St Louis, MO 
**Scott Alan Rice .................................... North Augusta, SC 
*Brendan Leigh Roach ........................................... Greer, SC 
Megan Keira Robson ......................................... McLean, VA 
t***Laila Christine Roudsari ........................ Charleston, SC 
*Lucas Phillip Schmidt ................................. Charleston, SC 
*Stephen Owens Shuford ....................................... Irmo, SC 
*Katie Lee Sinicrope ....................................... Rockville, MD 
t***Elizabeth Elsie Sloan ...................................... Dallas, TX 
t**Lauren Steele Sosdian ..................... The Woodlands, TX 
t*Elizabeth Morgan Tumblin .................... Simpsonville, SC 
Stephen Anthony Utlak .................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
*Christopher Ryan Waddell ................................. Easley, SC 
**Erin Melissa Watkins ................................... Wenham, MA 
t**Brian Christopher Wedell ................................. lrmo, SC 
Courtney Clarke Wickliffe .................................. Seneca, SC 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences and the 
College of Engineering and Science.) 
t**Natasha Lynn Bell ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
*James Watkins Berry III ........................... Summerville, SC 
*Alex Michael Boudreau ..................................... Kenner, LA 
t*James Porter Ellison .................................... Lexington, SC 
David Eugene Gibson ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Casey Thomas Johnson ........................................ Aynor, SC 
Richard William Loeffler IV ........... Upper Saddle River, NJ 
Kayla Ann Nelson ........................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Joshua Michael Oden .................................... Ridgeville, SC 
Ashley Alana Rentz ..................................... Williamston, SC 
*Lindsey Erin Speed ....................................... Columbia, SC 
**Jazmine Octavia Taylor ............................ Summerville, SC 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
*Adam Lane Cobb .......................................... Lexington, SC 
Howard Freeman Cooler, Jr. ............................. Bamberg, SC 
*Antonio L'J uan Frazier ............................ Chattanooga, TN 
*Stephanie Anne Hart .................................... Greenville, SC 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering (continued) Chemistry 
Brent Allen Lodge ........................................ Greeneville, TN **Anthony Thomas Choi .............................. Greenville, SC 
*James Brandon Marro ................................ Orangeburg, SC *Christopher Khalil Clarke ............................. Clemson, SC 
Omar Hyder Mohiuddin ................................ Columbia, SC *Brandi Jequilla Crosby ......................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Graham Miller Shepherd .................................... Taylors, SC James Anthony DiBella, Jr ................................ Penfield, NY 
William Taylor Shoulders ........................... Spartanburg, SC t*Steve Craig Goodman ............................. Beech Island, SC 
*Stephanie Lynn Whitson .................................. Vidalia, GA *John Brandon Humphreys .......................... Charleston, SC 
Patrick Anthony Windsor. .......................... Summerville, SC *Sarah Elizabeth Jardin ........................................... Elgin, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
James Jordan McDowell... ..................................... Dillon, SC 
t**Patrick Franklin Morgan .............................. Norfolk, VA 
Jason Michael Abel ..................................... Woodbridge, VA 
Rafael David Alton .................................. Lawrenceville, GA 
Terrence Terrel Barnes ...................................... Sylvania, GA 
Kyle Christian Ridley ............................................ Aiken, SC 
*Jared Tyler Stritzinger ................................... Covington, LA 
Timothy James Thorne .................................. Charleston, SC 
t*Chad Collier Carpenter ................................. Sarasota, FL 
Collin Jackson Chavous ....................................... Taylors, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Leslie Elizabeth Cheek ............................... Watkinsville, GA *Amanda Marie Achelpohl... .......................... Prosperity, SC 
Kristin Marie Cook ........................................ Greenville, SC Tyler Raymond Alexander ............................ Dunwoody, GA 
**Daniel Raymond Crandall ..................... Myrtle Beach, SC Taylor Thomas Andrews .............................. Cincinnati, OH 
t*Johnathon Arthur Cribb ......................... Hemingway, SC ***Tyler Kenneth Andrews .............................. Seabrook, SC 
Colin Scott Cyr ............................................... Lexington, SC Andrew John Bajoczky ................................... Tallahassee, FL 
Jonathan Carnes Decker ................................... Mauldin, SC Jus tin L Ballard ................................................. Cordova, SC 
Addison Hughes Dill ............................................. Greer, SC Lucy Browne Barksdale ................................. Jacksonville, FL 
t**Allison Elaine Foreman ............................. Columbia, SC t***Kevin Patrick Baumann ......................... Alpharetta, GA 
Robert Richard Fred eking III ...................... Ponte Vedra, FL **John Thomas Belk IV ................................... Roanoke, VA 
*Luke Jeffrey Gledhill ................................... Carrollton, GA Justin Lucas Blackmon ...................................... Kershaw, SC 
Phillip Robert Harris .......................................... Atlanta, GA **Matthew Gary Brantley .................. North Charleston, SC 
Donald Jerrold Harter ...................................... Florence, SC Scott Christopher Brantley ............................. Charlotte, N C 
Azikiwe T yehimba Hooker ............................... Florence, SC James Wallace Brewton IV .............................. Lexington, SC 
Michael L Horton, Jr ....................................... Kingstree, SC *Anna Elizabeth Brown ......................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Lorcan Charles Ingham .................................. Lexington, SC **Jenna Rose Buffi .......................................... Smithfield, RI 
William Brent Johnson ............................. Cross Anchor, SC Urso Adrian Campos ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Petra Kerscher ........................................................ Greer, SC *Joshua Michael Caron ........................... Fredericksburg, VA 
t**Jacob Lee Lindler. ..................................... Cornelius, NC t**Tiffany Maria Carson ........................ East Brunswick, NJ 
Bradford Scott Long .................................. Mount Airy, MD William Stafford Carter Ill... ..................... Summerville, SC 
Rush Weber Marler ..................................... Gainesville, GA Atul Avinash Chandak ..................................... Oak Hill, VA 
Michael Dexter Martin, Jr. .............................. Rock Hill, SC *Daniel Ming Chang ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
t***Charles Joseph McGill ........................ Simpsonville, SC Brian Dean Clouser ................................... Summerville, SC 
Jonathan Alan McKinley .................................. Elkhorn, NE Andrew Ytterbo Coletta .................................... Atlanta, GA 
Charlton Addison Miller .............................. Blue Ridge, SC Mary Johanna Collins ................................... Charleston, SC 
t***Jennifer Caroline Moffitt ..................... Spartanburg, SC Robert Thomas Cousins ............................... Blacksburg, VA 
Jacob Daniel Morella ....................................... Estacada, OR Justin Eric Crump ........................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Eileen Quinn Muckenhirn ........................... Columbia, MD *Patrick Glynn Daffin .................................. Cincinnati, OH 
Kenneth M O'Connor. ............................... Kensington, MD Garrick Ryan Danner ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
William Lane Patty ........................................... Monroe, NC Charles Franklin Davenport.. ........................ Greenville, SC 
**Mark Emile Pepin ..................................... Blythewood, SC **Scott O'Malley Davidson ..................... Virginia Beach, VA 
Christopher Ryan Powell ................................. Fort Mill, SC Derek James Dayton ........................................... Milton, GA 
John Robert Powell ...................................... Youngsville, NC Nicholas David De Palma ............................... Anderson, SC 
t**Matthew Grant Provost ........................ Summerville, SC Matthew Ryan DiGiovanni ...................... Downingtown, PA 
Robert Andrew Ramsbottom .................... Myrtle Beach, SC t**Kaitlen Rose Drafts ................................... Lexington, SC 
Ruth Esther Salas ........................................ Panama, Panama Scott Chandler Dutton ....................................... Vienna, VA 
t*Elizabeth Ashcraft Savage ................................... Irmo, SC *William Duane Ensor .......................... Moncks Corner, SC 
t***Raymond Barrett Smith ....................... Birrningham, AL t***Michael Paul Esposito III ......................... Louisville, KY 
William Robert Swoyer. ................................. Greenville, SC Ryan Kelley Evans ........................................... Anderson, SC 
t***Charlotte Virginia Leigh Tyson ............... Lexington, SC Jacob Parker Everhart.. ................................... Greenville, SC 
Stephen Charles Vance ..................................... Mauldin, SC *Ying Fang ................................................... Johns Island, SC 
Hunter Robert Watkins ............................... Blythewood, SC James Wilson Farmer ........................................ Decatur, GA 
Michael Edward Westervelt ............................... Mauldin, SC Daniel Christopher Flowers ......................... Darlington, SC 
Jason David Forest ................................................. Stuart, FL 
t***Robert Michael Funcik ........................ Isle of Palms, SC 
Christopher Ryan Gilligan ........................... Cincinnati, OH 
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Civil Engineering (continued) Computer Engineering 
*Cory Brighton Greer ................................ Goose Creek, SC *Madison Blake ............................................... Lexington, SC 
*Thomas Mark Hardy, Jr ................................. Rock Hill, SC Kizer O'Neal Braxton ............................................. Estill, SC 
t**Wesley Ryan Harrison .............................. Kingsport, TN Joshua M Brown ..................................................... Irmo, SC 
Stephen Alexander Hensley ................................ Dublin, GA **Michael Tyler Buss ................................... Georgetown, SC 
t***J ohn Gerald Hoppe IV ............................... Leesville, SC Diksha Chawla .................................................... Delhi, India 
Erika Nicole Houghtaling ............................... Columbia, SC *Kristian David Creighton ................................ Bluffton, SC 
Jordan Curtis Houston ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC t**Samantha Mary Fieni ............................ Philadelphia, PA 
***Eleanor Lynn Huggins ............................. Walterboro, SC Joseph Adams Gillis ...................................... Columbus, MS 
Evan Wayne Hunter ........................................... Sumter, SC Shadeara Lynn Gist ...................................... Greeleyville, SC 
t***Jennifer Ann Johnson .............. Hilton Head Island, SC Kevin Hermina .............................................. Greenville, SC 
t*Harold DeVoe Jordan III ........................... Matthews, NC **Justin A Jeanes ............................................. Piedmont, SC 
**Nicole Ray King ........................................... Pittsboro, NC t**David Paige Jensen ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
*Jonathan Michael Koch .............................. Middleport, NY Scott Charles Rathweg ....................................... Canton, GA 
George William Lander, Jr ................................. Gilbert, SC *Karan Sapra .............................................. New Delhi, India 
Samantha Lynn Lauring ................................ Worcester, MA Cara Levette Singletary .................................... Lake City, SC 
George Wendel Leeman ......................... Hampton Bays, NY **Shane David Snyder ..................................... Newberry, SC 
Michael Anthony Lussier. .......................... Summerville, SC *William Clayton Stewart ............................... Columbia, SC 
Kimberly Renee Lyons ...................................... Bamberg, SC *Robert James Stoffel... ....................................... Milton, GA 
John Jacob Martin .............................................. Sumter, SC t***Kevin Jonathan Stovall ............................ Knoxville, TN 
*Shanna LaVarras McCoy Cook .................... Columbia, SC Lucas Cain Westervelt .............................. Harrison City, PA 
***Joshua Howard Meetze ............................... Newberry, SC Sarita Yadav ......................................................... Delhi, India 
Alison Leslie Merrick ............................................... Katy, TX 
Ronald Ryan Miller. ...................................... Gray Court, SC Computer Information Systems 
William Kyle Murphy ................................... Greenwood, SC 
*Patrick Matthew Needham ............................ Charlotte, NC 
*Hunter Waldemar Nelson ........................ New Orleans, LA 
David Wilson Nichols ....................................... Pomaria, SC 
Joshua Marc Noveletsky ........................... North Easton, MA 
Gary John Asciutto, Jr ............................................ Irmo, SC 
*Cameron Thomas Hinkel .................................... Greer, SC 
Taranjit Singh Pabla ............................................... Greer, SC 
Brittany Ann Slisher ................................... Westminster, SC 
Eric William Oetjen ................................... Fort Thomas, KY 
Jacob Austin Oliver ............................................ Six Mile, SC Computer Science 
Nicholas James Page ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Matthew Thomas Perry .............................. Summerville, SC 
Danielle Marie Powers ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Michael William Prohaska ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Mitchel A Robertson .................................... Raleigh, NC 
D'Arve Quin Robinson .................................. Columbia, SC 
Daniel Richard Ruczko ....................................... Chapin, SC 
James Blair Rushing ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Brian C Russell ................................................... Jericho, VT 
Matthew Glenn Shuler ................................... StGeorge, SC 
Andrew David Sova ......................................... Herndon, VA 
Erin Elizabeth Stroupe ....................................... Forsyth, GA 
Lance Lee Taylor, Jr ............................................ Clinton, SC 
Robert Earle Templeton III ......................... Greenwood, SC 
Payne Caldwell Thomas ...................................... Sumter, SC 
John Harmon Todd, Jr ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Allen Philip Townsend ........................................... Irmo, SC 
*Raymond Salvatore Trudeau ....................... Charleston, SC 
George Lockwood Tupper IV .................... Summerville, SC 
Eugene Brian Turner, Jr. ................................ Greenville, SC 
Andrew Joseph Utz ................................................ Plano, TX 
Robert Michael Vine, Jr ........................................ Aiken, SC 
Kenneth A Vogel... ........................................ Little River, SC 
Ryan Walters ................................................... Lexington, SC 
Lauren Avery Wargo ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Byron Keith Webb ......................................... Alexander, NC 
Amanda Jo Woodrum ................................. Orangeburg, SC 
t***Jonathan Howard Baulch ........................... Dublin, OH 
John R Busch ............................................. Summerville, SC 
*Ryan Cooke .................................................... Bonneau, SC 
t**Timothy John Curtis .............................. Landenberg, PA 
Casey D Daugherty ............................ North Charleston, SC 
Jeffrey R Denton ................................................. Chapin, SC 
Jason Driver ............................................... Goose Creek, SC 
t** Adam Lawton Fogle .......................................... Cope, SC 
Matthew Garrett Gallucci ............... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Grant Christopher Giles .................................... Sumter, SC 
*Adam Burton Hassler .............................. Summerville, SC 
**Eric Brandon Heiss ......................................... Dacula, GA 
Richard Dodd Heywood .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
James Higdon ................................................. Greenville, SC 
*Justin Lupton Hurley .................................. Great Falls, VA 
*Larry F King III ................................................. Chapin, SC 
t***Loren Phillips Klingman ................................. Greer, SC 
Peter Gray Moody ......................................... Charleston, SC 
t*Zachary Tyas Musgrave ............................. Greensburg, PA 
*Timothy Brandon Myers ............................... Columbia, SC 
Kumar Nishat ........................................... Jamshedpur, India 
Goran Osim ............................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kevin Michael Poole .......................................... Gaffney, SC 
Jay Alexander Propst ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Robert Dallas Sellers ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Sharad Sharma ........................................... New Delhi, India 
Sameer Sherwani ............................................. Clemson, SC 
*Woodrow Calvin Simmons III.. ................ Williamston, SC 
t***Gregory Eugene Stabler ....................... Summerville, SC 
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Computer Science (continued) Industrial Engineering (continued) 
**Michael Travis Stewart ................................. Columbia, SC Sarah Elizabeth Beckius ...................................... Groton, CT 
Paul Bryan Taylor, Jr ............................................ Inman, SC t*Rachael Ann Bedosky ................................... Bluffton, SC 
Patrick David Van Stee ................................. Alpharetta, GA Elizabeth Nye Bradford .............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Russell Thomas Walker ........................................ Aiken, SC Justin Tyler Carter .............................................. Sumter, SC 
*Christopher Patrick Walling .......................... Piedmont, SC Robert Spencer Clary, Jr. ................................... Mauldin, SC 
Daniel Ayers Ward ..................................... Summerville, SC 
t***lan Benjamin Wood ...................................... Moore, SC 
David Charles Cress ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Scott Gabriel Eisenbrown ........................ Chagrin Falls, OH 
Kyle Michael Fetterly ...................................... Fort Pierce, FL 
Electrical Engineering *Lawrence Edwin Good .................................. Lexington, SC 
t**Benjamin James Alexander .......................... Gaffney, SC 
Julius Brian Alipala ............................................ Duncan, SC 
*Emily Morgan Artz .............................................. Aynor, SC 
Cory Joseph Balon ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Benjamin L Burris ......................................... Piedmont, SC 
t***Jason Anton Byers .......................................... Easley, SC 
Matthew Aaron Carter ........................................ Union, SC 
**Steven James Chambers ................................. Lilburn, GA 
Dana Marie Goodfellow ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
*Justin Mitchell Harris ....................................... Gaffney, SC 
Cheryl Sumter Haynsworth ........................ Johns Island, SC 
**Thomas Brett Hicks ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Courtney Michelle Hines ................................. Nathalie, VA 
tRonald Jordan Hinson ..................................... Blakely, GA 
Ashley Faith Holloway .................................... Lexington, SC 
France LaShay Jackson .................................... Columbia, SC 
t*William Lee Jackson ............................. Heath Springs, SC 
Nicholas James Childs .................................... Rock Hill, SC *Michael Lee Johnson ........................................ Clinton, SC 
Lauren Michelle Fender. ........................................ Greer, SC **Jennifer Lynn Jones ................................. Ware Shoals, SC 
Imran Ayoobali Hakimji ........................ West Columbia, SC Kalyn Suzanna Kelly .................................... East Aurora, NY 
***Luay Hammami .......................................... Columbia, SC Daniel John Lewis .................................................. Greer, SC 
**Nicolas James Hanks ................................ Honea Path, SC David William Markert, Jr. ................................ Duluth, GA 
J Hunter Hayes ..................................................... Clover, SC Shadera JoNique Martin .................................. Kingstree, SC 
**Jonathan Christopher Herr ........................... Tega Cay, SC *Andrew Simmons Messick ................................. Seneca, SC 
Arjun Jain ................................................... New Delhi, India Jeffrey Scott Morgan ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Stephen Jennings ................................. Sumter, SC Richard Cory Mullett .................................... Raynham, MA 
LaRhonda Mabry ............................................ Rock Hill, SC Ian C Murray ................................................... Clemson, SC 
Jeremy Shea McCullough .............................. Greenville, SC Alexander William Padgett .............................. Fort Mill, SC 
Edgardo Xavier Menendez ..................................... Greer, SC *Bhavik Nipul Patel ......................................... Lancaster, SC 
David Leroi Middleton .................................... Brooklyn, NY **Jainee Patel. ............................................... Morganton, NC 
Antonio Edward Pena .......................................... Taylors, SC Brian Jackson Persons ......................................... Buffalo, NY 
Preteesh ...................................................... New Delhi, India Richard Reynard Pinckney, Jr ....................... Charleston, SC 
Jyoti Rana ......................................................... Clemson, SC Locuyen Quach ..................................................... Easley, SC 
William Fletcher Rawls, Jr. ............................. Hartsville, SC ***Julia Evelyn Sarratt .................................... Greenville, SC 
**Joshua Michael Renzulli ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
James Burr Scofield .................................... Summerville, SC 
Carla Monique Shields .................................... Ridgeway, SC 
**Kelly Michelle Springfield ....................... Chapel Hill, NC 
Marcus Carl Smith ............................................ Florence, SC Michael Stephen Steadings .................................. Seneca, SC 
Robert Grafton Standifer ................................. Marietta, GA *Shelley Smith Stokes ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Lindsey Elaine Stephens ............................ Summerville, SC 
Zachary Glen Tharpe .......................................... Dacula, GA 
**Clifton Kye Thomas ......................................... Union, SC 
*Stephen Tradd Thompson ........................... Greenville, SC 
Mitchell Edward Turner ................................ Gainesville, FL 
*Andrew Rhodes Williamson ........................... Florence, SC 
James M Wise ................................................. Lexington, SC 
*Matthew Paul Teodori ........................................ Moore, SC 
Ann Bennett Thomas ........................... Winston-Salem, NC 
Jeffrey Augustus Tolbert ......................................... Greer, SC 
t***Joshua Stephen Von Fange ...................... Columbia, SC 
t***Sean Ryan Whetsel ...................................... Sumter, SC 
James Arlin White IV ............................. Peachtree City, GA 
Hunter Taylor Wilson ............................ West Columbia, SC 
Geology Mathematical Sciences 
Kamil Dariusz Bakalarz ..................................... Florence, SC 
Maurice James Fagan IV .................................... Roswell, GA 
**Austin Matthew Hodge .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
David Andrew Lee ............................................ Camden, SC 
*William James Wylie III ............................ Summerville, SC 
t***Virginia Ann Ahalt.. ............................ Chapel Hill, NC 
James Joseph Alaimo III .................................. Mt Kisco, NY 
t*Matthew James Robert Bachstein ................ Lebanon, TN 
t***Edward Robbins Ball III ........................ Charleston, SC 
Mary Jessica Bennett ............................................ Pacolet, SC 
t***Emily Jean Forney ............................. Germantown, MD 
Industrial Engineering t***Caitlin E Foulser ........................................ Melrose, MA 
*Kristin Wynn Hall... .................................. Windermere, FL 
t Achieng Ashley Adongo ....................................... Irmo, SC Lydia Marie Hassell... .................................. Greensboro, NC 
**Rohan Aggarwal ................................... Chandigarh, India *Adam Burton Hassler .............................. Summerville, SC 
Romeo Almonds, Jr. .................................... Orangeburg, SC t**Gregory Gerard Jansen .............................. Columbia, SC 
t*N icholas Charles Anos ................. Lake Ronkonkoma, NY *Jonathan Alan Kawakami ............................... Fort Mill, SC 
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Mathematical Sciences (continued) Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
t*Kristin Ashley Kay ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Andrew Christopher Lee ............................ Williamston, SC 
*Kylie Anna Mason ................................................ Cary, NC 
t***David Allen Matthiessen ............................. Chapin, SC 
Marcus Anthony Moore ................................... Clemson, SC 
Stephen Douglas Peele, Jr. ................................... Liberty, SC 
Sean Bradley Pittman ................................. Westminster, SC 
Logan Junichi Reece ...................................... Greenville, SC 
**Justin Edward Stocks-Smith ........................ Springfield, IL 
**Jennifer Sarah Tara ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Stefanie Ann Wagner. .................. ............... Grasonville, MD 
*Michael Andrew Malarik ................................ Florence, SC 
Tyler Mark Mattler. .................. Blackpool, United Kingdom 
Jeremy Randal McGahee ....................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Richard Andrew Myers ................................. Alpharetta, GA 
***Sean Douglas Neal .............................. Heath Springs, SC 
Blake Edward Oliver .......................................... Gaffney, SC 
**James Michael Parks ................................... Matthews, NC 
Jacob Coburn Peer. .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
**David Butler Plonk ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
***Brian Thomas Pringle ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Jaki Levern Redden .......................................... Kingstree, SC 
Russell Wilson Richardson ........................ Summerville, SC 
Mechanical Engineering Ashley Ann Rose ............................................... Walhalla, SC 
t**Janna Rebekah Sandel... .................................. Easley, SC 
Douglas Allan Akridge ......................................... Reston, VA *David Palle Shelato .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Haitham Basim Barakat .............................. Anderson, SC Stevens Samuel Shuler ....................................... Six Mile, SC 
***George Melvin Bayne Ill.. ....................... Greenwood, SC *George Foster Smith ...................................... Pinopolis, SC 
*Jonathan Richard Beeco ..................................... Easley, SC Lawrence David Smith ............................... Summerville, SC 
Andrew J Bieber. ........................................... Cincinnati, OH *Erica Elisabeth Snider .................................. Greenville, SC 
*Joseph Lee Black ........................................... Rock Hill, SC Joseph Edward Songer ......................................... Taylors, SC 
*Thomas Mark Black ....................................... Clemson, SC Clayton Edward Steele .................................... Lexington, SC 
***Mark Christopher Bowman .......................... Clayton, NY William Moore Stoker ...................................... Wilmette, IL 
*Michael Kent Branagan .................................. Gastonia, NC *Matthew John Sutch, Jr. ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Anthony James Brundrett ....................... Peachtree City, GA William Clay Swindler. ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Christopher Rein Callaghan ................ Downingtown, PA Eric Kyle Swing ..................................................... Easley, SC 
t*Robert Cameron Canter .......................... High Point, NC David Ryan Taylor. ............................................... Saluda, SC 
***Rea Kimbrell Cauthen III ................................ Aiken, SC Samantha Christine Thoe ............................. Indialantic, FL 
Hunter Dominic Cestoni .............................. Kennesaw, GA Brian Keith Thompson .................................. Greenville, SC 
t***Jonathan Edward Colberg .......................... Six Mile, SC Kelvin James Turner ....................................... Woodruff, SC 
Garrett Lowell Corwin ....................................... Pickens, SC Alexander Brian Vitou .............................. Rocky River, OH 
Alexander Audwin Cumbee ............................ Hanahan, SC Cory Austin Wallace ................................ Heath Springs, SC 
Patrick de la Pen a ............................................. Clemson, SC *Jeffrey Craig Watterworth ........................ Goose Creek, SC 
Brett Allan Dobek ...................................... Summerville, SC *Forrest Wade Williard .................................... Nashville, TN 
Andrew Tyler DuBon .................................... Somerville, NJ 
Nicole Frances Dufour ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC Physics 
*Georges Elie El-Khawaja ............................... Lexington, SC 
*Andrew Blake Emry .................................. Isle of Palms, SC 
*Matthew Evans .................................................... Easley, SC 
**Sarah Elke Faris ........................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Matthew Douglas Forbes ................ ............. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Joshua Lester Charles Frye ................................. Gilbert, SC 
t***Christopher Keith Fulghum .................. Charleston, SC 
James Clint Funk ........................................ Williamston, SC 
Yonatan Getachew ....................................... Orangeburg, SC 
t**John Paul Brock .............................................. Seneca, SC 
Robert Earl DeLapp IV ................................. Greenville, SC 
t***David Brett Harrison ........................... ... Greenville, SC 
Kellie Ann Jureka ............................................ Lexington, SC 
**Christopher Andrew Kerr ............... .............. Barnwell, SC 
t**Dylan Wayne Lusk ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
t*** Austin Bradley Schwartz ......................... Greenville, SC 
t***Kemper Dyar Talley ........................................ Easley, SC 
Michael James Glass ........................................ Elkridge, MD Michael Patrick Tkacik .................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Marc Daniel Goldstein ............................ Gaithersburg, MD Walter Julius Wooten III ............................... Charleston, SC 
Herbert Leonard Grant, Jr ................. North Charleston, SC 
Paul Harold Haggard ............................................. . lrmo, SC Polymer and Fiber Chemistry 
*Ryan Joseph Harris .......................................... Beaufort, SC 
Jared Edwin Hazel... ........................................ Columbia, SC 
Alexander Chandler Hyatt ....................... .Isle Of Palms, SC 
Vasilios Bill Kapousidis ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
*John Joseph Kelly IV ..................................... Methuen, MA 
*Matthew Stephen Kiser ................................. Anderson, SC 
Walter Jerry Knight II ....................................... Mauldin, SC 
*Elisabeth Anne Kraus ........................................... Greer, SC 
*Nicolas Leland ............................................. North Pole, AK 
Whitney Rose Lessem ..................................... Arlington, TX 
Christopher Hunter Long .................... ...... Simpsonville, SC 
Jacob B Lowry .................................................. Clemson, SC 
*Daniel Raymond Alexander. ........................... Barnwell, SC 
Jonathon Hugh Ball .................... ............................. York, SC 
Gelester Baskett ............................. ......... North Augusta, SC 
t**Chad Steven Cummings ................................ Parker, CO 
***Calvin Goodwin Davis III ............ North Charleston, SC 
*Jonathan Hien Doan ................................... Charleston, SC 
Eric Matthew Dudley .......................................... Chapin, SC 
Justin Charles Kimmett ................................... Ridgeway, SC 
America Anna Mariama Sape Murray ............. Clemson, SC 
Christopher Ryan Powell ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Ronald David Theiling, Jr. ............................ Charleston, SC 
**James Redmond Lucas ............................ Waynesboro, VA *Edgar S White ................................................ Hampton, SC 
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Lawrence R Allen, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Elizabeth Jean Baker ................................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
Elizabeth Leianne Cade .................................... Leesville, SC 
*Melissa Leigh Green ....... ...................................... Greer, SC 
Lauren Rebecca Jenkins ......................................... Greer, SC 
Amanda Blair Johnson ................................. Charleston, SC 
Sarah-Elizabeth Kirtland ................................... Marietta, GA 
*Rachel Elizabeth Langan .................................. McLean, VA 
**Ainsley Patrice Lightman ............................. Memphis, TN 
*Margaret Sumner Lowery .............................. Rock Hill, SC 
t***Mary Allison Lynch ................................ Lake Wylie, SC 
**Lauren Ann Marriott ....................................... Atlanta, GA 
**Eleanor McDaniel ..................................... Bishopville, SC 
**Mary Elaine Nimmo ..... .... .... ....... .... ..... .. ... Alpharetta, GA 
*Julia Brooke Ouzts ..... ... ..... .... ....... ......... .. ...... .... Saluda, SC 
***Angela Nicole Phillips .... ... ........ ........ .. ....... Anderson, SC 
***Kaitlin Jane Rexrode ................................. Ninety Six, SC 
*Mary Catherine Ryan .................................. Charleston, SC 
*Kendall Blair Salley .................................... Orangeburg, SC 
**Rebecca Evans Skinner .................................. Florence, SC 
*Anna Elizabeth Smiley .......................... North Augusta, SC 
*Haley Elisabeth Spires ................................... Anderson, SC 
**Christina Caroline Sturkie ................. West Columbia, SC 
**Caroline Anne Taylor ....... ........... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Lauren Ashley Taylor .... .......... ...................... Lancaster, SC 
*Caroline Anne Trammell ................................... Seneca, SC 
**Mary Elizabeth Weir ........ .................. .. ... Simpsonville, SC 
**Susannah Fleming White ...................... Fountain Inn, SC 
**Kayla Nicole Winesett ..................................... Chapin, SC 
Elementary Education 
**Kristin Leigh Alexander ................................... Seneca, SC 
Ashley Anne Ballentine ................................... Lexington, SC 
*Sarah Joye Barker ............................ ..... .. ... ............ Irmo, SC 
**Morgan Leigh Carter ........................................ Taylors, SC 
Wallace Deandre Cobbs ................................... Mauldin, SC 
*Brittney Nicole Collins ......................... .... .... Rock Hill, SC 
Lacrisa Danielle Darby ............................................ Lane, SC 
*Allison Marie Datko ....................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Shala Jessica Dodd ............................................... Liberty, SC 
Hunter Wilson Eakes .......................................... Clover, SC 
*Allison Elizabeth Evans ....... .................. ... .... Park Ridge, NJ 
**Lauren Elizabeth Evans .............................. Greenville, SC 
*Katherine Louise Ford .............................. Georgetown, SC 
***Chandler Ruth Freeman ............................ Anderson, SC 
***Lauren Hope Freeman .. .. .......... ............. .. ......... Greer, SC 
*Courtney Lauren Gibbs ...................................... Easley, SC 
Logan Alexandria Goodman ............................. Duncan, SC 
Stacey Lyn Griffith ............................................... Belton, SC 
**Laura Elizabeth Gubelman ..... ..... ...... ............ Marietta, GA 
*Elizabeth Leigh Haslam .................................. Knoxville, TN 
**Catherine Elise Hasty ........................................ Aiken, SC 
Elementary Education (continued) 
*Danielle Taylor Henderson ............................. Leesville, SC 
*Jessica M Hennessey .......................... ............... Milford, CT 
*Margaret Murphy Hicks ................................ Columbia, SC 
**Mary Kaitlyn Hodges ........................................ C lover, SC 
**Austin Howie Hood .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Mered ith Elise Horton .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
***Kirbi Ellen Johnson ......................... Hendersonville, NC 
Jennifer Marie Jones ................................. Timmonsville, SC 
*Ann marie Rose Kantz ........................... North Augusta, SC 
Rachel Elizabeth Kaskin ............................ Summerville, SC 
*Erin Cathleen King .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Ashley Melissa Lark ......................................... Pickens, SC 
**Rebecca Joanne McCarter ....................... Spartanburg, SC 
Brittany Morgan Poore ............................ Sandy Springs, SC 
***Amanda Leigh Pringle ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
*Anna Mered ith Raulerson .............................. Marietta, GA 
Najla Sabrah ................................................. Watertown, MA 
Catherine Elizabeth Schmidt ......................... Greenville, SC 
**Chelsey Lauren Sebastian ........................... Greenville, SC 
Lora Carlin Setzler. ....... ... .............................. .. Newberry, SC 
Susan Warren Shirer. .... ... ........ ... ................. Orangeburg, SC 
**Caleb David Simmons ................................ Greenville, SC 
**Amanda Dawn Smith ... ....... ... ....... ... ...... ..... Woodruff, SC 
t**April K Steele ................................................. Chapin, SC 
*Annabelle Jessica Alice Suggs ........ ........ North Augusta, SC 
C Sherod Thurman .. ...... ......... ... ..... .. ...... ... ....... .. Shelby, NC 
***Colleen Mary Varda ................................... Piedmont, SC 
*Tyler King Walker ............................... Hendersonville, NC 
**Tessa Cherie Watkins ..... ..... ... ............ .. . Travelers Rest, SC 
*Natalie Kathleen Watson .... .............. ...... ....... Edgefield, SC 
***Angela Marie Wilcox ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Science Teaching 
Anna Elyse Keverline ....................................... Lake City, SC 
Secondary Education 
**Michelle Renee Adams ................. .. ........ Simpsonville, SC 
Karen Michelle Aiken ........................................... Easley, SC 
***Cassidy Danielle Barnette ..................... ........... Easley, SC 
*Ashley Michelle Bowman ............ ..... ............... . Gaffney, SC 
Caroline Johnson Compton ....................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Christina Danielle Devon .......................... Greenville, SC 
Yezid Flores .......................................................... Belton, SC 
t***Sally Elise Herbert .................................. Charleston, SC 
*Catherine Winner Manci ..................... North Augusta, SC 
**Kaitlin Crabtree Moose ...................................... Greer, SC 
Ashley Laurie Polk ........................................ Charleston, SC 
***Angela Lisa Sinisgalli ............................... Alpharetta, GA 
t***Megan Elizabeth Steele .............. ....... ... Simpsonville, SC 
Kaitlynn Alexandra Wright .... .................. ...... Greenville, SC 
Special Education 
Geneva Michelle Addison ............................... Matthew, NC 
*Sarah Elizabeth Allen ...................................... Marietta, GA 
*Laura Sharon Becker ... ........................... .. ...... . Fair Play, SC 
Erin Stewart Buie ......... ................... .. ....... .. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Rebecca Leigh Detillo .................................. Woodstock, GA 
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*Katherine Moore Fleniken ............................ Columbia, SC Cameron Kessler Derrick ............................... Columbia, SC 
*Kyle Edison Gantt ....................................... Winnsboro, SC Matthew Bullock DeVita ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Virginia Giffen Garrett ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC **April Lenora Evans ..................................... Lynchburg, SC 
**Shannon Elizabeth Hutcherson ......................... Greer, SC **Timothy Colin Fletcher ..................................... Dover, DE 
*Jennifer McKenzie Kay ....................................... Seneca, SC t**Alison Gooding Foster .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Judith Lee Latham ..................................................... Iva, SC t*** Anna Katherine Frank ................ North Charleston, SC 
Katherine Deann Mathis ....................... Boiling Springs, SC Keith Fuller ..................................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Jessica Marie Miller. ..................................... High Point, NC Stephanie Ann Fura.. ................... Commerce Township, MI 
*Kathryn Rose Miller. ................................. Spartanburg, SC *William Sloan Garrett .............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
Whitney Elizabeth Needham ........................ Charleston, SC Corey Michelle Geer. ....................................... Clemson, SC 
*Mary Jacqueline O'Neal.. .............................. Greenville, SC *Ashley Elizabeth Graham ........................... Greenwood, SC 
*Elizabeth Adair Robertson .................................. Easley, SC J aimie Elizabeth Grant ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Amy Eugenia Robnett ..................................... Columbia, SC *Amanda Leigh Grayson ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
*Shayla Nicole Schofield ....................................... North, SC t**Heather Michelle Greene ............................. Six Mile, SC 
*Maggie Lehe Winchester. ........................... West Union, SC **Carrie Lynn Hambrecht .................................... Jupiter, FL 
*Leanne Patricia Hewit .................................... Westfield, NJ 
DOUBLE MAJOR **Brittany Monae Hooks .................................... Cheraw, SC 
Biological Sciences and Science Teaching 
Stewart Reid Hovis ......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
t**Rabun LeAnn Howard ............................... Hanahan, SC 
David Charles Beck ............................................... Pelzer, SC 
Garland Elyce Horne ............................................. Easley, SC 
*Morgan Claire Hudgins ...................................... Aiken, SC 
**Megan Rose Jamison ..................................... Canton, OH 
Megan Lynn Jones ............................................. Kershaw, SC 
Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education Hannah Page King ...................................... Ware Shoals, SC 
*Mary Catherine Lawson ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Catherine Elizabeth Condon ...................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sarah Katherine Delap .......................................... Greer, SC 
Fallon Marie DeMonte .............................. Wilmington, NC 
*Jeremy Austin DiGorio ............................... South Park, PA 
*Solari Kyle Garren ....................................... Mills River, NC 
**Blaine Elizabeth Lowry ................................... Gaffney, SC 
***Rianna J aclyn Oestreich ................................ Merrick, NY 
Deanna Rose Sefcik ............................. Little Egg Harbor, NJ 
*Anna Kaye Smoak ......................................... Columbia, SC 
*Danielle Nicole Ledwell ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Patricia Mbengani Bravo Mamona ........... Lisbon, Portugal 
Megan Alanna Manigault. ..................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Christina Cecelia Mason .................................... Severn, MD 
Kyle Nissen McGill ............................................. Chapin, SC 
t***Rachel Anna Milano ....................................... Cary, NC 
*Margaret Waters Mizelle ................................. Rockville, VA 
t***Meera Mohan ........................................... Anderson, SC 
*Anna Gilreath Moorhead ............................. Columbia, SC 
**Amy Elizabeth Morrison ................................... Fenton, MI 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Heather Nicole Morrison ............................... Hartsville, SC 
Health Science 
*Michelle Lynn Morse ................................... Greenville, SC 
Jason Brandon Motte ........................................ Florence, SC 
Keely Ann Ackard .................................................. Greer, SC 
Katherine Adams ............................................ Hartsville, SC 
t**Elizabeth Corbett Appleby ................... Simpsonville, SC 
t*Paul Warren Appleby ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Cara Elizabeth Bates .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Thomas Joseph Baylor ................................. Greenwood, SC 
**Erica Nicole Bieri ............................................. Moore, SC 
**Matthew Edward Bridwell .............................. Duncan, SC 
*Michael Gerard Brophy ................................... Roebuck, SC 
**Stephanie Kara Buffo .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
***Greta Alleyne Bushnell.. ............................... Malvern, PA 
Wesley Ray Cain ................................................... Aiken, SC 
**Chad Burton Cash ............................................. Greer, SC 
Brandi Nicole Chew .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
***Meredith Ann Chivers .............................. Greenville, SC 
*John David Clark .......................................... Lexington, SC 
**Morgan Leigh Coleman .................................... Dallas, TX 
Kaitlyn Michele Costanzo ...................................... Greer, SC 
**Johanna Madison Crisp .............................. Cross Hill, SC 
Tomas Marc Cruz ............................................. .Amarillo, TX 
***Eugenia Margaret Davis ................................. Cheraw, SC 
Lindley Erin Davis ................................................ Easley, SC 
*Jacob William DeGarmo .............................. Greenville, SC 
*Satoya Michelle Murray .......................................... Clio, SC 
*Leslie LaNeedra Norris ................................. Anderson, SC 
**Robert Hampton Painter IV. ...................... Greenville, SC 
Dena Michelle Peindl ...................................... Gastonia, NC 
*Jaimie Elizabeth Piccione ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Caitlin Victoria Poole ........................... West Columbia, SC 
*Stephen William Pournaras III .......................... Fairfax, VA 
**Kelly Elizabeth Raines ................................... Decatur, GA 
*Laura Alexis Randall ..................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Suzanne McKnight Ray ......................... Crawfordsville, AR 
*Angela Christine Rigdon .................................... Easley, SC 
Sarah Christine Roberts .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
John Kaleb Ross ................................................... Taylors, SC 
**Kimberly Marie Ruck ......................................... Greer, SC 
**Brittany Wilkes Rush ................................... Columbia, SC 
Adrienne Jasmine Sanders ............................. Hernando, MS 
Andrew Link Sargent.. .......................................... Easley, SC 
**Anna Katherine Savage ............................ Commerce, GA 
*Michael Joseph Schneider ....................... Northampton, PA 
*Ethan Bradley Sherrard ................................ Matthews, NC 
t***Chelsea Amanda Shugars .............................. Evans, GA 
Elizabeth Rennee Shuler. ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Catherine Michelle Simmons ........................ Dorchester, SC 
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**Camelia Renee Singletary ............................ Lake City, SC Kimberly Denise Holloway ............................. Anderson, SC 
April Renee Sinkler ........................................... Stafford, VA *Kristin Louise Jensen ................................... Greenville, SC 
***Brendan James Smith ......................... New Hartford, CT Kendra Monique Josey .................................... Columbia, SC 
Haleigh Ann Smith ............................................... Easley, SC *Margaret Ann Kernodle ............................. Burlington, NC 
Evan Elizabeth Sonberg .................. Hilton Head Island, SC Catherine Ann Lane ........................................ Medfield, MA 
*Gregory James Stewart ............................. Simpsonville, SC Carleen Kay Lanfear .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
**Kristen Nicole Sublette ..................................... Sumter, SC Brittany Celeste Lawrence .................................... Aiken, SC 
**Katelyn Louise Suchajda ............................ Bethlehem, PA ***Madeline Sally Lubenow ........................... Oak Brook, IL 
Megan Elizabeth Summers .......................... Orangeburg, SC **Quanisha J McGregory ................................. Clemson, SC 
Christopher Andrew Tate .............................. Greenville, SC ***Kaitlin Sloane Meyer. ................................ Richmond, VA 
**Michelle Lynn Terschan .................... Powder Springs, GA Rachel Kirissa Montgomery ............................ Columbia, SC 
*Ashby Heriot Thomas .................................... Denmark, SC *Lauren Elizabeth Moody ..................................... Easley, SC 
Austin Garrett Thompson .............................. Asheville, NC *Sarah Evalyn Moran ........................................ Hebron, MD 
***Rebecca Neal Triplett .................................. Fort Mill, SC *Abigail Sharon Moses ................................... Charlotte, NC 
*** Alisa Mary T ykal ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Jason Richard Muise ....................................... Columbia, SC 
*Peter Joseph Vandiver ........................................... Elgin, SC **Teonica Cecilia Murphy .............................. Columbia, SC 
*Lori Katherine Vaughn ................................. Pendleton, SC ***Lindsay Marie Musto ............................... Alpharetta, GA 
***Amanda Smith Weekes ......................... Simpsonville, SC **Tawanna Cherise Nelson .................................. Salters, SC 
Shakeeta Richelle Feaster Williams ................ Columbia, SC Allyson Brooke Nizolek .................................... Bluffton, SC 
*** Aliece Kathryn Wilson ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC *Evelynn Marie Pennington ............................... Sumter, SC 
**Katherine Caldwell Wright .......................... Anderson, SC t***Erin Ashley Reifeis ................................. Charleston, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Jordan Elizabeth Rentz ................................ Greenwood, SC 
Kirby Elizabeth Reynolds ............................... Greenville, SC 
**Katherine McCain Copeland ......................... Clinton, SC 
Paul Louis Garrigan III .......................................... Greer, SC 
***April Lynn Thomas .................................... Anderson, SC 
*Joseph Scott Weinel ................................. Fountain Inn, SC 
*Michelle Nicole Rose ............................... Huntersville, NC 
*Lauren McClain Rush ................................... Lexington, SC 
Kelsey Rose Scheible ........................................... Chapin, SC 
Randi Anne Shamis ..................................... Sugar Grove, IL 
*Suzanne Renae Marie Smith ......................... Columbia, SC 
Nursing *Rachel Marissa Sparks .................................. Libertyville, IL t***Melissa Christine Spicer .............................. Clifton, VA 
*Miranda Mary Allen ...................................... Anderson, SC 
***Lindsay Neel Anderson ...................... North Augusta, SC 
t**Jenna Leigh Baker. .................................... Sandusky, OH 
Hope Jasmine Ballard ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Ryan Jeffords Barham ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Harriet Cromwell Barnhardt .......................... Charlotte, NC 
*Kate Elizabeth Benfield .................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Ashton Christine Berry ....................................... Saluda, SC 
*Tamekia Zjoyketta Bluford ............................... Clinton, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Bolton .................................... Branchburg, NJ 
Kristin Alexis Brandt ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Sarah DuBose Sprott ...................................... Manning, SC 
Kathryn Reece Stanley .................................... Anderson, SC 
*Kelsey Wilson Strawn ..................................... Potomac, MD 
**Susanna Townes Sullivan ........................ Ware Shoals, SC 
*Molly Kathleen Thayer. .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Chelsea Alane Thomason ............................... Anderson, SC 
Karlye Elizabeth Williams .............................. St Joseph, MO 
t**Tara Helena Williams ........................ North Augusta, SC 
*Cathryn Elizabeth Wilson ............................. Fort Mill, SC 
t***Emilie Caroline Wilson ................................. Easley, SC 
t*Jill Rebecca Yandle ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
***Linda Abigail Brown ............................................. Iva, SC 
***Elizabeth Courtney Cavanah .................. Sharpsburg, GA Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
*Blair Christine Conrad ...................................... Taylors, SC 
***Alexandra Kirston Corley .......................... Columbia, SC 
t***Melinda Anne Davis .......................... Severna Park, MD 
**Holly Katherine Dunn ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
*Kelly Elizabeth Ellis ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
**Elizabeth Ann Elrod .................................... Anderson, SC 
*Olivia Blair Eppley ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
***Adrienne Elaine Evans ................................ Prattville, AL 
**Laura Irene Farley ...................................... Annapolis, MD 
***Kaitlyn Marie Fearon ..................................... Akron, OH 
Ne'Kosha Simora Flanningan ........................ Greenville, SC 
Patricia Jo French ............................................. Mackinaw, IL 
***Hannah Annelle Friar. ................................. Florence, SC 
***Thomas D Godfrey ................................... Greenville, SC 
t*Caroline Anne Hallen ................................. Lexington, SC 
Elizabeth Jean Halvorsen ..................................... Taylors, SC 
***Kathleen Elizabeth Hinrichs .......................... Hodges, SC 
Alice Parrish Bankson ....................................... Florence, SC 
t*** Austin Gordon Barrett ......................... Richardson, TX 
***Kyle Ray Blakely ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Brittany Jean Bowman ................................... Greenville, SC 
Eric Brock Cava ............................................ Columbia, MD 
Mason Richard Cloy ........................................ Belmont, NC 
Justin Myles Cole ............................................ Rock Hill, SC 
**Kurt Michael Cooper ............................... Midlothian, VA 
Laura Ruth Cornett ......................................... Clemson, SC 
*Carolina Caldwell Crowell ............................ Durango, CO 
Jennie Elizabeth Cumbie ........................... Summerville, SC 
Haley Grace Daniel... .................................... .Alpharetta, GA 
*Caitlin Sarah Davidson .................................. Kingston, GA 
*Anna Louise Dixon ........................................... Sumter, SC 
Cameron Barclay Edwards .................................... Easley, SC 
Kathryn Cely Elrod ......................................... Anderson, SC 
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Laura Suzanne Gandy ........................................... Dallas, TX t**Kyle David Ames .............................................. Greer, SC 
*Nicole Jean Greer. ...... .............................. Simpsonville, SC John Michael Hammond ............................... Greenville, SC 
Amanda Ruth Guess .... ................................... Columbia, SC Kathryn G Horton ............................................... Seneca, SC 
Daniel B Hall ............... ....................................... Laurens, SC *Diana Christine Nelson ....................................... Aiken, SC 
Sarah Margaret Hulbert .................................... Beaufort, SC 
*Hunter Price Hurst ...................................... Greenville, SC Secondary Education 
Lisa Kristine Jedlicka ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
*Kathleen Elizabeth Kling ............................... StLouis, MO 
William Craig Lyons ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Heather Louise Mack .................................... Columbia, SC 
* Allyson Mae McCall ........................................... Ruffin, SC 
Rebecca Elizabeth Miller ........................... Simpsonville, SC 
Lewis Wilson Norris ........................................... Pickens, SC 
Cortney Christin Peck ..................................... Suwanee, GA 
Jennifer Joy Petrush ........................................... Florence, SC 
Ashley Tate Porcher ...................................... Charleston, SC 
*Charlotte Ann Poteet ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Joan Aubrey Price ........................................... Columbia, SC 
*Ryan Kenneth Quam .................................. Lake Wales, FL 
Sarah Elizabeth Robbins ................................ Greenville, SC 
*Elizabeth Ray Sanders .............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
***Julia Lauren Schmidt ................................. Columbia, SC 
**Haley Layne Smith .............................................. Greer, SC 
Holly Ann Smith ............................................ Anderson, SC 
Demontez Jermaine Stitt ............................... Matthews, NC 
J C Austin Abercrombie ........................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Caroline Elizabeth Alex .................................... Marietta, GA 
*Thomas Richard Beckenhauer .................... Cape Coral, FL 
Michael Wynne Boliek, Jr. ............................. Greenville, SC 
*Hillary Denise Boulware .................................... Okatie, SC 
Ian Scott Brandau ........... ..... ....... ....... .................. Dublin, VA 
***Caitlin Elizabeth Davis ........................... Greenwood, SC 
Christopher Michael Ellisor ..................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Victoria Marie Graham ............................. Summerville, SC 
Kimberly Ann Henderson .................................... Easley, SC 
Leslie Erin Horton ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Shellie Amanda Hughes .............................. Orangeburg, SC 
Justin Thomas McCall .................................... Anderson, SC 
Justin Lee Moore ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Amber Nicole Myers .......................................... ... Easley, SC 
William Lemuel Owens ................................ Charleston, SC 
Jared Brent Thrasher ...................................... Anderson, SC 
*Kayla Deanne Truax .............................................. Starr, SC 
Kathryn Grace Stone ...................................... Arlington, TX 
Sthefany Thomas ..................................... Wesley Chapel, FL 
Emily Anne Weichel... ........................................ Central, SC 
Jesse Benjamin Winchester. ................................ Pickens, SC 
*Kaitlan Elizabeth Woods ............................... Charlotte, NC 
Eugene Lawrence Wyatt ......................................... Starr, SC 
*Colin Robert Young ......................................... Oreland, PA 
*Cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade-point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched 
program of study through the Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall 
grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. 
Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors College 
Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, 
the late B C Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are 
members of university recognized honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of 




First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will 
of the Honorable D K Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating 
student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the 
University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted in the Hendrix Student Center. 
Recipient of the Norris Medal 
Jennifer Caroline Moffitt 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, 
and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. 
These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
Recipients of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Student Award 
Arthur Edwin Doctor, Jr. Jennifer Ann Johnson 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in classroom teaching. The 
faculty recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is 
presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
Recipient of the Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Mary Ann M Prater 
Senior Lecturer, School of Accountancy and Finance 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member 
of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work 
required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
Tyler Kenneth Andrews 
Austin Gordon Barrett 
Jonathan Howard Baulch 
Kevin Patrick Baumann 
Courtney Leigh Benedict 
Linda Abigail Brown 
Greta Alleyne Bushnell 
Sarah Elizabeth Cain 
Meredith Ann Chivers 
Austin James Clary III 
Kevin Raymond Crandall 
Matthew David Cupelli 
Caitlin Elizabeth Davis 
Eugenia Margaret Davis 
Thomas Vincent Dianora 
Sarah Caitlin Edison 
Recipients of the Faculty Scholarship Award 
Meghan Michelle Foley Danielle Kristine Lynn 
Chandler Ruth Freeman Jordan Anthony Maivelett 
Joshua Phillip Freitag Benjamin Allen Martin 
Hannah Annelle Friar Chandler Ross Martin 
Robert Michael Funcik James Gladney McGee 
Ann Marie Guggisberg Rachel Anna Milano 
Wallace Taylor Harris Michael Glenn Muthleb, Jr. 
Lauren Elizabeth Hetzel Joel Luthor Penning 
Andrew Jeffrey Wallis Holmes Brian Thomas Pringle 
John Gerald Hoppe IV Keri Rich 
Daniel Edward Hutcherson Bethany Claire Richardson 
Jennifer Ann Johnson Thomas Bradford Saad 
Jocelyn Lysbet Kohn Julia Lauren Schmidt 
Tom Henry Kudlacz William Luther Shelton 
Wesley Benjamin Lambert Chelsea Amanda Shugars 
Mary Allison Lynch Elizabeth C Sisson 
Brendan James Smith 
Bryson Campbell Smith 
Allyson Elizabeth Somers 
Melissa Christine Spicer 
Gregory Eugene Stabler 
Megan Elizabeth Steele 
Kemper Dyar Talley 
Kelsey Ann Taylor 
Clayton Brett Templeton 
Charlotte Virginia Leigh Tyson 
Colleen Mary Varda 
Amanda Smith Weekes 
Jane Allison Welch 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The university mace is the symbolic representation of the whole 
of Clemson University and must be present at any convocation 
where the University, through its delegated members, is acting 
officially. At any official convocation such as commencement, 
the university marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the president 
into the assembly. The mace rests before the president's chair 
or speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal 
from the assembly at the close of a convocation is symbolic of 
the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of 
the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the 
ceremonial maces carried by heads of the state and church in the 
Middle Ages. Its basic club-like shape, however, is much more 
ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of 
walnut wood and silver, with Clemson's seal in gold and the 
university colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South 
Carolina. 
The presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority 
vested in the office of president by the governing body of the 
University. Only the university president may wear it, and while 
wearing it, he speaks for the whole body of the institution. 
Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and 
carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval 
"staffs of office," which were carried by the senior members of 
departments of state or church. They display the university seal 
and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. C lemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver 
with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The Clemson University regalia were designed and executed 
by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the 
Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths of our 
era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by 
the late Mr. C C Wilson of C lemson University. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson 
( 1807 -1888), who left the bulk of his estate to the state of South 
Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and 
educated at the Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). 
His early profession was that of a mining engineer; however, 
circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic 
advocate of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat 
(charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
superintendent of agricultural affairs in Washington (1860). 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of 
mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural 
College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South 
Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson 
University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of John C Calhoun, a 
South Carolina political figure of national importance during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. Calhoun's home, 
Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson campus as a national 
shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with 
an enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced 
only two four-year curricula, supplemented by two two-year 
preparatory courses. Today the University has six major academic 
units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences; the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities; 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science; the College of 
Engineering and Science; the College of Health, Education and 
Human Development; and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges 
of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the 
bachelor's, master's, education specialist, and doctoral degrees. 
Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, 
Decatur, GA 30033-4097 or call at 404-679-4500 for questions 
about the accreditation of Clemson University. 
Curricula are accredited by MCSB International (Association to 
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, American Council for Construction 
Education, American Dietetic Association (CADE), American 
SocietyofLandscapeArchitects, Commission on Collegiate Nursing 
Education (CCNE), Council for Accreditation of Counseling and 
Related Education Programs (CACREP), National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National Association of Schools of Art and 
Design, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 
NRPN MLR Council on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation 
Board, and Society of American Foresters. Documentation 
of accreditation is available in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not 
only in its primary academic program, but does extensive research 
at the main campus and at five agricultural experiment stations 
located in the state. The University is also heavily committed 
to a varied program of public service, including the work of 
agricultural extension, which has professional personnel located 
in each of the state's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/ arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
0' er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
0' er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified 
graduates. Likewise, academic honors designations are 
based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations 
must come from the Registrar of the University. 
FIRST AID 
A First Aid Station is located at the north entrance. 
EVACUATION SYSTEM 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire-alarm 
evacuation system. In the event of activation, as noted 
by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building 
until fire officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
NO SMOKING 
Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Clemson University- One of the 
Nation's Best Public Universities 
• U.S. News & World Report ranks Clemson No. 23 among the 
nation's top 164 public universities, No. 9 Up-and-Coming 
national university and No. 12 for its commitment to 
undergraduate teaching. 
• Nine Clemson seniors and graduate students won the 
prestigious National Science Foundation Graduate Research 
Fellowship in 2010. Five additional students were named 
Honorable Mention. 
• SmartMoney (2009) rates Clemson No. 8 in "payback" -
the ratio of graduates' earnings to tuition paid, and both 
Kiplinger's and The Princeton Review recognize Clemson among 
the best educational buys in the nation in 2010. 
• Clemson's Academic Success Center, which provides students 
with the latest in customized academic assistance, has earned 
international recognition as an outstanding learning center. 
• Creative Inquiry, a unique initiative that brings together 
undergraduate students and facu lty to research important 
issues that affect our world, is described as a "best practice in 
undergraduate research" by Lynn O'Shaugnessy in her book 
The College Solution: A Guide for Everyone Looking for the Right 
School at the Right Price. 
• Thirty-eight C lemson facu lty have been awarded National 
Science Foundation CAREER Awards, recognizing young 
faculty members who are excellent researchers and teachers, 
and 22 have been named Fulbright Scholars. 
• Through the state's Endowed Chairs Program, Clemson has 
recruited five internationally recognized scholars to lead key 
research areas to stimulate South Carolina's economy and 
create high-tech jobs. 
• Ninety-two percent of seniors say they would choose Clemson 
again if they were starting over, compared to a peer average of 
88 percent, according to the 2010 National Survey of Student 
Engagement. 
• For the third year in a row, Clemson has been named to the 
President's Higher Education Community Service Honor 
Roll, the highest federal recognition a college or university can 
receive for its commitment to volunteering, service-learning 
and civic engagement. C lemson students contribute more 
than 126,000 service hours each year. 
• The National Research Council ranks 15 Clemson doctoral 
programs in the top 50 among public universities. 
• C lemson students consistently capture intercollegiate 
championships in academic and club competitions such as the 
Concrete Canoe, Steel Bridge, Pershing Rifles, Ethics Bowl, 
Traffic Bowl, Air Rifle and more. 
• Clemson alumni rank No.3 in the nation in alumni support 
to public universities as measured by alumni giving, according 
to U.S.News & World Report. 
• Sixty Clemson faculty members have been elected Fellows of 
national or international academic societies since 2000. 
• For the third consecutive year, C lemson has received national 
recognition for its commitment to diversity and inclusion 
from Minority Access Inc. 
continued on reverse 
• With more than $233 million in investments, the Clemson 
University International Center for Automotive Research 
(CU-ICAR) represents the ultimate public/ private partnership 
where academia, industry and government organizations 
collaborate to build a knowledge base, create jobs, improve 
auto safety and add to the economy. 
• The University and Greenwood Genetic Center are partners 
in an effort to find causes and cures for birth disorders and 
susceptibility to premature birth, hypertension, obesity and 
diabetes. 
• Clemson faculty and students are working with Greenville 
Hospital System (GHS) clinicians to improve patient care 
and boost economic development through the state's GHS 
Innovative Biomedicine and Bioengineering Research and 
Training Program. 
• The Restoration Institute has received a $45 million U.S. 
Department of Energy grant, combined with $53 million 
of matching funds, to build and operate a wind turbine 
drivetrain test facility that will move Clemson and South 
Carolina into the forefront of developing an offshore wind 
industry. 
• The University has 18 partners - private tech-based 
companies- that have licensed Clemson University 
intellectual property or are located in University-based 
facilities. 
• Since 2000, Clemson research has generated 830 jobs (not 
counting Clemson employees), 11 spinoff companies, 87 
active patents with 37 licenses generating $2.8 million a year 
and $1.25 billion in research awards. 
• Clemson's Institute on Family and Neighborhood Life is 
home to one of the country's leading anti-bu llying experts and 
a program endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
• Clemson's Youth Learning Institute reaches more than 
26,000 young people annually in more than 80 programs 
ranging from two-week residential programs to one-day school 
training. Programs are designed for honor students, special 
needs youth, foster children and many more. 
• Clemson is one of the country's most environmentally 
responsible colleges, according to The Princeton Review's 
"Guide to 286 Green Colleges" (2010), due to its commitment 
to following the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership 
in Environmental and Energy Design (LEED®) rating system. 
Clemson had the state's first public LEED-certified building 
and the first public LEED Gold-certified building. 
• Designlntelligence magazine named Clemson President James 
F. Barker one of the Most Admired Educators of 2011, and it 
ranked Clemson's graduate program in architecture one of the 
nation's top 20. 
• C lemson's engineering program ranks No. 17 in a Wall Street 
Journal 2010 poll of recruiters at 500 large companies. 
• Clemson ranks No. 1 in "town-gown relations," No. 1 among 
"jock schools," No. 5 with the "happiest students" and No. 
5 where "everyone plays intramural sports," according to The 
Princeton Review's "Best 371 Colleges." 
• Clemson's Blue Key is the top chapter in the nation. It was 
recently recognized for Tigerama, Legacy Day, the Building 
Histories Project and other distinctively Clemson activities. 
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